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Abs trac t

This thesis jnvestigates the causes of urban economic stagnation

by questionìng the qual itatjve, rather than quantitative, basis for

measuring aggregate economic growth while advocating the alternative

theories of Jane Jacobs and the Institute for Local Self-Rel iance which

emphasìze internal potential over dependence on externalities. The

theory ìs applied to a case study of Winnipeg's urban economy, The

case study incl udes a critique of the works of Winnìpeg urban analysts,

reviews of consul tant reports, journals, trade magazines, and government

initiatives, and jnterviews wìth representatjves of organizatÍons con-

cerned with the l^linnipeg economy.

Si gni fì cant resul ts coul d be achi eved by ne-structuri ng exì stì ng

i nsti tut'ions to establ i sh a mun ici paì ly-based l^li nni peg Busi ness bevel op-

ment Corporation, a member organization of the l,linnipeg Chamber of

Commerce, responsible for overal l initjation and synchronization of develop-

ment.. Strategìc progress depends on participation by the business community

in an informal networkìng program and the accuracy of economic data on

wh ich to base decisions.

This is one type of economic development strategy meant to emphasize

co-ordinatìon and co-operation of all iurisdjctions for the overal l

betterment of the l.Jinnipeg economy.
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Chapter 'ì : I ntroducti on

Pu rpose

This thesis is an in-depth analysis of alternative theories of the

causes of urban stagnation and of strategìes to stimulate urban develop*

ment and an application of these theories to a case study of economic

development in the City of tiinn'ipeg. The conclusion of this examination

and app l icati on wi l I be an al ternat ive economj c devel opment strategy

uniquely suited to l^linnìpeg's special needs.

Current strategies that address the problem of stimulatjng l,linnìpeg's

sagging urban economy have yet to meet with a great deal of success or,

a'ì ternatively, no strategy whatsoever exists. A comprehensive urban

development strategy is the basis for" all urban development po1 ìcy. The

first step in revjving l,linnipeg's economy is agreement on the overa'l I

developrnent strategy which will determine ongoìng economic prioriiies and

decisions.

Examination of strategic economic initiatives in the City of l,Jìnnipeg

indicates two features, Fìrst, there are a number of different groups and

leveis of government concerned wìth Wìnnipeg's economic development'

There 'i s a lack of coordination between these groups and there are areas

of overlapping jurjsdictìon and concern between levels of government and

the private sector. The exact nature of these concenns and overlaps is

the subject of discussion in the l/innipeg case study,found in chapters

eight and nine of this thesis. It is enough, at this poìnt, to state

that this situation exists and will be demonstrated in greater detaìl

I ater i n thi s thesi s.
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tconomic development woul d proceed more smoothìy and successfully

if co-ordinatìon existed and jurisdiction was precjsely defined. This

wou'ld be the role of an economic development strategy. Close examination

of the l,linnipeg situation reveals that, in lieu of a strategy, economic

development is dictated by underìyìng theoretical precepts, It is the

contention of this thesis that these precepts follow the principles of

economic base theory and so constitute an unspoken, not agreed-upon but

operati ve, economic development strategy.

The purpose of this thesis 'i s to go back into the theory, examine

the implications of economic base theory, trace the development of theory

jnto the realm of concerted, harmonious economic development strategies,

then apply these theoretìcaì investigations onto the ll1innipeg case study,

The assumption is that this process of lìnkìng theory to practìce wili

indjcate a unique deveìopment strategy suited to stimulating the l,jinnipeg

economy. Prjorities wi lI be pìaced on determìnìng the appropriate

jurìsdìctìonal level at which to implement strategy, determining measures

that will most expedìently enhance discernable economjc trends, and aiming

at the least possibìe degree of interventibn in order to produce positive

economi c change.

Economic Deve'lopment Strategy - A teji¡j!jp!
It is ìmportant, before proceedìng further, to come to an agreement

as to the usage of the term "urban economic deveìopment strategy". A

mìsusage of this term can bring to mind rampant government intervention

into the concerns of the private sector. This is not the connotation the

term is meant to take on.
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An urban economic deveìopntent strategy refers to an agreed-upon set

of princìp1es and goals that dictate a Iimited number of courses of action

for the purpose of enhancing and shap'Íng those factors that make up the

economy of an urban region. Further, a strategy would del ineate among

the possible iourses of action, the most desirable series of events and

teehniques to shape or encourage cjrcumstances in such a manner as to

faci I i ti ate the desi rabl e scenario.

The strategy is differentiated from the poìicies, whjch would follow

out of the strategy and provide back-up to the strategy but are separate

and distinct from the strategy, and from tactìcs, which differ from

poì icies ìn that tactics are techniques or short-term measures which

enact poìicy and keep the overal'l strategy on course. Strategy is the

product of theory and incorporates value judgementst strategy shapes

policy and tactics are the tools and measures that, taken in total , make

up the events of a strategy. A simpìe analogy would call strategy the

game plan, pol icy are the plays that constitute the game plan, and

tactics are the players or moves that make up the plays.

The measure of success or failure of a strategy is appljcation; no

strategy can be said to have worked or not worked until it has been tried

out, The amount of funding available to ìnitiate a strategy would have

some effect on'i ts outcome. A strategy could be said to be successful

if there were definite sìgns of economìc ìmprovement in those areas

targeted by the strategy. The best strategy, then, 'i s one based in a

thorough reading of the practical context so that the strategy facil Ítates

and makes stronger deve'lopment trends with the most potential . A strategy

that attempts to foster economic development in those sectors that ¿he
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urban region has no naturaì proclivity for wilì, ìn the first instance,

most lìkely, not be successful although sufficient funding can make most

things possible. The search for an al ternative urban economjc develop-

ment strategy for the City of l,Iinnìpeg is predicated on this assumption,

that the best strategy is to foster development in those areas that show

evidence of an economy's natural ìnclinations,

[.Jithin the complex of infrastructures that, taken jn total , con-

stitute a city, the economy can be viewed as the base from which rises a

superstructure of social and property relations and a physical ìnventory

of spatial relationships. No city, no matter how well developed physically,

socìa1ly, or cuìturally, can be viable without a functioning economy. The

financial nett,vork is the foundation which supports the entirety of the

urban compì.ex. As such, an economìc development strategy ìs a necessary

component of the city pìanning process. Cjty planners have been, and

wi lI continue, contributing to the search for a successful economìc

deveìopment strategy. This thesis is another link in'the chain that makes

up the economÍc development segment of the city planning process.

Problem Statement

The problem is suggested by a long term examjnation of trends in the

l^linnìpeg economy. The current slow growth trend indicates that the urban

economy is in a down turn. Lack of economic development, then, js the

problem. The assumption of thjs thesis is that the solution to this

problem lies in determìning a suitable, innovative strategy resistant to

economjc stagnation and fluctuation in the urban economy.



One approach to the problem of economic development is to appraise

theory and assign blame for shortfaljs of development to the theory. In

order to construct an alternative urban economics the first step is to

establish criteria to judge theories that purport to offer a viabìe option

As already pointed out, an examination of the literature on economic

deveìopment indicates that the theory underlying current development

initiatives is economìc base theory. This theory is one of the traditional

theories in the disciplines of urban economics and urban geography. The

authority that economic base theory maintains within current economic

deveìopment anaìysìs is indicated by the title of l,lcNeal , Hj ldebrand and

Associates' comprehensìve report on the l,lìnnipeg economy, the Economic

Bgle !!!!y. Thís report meri ts special attehtion in this thesis for

three reasons. First, it is the most comprehensìve study on the subiect

to date. Second, as a background report to the Plan |4ìnnipeg Review, it

has been highly ìnfl uential in determining ongoing po1 icy, Third, in the

overal l it is a well done study and can be used as a standard to compare

and contrast other studies and to set requirements for future studies.

The founder of alternative theory, i.e. the fjrst theori st to indicate

the directions for making a transition firom expìanatory theory to economic

deveiopment strategy, was Hans Blumenfeld, Blumenfeld's critique of

economic base theory included two recommendations whjch have been developed

by urban economists Jane Jacobs and David Morris. These are the two

theories that thjs thesis examines to assess their conceptual potential"

in the construction of an alternative development strategy for the City

of l^lì nnì peg.
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Hypot he s i s

The hyþothesis follows dìrectly from the assumptÍon that shortcomings

in l,Ijnnipeg's current economic development condition should be examined

fi rst from the theoretical perspective, The hypothesis is:

l¡lhe rea s

lllÍnnipeg's current slow growth trends represents a crisis

rooted in a stagnating local economy, and

l/Jhereas

Inabi'l ities on the pant of the public and prìvate sectors to

. create economic stimulj Èhrough existing programs are the

result of using traditional economic theories,

Therefore it ìs hypothesized that

A strategy for economic revival should be based on support of

internal growth ìndustì.ies for the purpose of establishing a

reciprocating urban economic system founded on self-re'l iance'

At this point, some of the terms used in the hypothesìs, internal

growth, reciprocating economics, and self-reliance may demand immediate

definition so that the reader can determine whether the hypothesis ìs

verifiab'ì e or not. Each term is of particular significance to the

al ternatìve urban economic deveìopment theorjes of Hans Blumenfled, Jane

Jacobs, and David l'lorris will be clarified and expanded at the point

where each theory ìs reviewed. What js important is that it is upon this

hypothesis that the direction of this investigat'ion revolves. Recognì-

tion also is given to the opposìte poìnt of view. Arguably it is

possìbìe that traditíonal theory always has been and wjll be "correct",

that upcycles and downcycles are the natural order and should be left to

work themselves out, and that "alternatjve" theory goes nowhere. Neíther
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argument can ever be enrpirically de[lonstrated or proved correct. This

'inquiry is heurìstìc and expìanatory and the hypothesis ìs desìgned to

probe norms as wel l as facts, and concl udes with an ìnvestigation of what

alternatjve theory has to offer of practical value to l,linnipeg's urban

deve i opment.

Methodol ogy

The material is categorized under ten chapters. Chapter one is an

jntroduction stating the purpose, problem, hypothesjs ' and methodology'

Chapters two through seven contain the theoretìcal portion of the thesis.

Chapters eight and nine contain thà Winnipeg case study. Chapter ten

explains the alternative economic development strategy for the Cjty of

I,Jinnipeg. The strategy includes both the conclusions and the recommendations

of this investigatìon al though the strategy is developed from the

recommendations of the theoretical and case study sections. Each of these

two main sections constìtutes two sub-sections, the theory section made

up of traditional versus alternative theories, and the case hi story con-

tained wjthin the chapters on analyticaì approaches and practicaì

i ni ti at ives.

The theoretical section is based on the con¿rast of traditiona'l

economic base theory to the alternative theories of Hans Blumenfeld'

Jane Jacobs, and David Morris; four chapters ìn all providing equal

attention to each of the altennative theoni sts as is paid to tradìtional

theory despite the fact that al'l three are seen as constituting. one

theoretical approach, This thesis is predominately theoretical in jts

orientation so that the theoretical sections constitute over ha'l f of the

review. Because of this the I iterature review of traditional and alter-
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native economìc development theory is bounded by introduction and

conclusion chapters and the hypothesis upon whìch this thesis is based

is directed entirely to theoretical matters. The concluding chapter of

the theoretìcal section sets down eìght recommendations meant to provìde

a condensed summary of the most sìgnificant ìnitiatives underlying a

responsibie and creative economic development strategy.

. The other section, the l.',/innipeg case study, is made up of two equal

subsections, the analytic and the practical. Rather than beìng contrasted

as were the theoretical sub-sections, these two are seen as complementary,

the analytic providing the transition between theory and practice. The

NcNeal and llildebrand tconomic Base Study is the core around which a

Iiterature review of analytic approaches to the l,linnìpeg economy is based.

This is intended to extract from the Economic Base Study the most useful

informatjon and methods rvhile at the same tìme critiquing ìt from a

theoretical perspective as wel'ì as supplementing the study with insights

from other urban anaìysts. The practical sub-section focuses on a des-

cription of current approaches and events in Winnipeg's economic develop-

ment. Thìs was found in the trade journals and the I iterature of business

associations and government, along with interviews of partìcipants in the

local economic development scene. Each of the two subsections' dealing

directly with the situation under examination, yìelds a set of recommen-

dations toward determinìng an economjc development strategy.

The concluding chapter derjves dir"ectly from the three sets of

recommendations as a who'le and from the summaries' It is intended to be

the most brief summary possible of the theoretical directions, the

anaìytical approaches and the findings of actual practice.



Chapter 2: TheoretJ cai Premise

Gr:owth Versus Devel opment

The problematic that informs this thes'i s is growth versus develop-

ment. Stated otherwise, this dichotomy contrasts quantity to quality or

êxpansion to evolution or increase to transformatjon or machine systems

to learning systems. Growth and development, economic categories, cal l

for a more nuanced definition for which I turn to the economists.

The Djctionary of ¡4odern Thought defines economic growth as "increase

over time jn real national income per head'i .l Economist Edgar Dunn

defines growth as the impìication "that an actìvity system is increasing

the scale of its socìal structures and the quantitative level of its

activities. Population, employment, income, etc. are dimensions commoniy

used to reflect these changes in ievel or scale".2 Economjst Michael

Conroy defìnes urban economic growth as "'i ncreases ìn popuiation within

a specific urban area, jncreases jn the number of jobs within that area'

or increases in either the quantìty or the value of the goods and senvices

produced in a local economy. These quantitative changes do not necessarìly

lead to qual itative improvements jn urban life".3

Growth theorists assert that the antonym of growth is no-growth'

negressìon, or reduction. Growth is an alluring concept for social

scìentists because of its statistical measurabjl ity. Fred H'i rsch reports

that the utjlization of the growth concept prol iferated after the Second

l^lor'l d War as a product of the statistics4 and that the compeli ìng

attractjon of ¿he economic growth approach in its institut'iona'l ized

modern form is that it can be used by theorjsts as a substitute for
E

redistribution', a much more dìfficult concept to manìpuìate. The
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favorìte metaphor of growth theorists is the expanding economic pie. This

is countered by theorists willing to accept redistribution, such as Hazel

Henderson, whose jmagery is a finite pie.6 Thus, the reverse of growth ís

not necessarily d'iminution but the alternative concept of development.

For Dunn, development assumes "that an activity system is transformed

in the mode of its behavior,T The Dìctionary of Econqniçs defines economic
o

deveìopment as "the process of their economies"" or, expressed more simply

by George Dalton "economìc development ìs growth pìus change and the change

involves society as a whole".9 Conroy defines urban economic development

as " increases in the quality of urban ljfe assocíated with changes, not

necessarily increases, in the size and composition of the popuìation, the

quantity and nature of loca'l iobs, and the quantity and prices of goods

and services produced locaì1y. Analysis of urban economic deveìopment

,requires superimposìtion of value iudgements with.respect to the desir-

abiljty of the quantìtative changes ìn the urban area",l0 Urban economic

deve'ì opment could include the variable of growth. In such a case, the

statistical techniques used to measure growth could be used as an jndi-

cator of the level of economic development even though the figures

provìded a one-sided, incomplete picture. Dunn makes the comparison of

machine systems versus learning systems where the machine system, which

corresponds to all the growth modeìs, is characterized by a fixed

behavioral program Iìke a computerll whj le a learning system, which

corresponds to development modeis, has the capacity to be reprogrammed

in its behavior on to reprogram itself through action of internal sources

of new behavìoral ideas, transformatjon motives, and transformation

behavj or and thereby embody new organ izati ona l structures. l2
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Hirsch points out that growth' as interpreted by modern economic

theorists, pertains to the suppìy side of the equation. The project is

one of harnessing and augmenting the technological , financial , and labour

demands. Consumption is the ultirnate source of these demands. Consump-

tìon is the true subiect and obiect of economic growth even though the

context and composition of consumption is not brought into the analysis.l3

In contrast, consumption on a substantial ìevel is intrinsic to economic

development theory since human expectations as wel I as available resources

are incorporated into the analysis. txpectations ' which influence con-

sumption, must, in a time of depleting resources, be affected by a measure

of restrajnt. The characteristics necessary for the development of

restraint are not patience but stojcism, acceptance, and social cooperation -

qualities that are out of key with our cultural values of indivjdualistic
1A

advance.'* Correctìy understood, econom'i c Arowth can be interpreted as

growth ìn the capacity to meet these individual and col'l ect'ive consump-

l5ft on oeman0s.

Focusing on growth, to the exclusìon of development, püts economic

theory into a doubìe bind. Growth can be conceived statisticalìy as an

"s" curve (see Figure l). The first phase of the curve is characterized

by a behavior pattern of maxìmìzing growth through vìgorous competition

and absolute control of the ecosystem in the form of exploitatìon. A

new phase js entered as the curve reaches its fulcrum point where past

behavjor patterns are no longer rewarded. Grovrth gìves way to dìver-

sification and maintenance, competition to cooperation, and exploitation

of the ecosystem is transformed into restoration and recycl'ing'17

Henderson alleges that the impl ications of this observation are devas-

tatìng for economic theory. Hirsch fLìrther quaìifies the double bìnd,
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císß

t€covery

Figure l: Growth conceived statistically as an "s" curve, showjng
the phases of a cycìe.

which he calls the dual socjal Iimits to growth. The priority and

promise of economic growth are qualified by:

1, the paradox of affluence - economic growth in advanced
societies carries some elements of built-in frustration:
the growth process, when sustained and general ized, fails
to deìiver its fulì promise. The growth process runs
j nto soci al scarciùy.

2. the reluctant collectivism - continuation of the growth
process itself rests on certain tnoraì preconditions that
its own success has jeopardized through its indivjdualistic.to
ethos. Economic growth undermines its social foundatìons.'-

It ìs my contention, and the subiect of this thesis, that develop-

ment rather than growth should be theorized, with concentration on

qual ities rather than on quantitìes. Conroy jdentifies the three types

of urban economi c devel opment reseat"ch avai I abl e:

l. popular, easy readable essays provìding engaging suggestìons
and some fragmentary evidence to support these suggestions;

2, professional monographs on various aspects of the urban
economy which serve as a guide to policy makers;
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3. urban economic texts which review professional research
for the purpose-Qf constructing theories rather than
guiding policy.l9

Conroy's example of the fìrst type is Jane Jacobs' The Econonv of Cities

whìch he describes as mìsleading because she ignores or neglects most of

the academic and professional research on cities done over the past forty
t^years.'" lt ìs my contentjon that Conroy is incorrect not in his iudge-

ment of Ms. Jacobs' methodology but in the reve'lance he attributes to the

subject matter of the book and to its historical position in development

I iterature. Far from being misleading The Economy of Cjties represents

the systematic introduction of an economic development approach focusing

entirely on qualitative aspects of urban pìanning. Jacobs relates

problems of economic deveìopment to social goals rather than hiding behind

nunrerical evaluatìons and patent statjstjcal techniques, The book is the

first on the subject of economic development which makes only a passing

reference to the concept of economic bas",2l a concept steeped in the

tradition of economìc growth and a basjc conceptual techn'ique for measuri ng

economi c growth.

I agree with Conroy that The Eç!I9m,y llllljtt'lll clear'ly beìongs in

the development school of urban economjc research and that the scholar-

ship ìs academical iy deficient. For me the book nepresents the stages

concept of economic development which addresses the problem of sequence,

i.e. the decision of which ideas and techn'iques should precede other

ideas and techniques. Historical evidence is ìnvestigated to identify

the order of successjon fol lowed by advanced economies. These sequences

are visualized as a template to guide a learning process designed to

bring backward economies to modeS of behavior more closely approxjmating

those of advanced ..onori.r,22 It js not the purpose of this paper to
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determine whether this technique is the most desirable, I simply note

jts appearance in Jacobs' work. She was the first theorist addressing

the problem of urban economic development to respond to a pressÌng need -

the need for a social approach to economìcs.

The Need for a Social-Economics

A social -economics emphasizes quality rather than quantity. Rather

than using statistical anaìysis of the current situation to proiect a

future situatìon, necessarily omitting critjcal data such as trade cycles,

social-economic analysis makes value judgements and recommends ecqnomìc

strategìes or policies that would djrect and change future al ternatives.

The goals of social-economics are summed up by Robert Theobald jn hjs

statement:

,..the causes of our problems today are not economical but social.
. The role of economics in finding cures must be subsidiary to the

rebuilding of effective neÍghborhoods and communities and the
reintroduction of values whjch will reinforce rather than destroy
soci al sol idarity.

The critjcal change in positive terms will be a recognìtÍon
of the need for profound alterations jn life styles and ìife
cycles to face new realities. Resource and energy lìmitatìons,
the impact of computers and robots, and demands for new inter-
national economic systems to ensure greater iustice will all
require that we recognize the 'infeasi b!]ity of striving for
maximum growth and maximum empìoyment.zJ

Theobald reaffirms the social, as opposed to statistical , nature of the

urban economic problem and targets the solution as humanistic values.

Implementation of policìes based on these values rather than consjdera-

tions of profit will strengthen the social fabric of the neighbourhood

and communìty. Revival of these values wilj enable planners to face

problems of expectations, limited resources, and advancing technology.

Emphasis will shift from growth to development, that is social change

rather than maximixation.
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In order to inaugurate a new social-economics it would be necessary

to take into account current economics and specifically what is left out

or hidden withín economic calculations. Henderson notes that growth

theory, which takes Gross National Product as a major indjcator, hides

within this calculation the negative effects of the polìcy which are the

social and environmental costs of growth. Following Ralph Nader's well-

known quote that "Every time there is an automobile accident the GNP goes

up", Henderson singìes out the cleansing of production and consumptìon

wastes, the maintenance of adequate supplies of clean ajr and water, the

care of increasìng numbers of human casualties of massive, incomprehensible

technology and inhumanly scaìed organìzations, the mediations of conflicts,

the control of crirne, addiction and other pathology and general maintenance

of a frag'i1e social homeostatis as hidden social costs which are counted

in the GNP as posìtive production.24 These negative effects of unregulated

growth provide an initial set of indicators of the fajlure of current

economjc policy.

The next step ìs the establ ishment, at least in prìncìple, of a

flanking set of socjal indicators whichquantìtatìvely measure economjc

output Ín order to present an integrated system of statistjcs comparable

to the national income accounts. Unfortunateìy there is no social

performance indicator that can be ca'l culated systematjcally and under-

stood easì1y.25 Hirsch points out:

These (social indicators) comprìse a hybrid collection of
'indicators of varìous facets of economic and social well
being - for exampìe health is indicated by mortal ity rates
(rather than money spent on doctors and hospitals); content-
ment and safety as indicated by the ìnverse of suicide and
accident rates (as djstìnct from spending on preventjon
servjces and safety devices); air quality as indicated by
pollution content (qg distinct from spending on anti-
pol I uti on devi ces ) . ¿5
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To follow the establ ishment of the negative effects of growth and the

social indicators of current performance could be to erect a firm founda-

tion of goaìs or values urhìch society shouìd pursue in order to re-establ ish

viabìe neìghbourhood, community and city social fabric and economic

development and then, from this foundatìon, the correct economic strategy

through which to realize these goaìs. This is the purpose of a socjal-

economics and an emphasìs on economic development rather than growth.

Dunn has classified the two development models that function as

l earni ng systems :

type a - a ìearning system that has the capacity to be
reprogramed jn jts behavior

type b - a learnìng system^that has the capacity to
reprogram j tsel f. ¿/

Type a learnìng ìs closer to the growth or mechanjstjc model since it is

also determinìstic in the sense that the final state of the system is

predetermined, I pìace within this category Jane Jacobs' economic

development model del ineated in The Economy of Cities with jts stages of

deveìopment concept. An urban economic development model that embodìes

type b learning, i.e, an open system of creative learning with the

capacity to reprogram itself,28 can be found, ìn my opìnion, in the

economic development system of David Morris and the Inst'itute for Local

Self-Reliance. Morris' economic development strategy, targeted to the

neighbourhood, community, and city, contains a complete system wìth

careful1y defined aims, goals, concepts, philosophy, strategy, tactics,

performance i ndi cators, and soci al val ues. The fo'l I owi ng sectì ons con-

tain detailed accounts of both Jacobs' and I'lorris' urban economic

devel opment model s .
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Summary: Maturation of Theory Into Strategy

The theoretical portion of this thesis invites two levels of reading.

0n one level ìt is a dialectic inquìry, comparing and contrasting growth

theories to deveìopment theorjes in order, through the interaction between

the two approaches, to reach conclusions as to a synthesis of approaches,

techniclues, and tactics that make up a successful development strategy.

Thes_e conclusions are to be applied, in the next portion of the thesis, to

a case study of economic development in llinnipeg, The application of the

theory, in the form of a distillation of the best parts of different

approaches, to the practical situation is meant to suggest one economic

development strategy that l,iinnipeg couid pursue in order to acheive

economic i mprovement.

0n the other level , the theoretical portjon ìs a chronoìogical

exposìtion of the maturation of theory. By tracing an ìncreasing sophis-

tication in the thought of different theorists we are able to follow the

deveìopment of jdeas from a sìmp1e observatjon and explanation approach

to a co-ordinated economic development strategy and, finally, to a com-

prehensive development approach coqnizant of social evolution and

ecological factors. The transition from a causal theory to interven-

tjonist strateg'ies is found in the examination of Hans Blumenfeld's

contri bution to the theony. Blumenfeld questioned theoretical precepts

and indicated the future course of alternate 'development strategìes.

Blumenfeld is at the fulcrum of the shjft from explanatory to normative

theory.

The chronologica'l exposition is the clearer method of classification

of the material for the reader. The remaìnder of the theoreticaì portion
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of the thesis is made up of fìve chapters, one each on economic base

theory, Hans Blumenfeld, Jane Jacobs, and the Institute for Local Self-

Reliance, and a chapter of theoretical conclusions. In the chapters that

follow, it will becone evident that this method allows for a full

exposìtion of each theorist or body of theory; yet, in order to summarize

and make recommendati ons , a chronologìca1 expositjon is not enough, That

would be to conclude that the most mature, or most comprehensive, would

be "the best" since it incl udes the concerns of its predecessors as well

as a more complete world view. This exact strategy may not be the most

appropriate for l^/innìpeg. Thìs also implies abandoning what is best in

economic base theory, r,¡hich is not desirable because some of the techniuqes

are extremely useful .

A dialectic ìnquiry, which emphasizes the interaction between the

exp'lanatory and normatjve approaches, resolves this problem and allows

for the best points of all theories. The reader is directed to the

re-occurant themes, such as the multiplier or jnput-output analysis,

that are picked up each time they are found in later theorists and show

how earlier ideas are treated by other theorists. It t's upon this

interaction of different ideas that the summary and recommendations of

chapter seven are based,
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Chapter 3: E c Base Theorv

Introduction to Economjc Base Theory

Economic base theory, first suggested by Fredrick Law 0lmsteadl 'in

l92l was expounded fuìly by Homer Hoyt in the 1930's. Working as an

economist in the Federal Housìng Administration in Washìngton, Hoyt needed

a sìmple model of urban economic performance in order to assess the

economic prospects of a multitude of cjties.2

Foìlowing Hoyt, urban economists and geographers espoused the theory

as a convention or agreed-upon method of anaìysìs' Not unt'i I Hans Blumenfeld's

criticism in 1955 was the theory significantly questìoned. At'the present

time the theory continues to be used for the analytic framework for urban

economj c i nvesti gati on.

The merjt of economic base theory lies in jts sÍmplicity, coherence,

and predictive capability. Dìsadvantages are an undue emphasis on growth

and the static nature of the theory.

The Theory

Economìc base theory, aìternately entitled export-base by Hirsch or

basic/non-basìc theory by Heilbrun, is understood as a framework by Hirsch,

a model by Chorley and Haggett, a concept by Yeates and Garner, or an

approach by conroy as well as a theory.3 The fundamental precept of

economic base theory is that the growth of a settlement regìon depends on

the goods and services it produces but sel is beyond its borders' The more

goods and services a settlement can produce and sell beyond the environs

of the city, the more income ìt will earn, and the more settlement growth

A

wi lI be generated. -
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It follows that urban economic activity can be divided into two

categori es :

l. basic or export or cìty-forming or exogenous referring to
Jruiu-stries income or workers and

2. non-basic or service or endogenous industries (income or
workersT

whereby:

"The exogenous and endogenous sectors are distinguished spatìaì1y
jn terms of the locatioñ of their demand areas' Export activities
obviously supply goods and services to pojnts outside the confines
of the uiban ärèa-or to persons comi.ng to that urban area frorn
outside, whilst service ãctivities satisfy a market entìrely. within
the urbán area. The level of economjc activity withjn an u¡ban area
is the sum of the levels of actìvity ìn these two sectors."5

Expressed as a sìmply equality, the relationship' according to

economic base theorY is:

Total actj vi ty in the
settl ement

or symboì ical lY as:

(TA)

Total i ncome in the
settl ement

Totaì activity in
basic i ndustri es

(BA )

Total acti vi ty in non-
basic industries

+

(NBA )

Total income from non-
basic industries6

+

+

This equality can be expressed in income terms as

Total income deri ved
from basì c i ndustri es

These two proportìons can be expressed as a ratio, termed the basic/

non-bas ic ratio. For examPle:

"... if half the income comes from non-basic activities and the
other half comes from basic activity, the ratio can be wni tten
'ì :1. Aìternative'ly if a quarter of the settlement income comes

from basic actìvitjes, then three-quarters of the income wil l

come from non-basic activities; and the ratio is written I:3'
The convention ìs for the basic-side of the ratio to come first
unã ió oã i.óresented as unity,T



Expressed schematìcally, the relationshìp between .basÍc and non-

basic activities, withìn the context of the cìty boundary, resembles:

Expo.ls
(Assets)

City Boundary

ÂM jlnl::g*'--
_Dolars -!2\Yt"-

lmpofts
(Defic¡ts)

--Ggo9-
Dollars

taxes "S 
s: oo

Dollars

*?f;;o:,^^
- {,{?g""u

Goods & Servíces

Figure 2: Reìationship between basic and non-basic activitiesS

Techniques of Quantifying Economic Base

In moving from a concept or framework to a model , economic base

must be quantified. Two technìques by which economic base theory is used

for empirical predictìon are.the multiplier and location quotient,

The Mul ti pl i er

The multipljer is defined as the ratio between the total ìncome

ultìmately created and the initial expendìture to which it is attributable9

or, alternately, as the neasurement of the relationshìp between an auto-

nomous injection of expenditur"e into an economy and the resu1 tant changes

in income which occur.l0 The concept of the multiplìer explaìns an often-

misunderstood phenomenon, the creation of additional value from a finite
quantìty. Thìs phenomenon is not rinique to the urban economic system and

has been used for centuries by the banks whereby banks make loans against

initial depostìs thereby reproducìng the orìgina'l amount of money and

then use the payments on the loans and the new deposits, in the form of

Econom¡c
Base

Bus¡ness

lndustry

Other
Functions

-X*--
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the injtial loans which are rarely withdrawn, to provide further revenue

on whjch to base loans.ll Galbraith describes this phenomenon as "the

miracle of money creation by a bank",l2

In order to understand how the multiplier effect works it ìs fìrst
important to understand the circular flov¡ of money within the social

sys tem :

PAt0 EY ôiJS|NESS ¡l¡À1S lO ¡UôLlC
¡r{ w^Gls, ¡EñT, lNllSlS¡, ANO P¡O¡¡IS fl¡Àrs lo Prl6llc

Figure 3a:

Fi gure 3 b

the ci rcul ar fl ow

the circular flow with ìnputs and outputs,l 3

In each round within the cir"cular flow, as money changes hands between

business (or government) and the public, the original amount is repro-

duced by vjrtue of a new round of transactions. If no new money entered

or left the florv, then the vajue would double with each round (see

Figure I), Money is constantly beìng withdrawn from the system (see

Fígure 2) so that the amount is not absolutely doub'l ed. lnstead the

second, third, and so on series of transactions are a percentage of the

ori gi naì amount. Th is percentage ì s cal l ed the margì na l propens ity to
consume or MPC.l4 Adding up all the rounds of money within the circular

flow produces a sum which, when compared to the original amount, yields

the ratio whjch is the mul tipl ier,
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Money that leaves the circular flow is called a leakage' l.lithout

leakages money could simply recirculate throughout the economic system

endlessly reproducìng the ìnitiaì value with.each cycìe. Leakages include

every portìon of the increase in income whjch js not spent on homemade

consumpt'ion goods.l5 This ìncludes payments for imports' taxes, gjfts,

and lounsl6 as well as savings, financial transactions, and flexible

p. i..r.17

The mathematical formula most often used to calculate the urban

econom.ic (or loca1 or community) multiplier is gìven by Yeates and Garner

to be:

m= 1

I_(NBA) orm=# orm=
TrTl-- Dñ

where TA = total economic activity

BA = basi c actìvity

NBA = non-basi c activitY

m = is the multiplìerlB

I+NBA
E-ñ-

This formulation .i s deceptively simple since the actual calculations vary

with the definition of what pei"centage basic and non-basic activjties make

up of total activity. |/ljallace Smith shows how three different methods of

defìning the basìc/non-basic ratio, the whole industry method, the value-

added method, and the minjmum requìrements method, produce three different

ca lcul ati ons of the mul ti pl i er: l9
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Figure 4: alternative methods of computing t!ç economic base
mul tipl ier for a hypothetical cìtyzu

The whole industry method, the most simple, assumes all employment ìn a

particular category is counted as export. The value-added method' often

called the ideal method, involves a survey of alI the community's business

forms to find out how much. of the value added (the difference between the

selling prìce of their products and the amounts paid to other firms or

governments) was generated by export sales. The minimum requirements

methods assumes a basic/non-basìc ratio for the whole economìc system

and appìies that ratio to individual industries.2l The value-added

method produces the intermediate range of multiplier which is also closest

to actual but is hampered by the necessity for an excessive amount of

data.

The two other majn types or families of multìpl jers, other than the

local or community multìplìer' are:

l. domesti c mul ti p li er

2. foreign trade multìpl ier.

Referred to as the Robertsonian and Keynesian multipliers after the

economjsts who pioneered the concepts,22 th... two relate to national
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income formation and business cycles.23 A1 though of different families,

the local and the Keynesian multipìiers share broad simil iarities. The

)t
Keynesian multipìier is formulated as follows:-'

t\- |

-1 ¡nPcl

where mpcl = the margjnal propensity to consume locally
Produced goods

and mpcl is defjned as equal ly the marginal propensity to consume minus

tÊ
the margìnaì propensìty to import."" Since in export base theory

m=l 26

]:{!ra)
TA

there is a di rect analogy between S ana the Keynesian mpcl , and the two

muìtipliers are essential ly the same'27 Thi, simìlarìty stands as a

confirmation of the local muìtipìier technique since the highly-respected

Keynesian multìplier, arrived at by an entirely different method, comes

to a simi I ar concl usion. "

A fourth type or family of muìtipljers are the matrix multip'l ìers

developed from input-output analysis and from the original Keynesìan

models.28 The matrìx multipl ier js actual ìy a series of multipliers

measuring interindustry ìmpact' The horizonta'l axis of the matrjx

represents the buying sectors while the the vertjcal axis represents the

.29seIirng secÎ'ors.

M

f"
I,il
Lt

Mt
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n22

!!2
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AiI matrìx muìtipljers are considerably reduced in practical value

because of the labourious work necessary ìn theír calculatjon which

require an entire research staff, elaborate calculating machinery and

rel iable and extensive statistica'l data.3l

Hegeland outlines an elaborate breakdown of multiplier types and sub-

types. There are two main types of multiplìers, statjc and dynamìc

(referred to synonymousìy as ex posto and ex ante), which apply to the

element of time over which the multiplier is to be measured.32 Dynamic,

or process, multipliers are further sub-divided into sìmple dynamic,33

' 34 "',rium,35 and truncated36 muìtipliers, the latterl ns¿anraneous, equr r r r

measuring a Iimited length of time. Truncated multipliers are further

sub-djvjded into truncated cumulated, truncated horjzontal , and truncated
11

integrated muitipliers,"' each measuring change of different time variables

Other types of multìpliers measure different variables such as

investment multiplìers, consumption multipliers, wage multipf iers, and a

specìa1 group cal1ed spending multipljers which ìncludes government

spendi ng mul tipl iers, prj vate spending mul tipl iers' def i cit spend'ing

multipliers,38 and total spending multìp1 i..s.39 Another classification

of multipliers refers to the type of multipìicand to which the multiplìer

ìs app'l ied. Upward muìtipliers appìy to positive multiplicands whj le

downward muìtipììers apply to negative muìt'ipìÍcands.40 One type of

multipljer which measures the ratio between growth and aggregate income

and the growth of aggregated autonomous investment has been given the

unjque title of super-multipl ier.4l

Thjs Iist ìs by no means exhaustive. l4ultipiìers vary with the

sjze of the communìty, the degree of economic maturity, the income and
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consumptj on pattern, di stances to ne ighbourì ng c iti es, the rate of growth '

and the qualitative make up of the community.4z There exists a vast array

of multipliers able to calculate the income effects of al1 types of

variables within differing economìc and geographìc situations'

The concept that the multiplier is based on is solid, specifically

in that .it demystifies the often misunderstood phenomenon of the effects

of income cjrculation with'i n an economic system. This is the prìncipal

value of the multiplier model, its concept. Attempts at precise quanti-

fication vary and no consensus can be reached as to an exact method or

model . Qual i tatj ve'ly, there are si gni fj cant sp in-off effects of an

influx of income jnto an economic community and it is beneficial to

attempt to maximize these effects.

Locati on Ouoti ent

,Location quotient is a Statistical device which measures in terms

of employment, the degree of concentratìon of a gìven industry in a

given pìace. It is defined as the percentage of locaì empìoyment

accounted for by a gìven industry divjded by the percentage of national

employment in that industry.43 Location quotìent expressed as a formula

ìs:

ER
Ef,I i
L ITJ

EX--

44

s_t

where ERj = regionaì employment in industry j

ER = total regional emploYment

ENj = national empioyment ìn industry j

EN - total national emp'loYment
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]tfo]]owsthatwhenthe]ocationquotientforapart.icularindus-

try ìs unity, locaì production can just satisfy loca1 consumption; when

the location quotient exceeds unity, the city wjll be exporting; and

when it falls short of unity, ìmportìng'45 Expressed otherwise:

"lf the location quotient exceeds one, the city produces a

surplus dest'ined ior the export market. A value equal to
one'implies self-sufficiency, and a value less than one

inAicates a local deficjt and the need for imports' Thus'
any industry whose location quotìent exceeds one is part
of-the económjc base whilC the remainder are regulated to
the non-basi c categorY. r'46

T]ocatjonquotìentaisoprov.idesatechn.iqueofcalculatingthe

amount of employment devoted to export production in a given industry.

The equation is as follows:

xj=C.i-EÙ 'eeE
where xi = ex'port employment in the ith industry4T

Location quotient is especially useful in that it relates the

ìocal economy to the national economy and it provides a shorthand method

of separating export empìoyment from employment for local service jn a

gi ven i ndus try.

Como I exi t ies. in Economic Bas ic Theorv

Asisobviousfromtheabovediscussion,economicbasetheoryis

straìght forward in conception because of the clear dichotomy between

basìc and non-basjc activities, Possìbìy this conceptual simpì icity can

explain the theory,s overwhelming acceptance by urban economists and

urban geographers. unfortunately, maintenance of simplìcity can restrjct

the utility of the concept. Dunn identifies two methods by which the

theory may be given additional systematic complexìty:
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L combination wi th the al lometric growth model to take into
account the way in which the effect of growth of the export
base and its associated aggregate growth is reflected in the
social changes of the subsystem activitjes wìthin the region
or nati on.

2. l inking the concept with an open-minded form of the input-
output model or the classica1 general equiì ibrum model to
specify the endogenous subsystem adaptations that must
accompany a cha¡ge in the external requirements for sub-
system outputs, +ð

Both forms of analysis, ì.e. linking economic base theory to the

allometrjc growth model and to the input-output model, successful ly add

compìexity and enhance the explanatory power of the primary model ' How-

ever, it should be noted that both systems are outgrowths of the injtial

concepts so that, although it may be a more satisfactory analytìc tool ,

the augmented model wi lI demonstrate the same strengths and weaknesses

as found ìn the originaì.

Complexity, on the other hand, may not bq a desirabìe goaì. A

basic advantage of the theory is its simplicity. Heilbrun notes three

areas in whìch the simplicìty of the theory is usefu1 to analysts

l. instead of havìng to predict changes in every industry'
the analyst need concern himself only with export grades

2. the method makes use of themost easì ly available data,
those on empl oyment

3. it requires information only about the volume of local
and export activity; imports and capitaì flows are
I gnored. nY

Although efforts to add compìexjty to a theory of whjch the primary

vjrtue lies in its s'implicity may serve onìy to confuse the issue' the

deveìopment of input-output analysis adds signìficant depth to the

initial premise. Allometric growth models, on the other hand, are simple
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growth models based on the allometric principle which states that: "a

change in the scalä of the total system jmplies associated changes ín

the scale of the subsystems".50 The principle has been impìied ìn the

recent work of urban economists and central place theorists. Their con-

clusion is that, as an urban region grows in size, the size and mix of

these central place activities will change in a deterministr'c fashion,

Predictions of change in urban sìze provide a basis for urban planning

through applìcation of the empirically establ ished dimensions of the
E1

allometric princìple."' l'1ore significant to economic base theory is the

outgrowth of input-output ana.lysìs, r4hich warrants a separate discussion.

þpl!:Al!pl! jrclÉ
The input-output model, developed by l,lassily Leontief, is an out-

growth of the broád spectrum of economic base theory.52 Al though the

analysis can be quìte complex, the anaìytic framework for input-output

ana.lysis is based on a simple accounting identity that can be stated as

fol lows: for each sector or ìndustry the sum of aìl outputs (soìd to

other sectors of industries) must equal the sum of alI inputs (purchased

from other sectors of industries), prov'ided care is taken not to omjt

any transactions.53 The technique ìs unique in that it jncorporates the

real world of money flows.54 lnput coefficients are calculated in the

model not ìn physicaì units, as in kilowalts per ton, but in cents worth

of i nput per dol I aì 'i n output, 55

Although economic base theory ìndicated the advantages of sectora'l i-
zation of the urban economy as means to understandìng ìts functjoning,56

input-output analys'i s refines thìs approach so that, through this techni-

que, the analyst is able to trace the way in which any given change in
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sectorial economic actjvity will work ìts way through the economic
F,"l

system as a whole."' The technique lends ìtself to impact analysis, j.e.

tracing the effects of change on the various sectors of the urban ..onory.58

in fact, it ìs possìbìe to incorporate the environmental ìmpacts of ìn-

dustry into the model in order to gauge the economic-ecoìogical inter-
Ãorelationshìps."' The model is quite comprehensive and stresses the

interrelatedness of the sectors of an urban economy.

In order to construct an input-output table,. the first step is to
decide on an approprjate sectorìng fì"ame in which to group the reg'ion's

many busìness firms and other produceru oi th. regìon's output.60 Next,

a table is constructed in which these sectors are arranged in the same

order hori zontal ly and vertì cai ly. Readi ng hori zontal ly the tabl e shows

how the output of every sector or urban activìty is djstributed, i,e.

what other sectors are cl ients of the Ínitial sector, with the final

entry in the row representìng the gross output of that sector.6l lndust-

ries or sectors are divided into two groups, the final demand sector and

€,t
the processing sector,"' Thjs division distìnguishes between the exogenous

sectors whjch autonomously determine the level of activity (the final

demand sector) and the endogenous sectors (the processìng sector) whose

Ievel of activjty is then del ineated by the model.63 The main operational

task is to estimate the multipìiers which indicate how much of a change

in each industrial and commercìal sector will result for an overall

change in demand due to changes in consumption, export, and investment.64

The resul tant ìnput-output table from thìs procedure is as follo*s,65
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Figure 5: input-output tabl e

in practice, many analysts avoid the laborious survey technique and,

instead, use a shortcut whereby a national accounts table is adjusted to

reflect the industrial compositìon of a specjfic region.66

Problems with input-output analysis nest in the static nature of

the model"' although comparjson of models constructed several years apart

wìlì point out the impact of change,68 The substantial data requirements

represent the most senious drawback and inevjtably the limited data that

can currently be used jn the model wi'l ì be several years out of date,69

These problems not withstanding, the jnput-outout technìque has much to

recommend it. Along wìth the ecological component, the model stresses

the i nterre latedness of the comprehensive urban economy and provides a

clear mathematical representation of the importìng and exportjng sectors.

Merit of Economic Base Theor.y

Yeates and Garner identify three advantages of the basic/non-basjc

concept, These arê:
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1, The concept brings into sharper focus the economic tìes of
a city or region to other areas.

2. The concept makes possÍbìe a more satisfactory classifjcation
of cities in terms of regional functions. Certajn basic
activities express a city's service to a surrounding region;
by reference to these actÍvities a city can be classified
better in terms of economic specialization,

3, The concept provides a new and important method of classifyìng
'individual business. For example, two firms may be engaged in
manufacturìng but because of the location_Qf their markets,
one could be basic and the other service.T0

Yeates and Garner point out the theory's capacity to classify and identify

key functions of a conceptual model . The other advantage of the theory

is its predìctive capacíty. Boyce outljnes the two predictive functions

of the theory in his statement:

"The economic base concept can be used to provide estimates as
to the amount and type of new land that might be added to the
city, given a basic actìvìty input. Just as basìc employees
act as a service employeerluìtiplìer, they a'l so act as catalysts
for new urban land uses.

tconomic base analysis can be used to forecast three functions: land use,

popul ati on , and empìoyment.

The strength of economic base theory lies in the theory's proficency

in cìassifying, ídentifying, and predicting.

Weaknesses of Economic Base Theory

Much of the critjcism levied at economic base theory concerns the

assumptions underlying the theory. Hirsch states that:

"The assumptions implicìt jn the export base framework are
quìte unrealjstic, so that it conveys very little about the
behaviour of decision units or the economic processes wìthÍn
the urban economy. At best, the framework permìts the
approximation of levels of economic activity over the short
run, during which the distribution of income, the industry
mix, and the productìon techniques used-jn the urban area
are not subiect to substantial change". /¿
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Conroy I i sts these assumpt ions i assumpti ons deemed unreal i sti c by

Hi rsch:

l. income and employment ìn a city are not.changed by ìnfl uence
other than changes jn the level of exports

2. the amount of income spent for 1ocal products is stable over
a wide range of income change and relatìvely ìong periods

3. the amount of income generated localìy by each doìlar spent
ìocal ly is also unchanging

4, there are no changes in any of thê prices of inputs or
products that determined the magnitude of the multipì ier
at the time Ít was calculated

5. that all the additional labor and capitaì required to
expand production will be avai'l able immediately a4{
without an increase in wages on nates or profìts./r

These assumptions reveaì the static nature of economjc base thêory.

Hirsch notes the short run as opposed to the long run applicabifity of

the theory. Conroy notes lack of change, stability, limitations of time

frame, and immediate availability assunred by the theory,

Both the strengths and the weaknesses of economic base theory derive

from the static nature of the theory. It can be employed at only one

period in tjme and applicatìons at another tìme perìod would yield

di fferent data.

The other major critìcism of the theory aiso deals with the element

of time. This is the focus on growth that dominates the theory, Qualìty

rather than quantity could be emphasized. Boyce states that "l,,lany

geographers feel that far too much importance has been attached to growth

True, a new basic activity may make a city grow in populatìon, but it may

not necessani ly make a city a better place in which to live",74
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Economíst Edgar Dunn offers an alternative to the issue of growth

in hi s statement:

"This metaphor (economic base) has run into dìffìcuìty, of
course, because it focuses upon growth rather than deveìop-
ment - with the scale and proportion of factor inputs rather
than innovative changes in modes of behaviour, It js stilI
concerned with the displacement of the impiacable margin
rather than the transformation of its character. According'ly'
in time the economic I iterature came to adgpt. the metaphor
of a system open to information exchange."/5

Dunn identifies and relates both principal defects, the static structure

of the theory and its stress on quantitatjve growth. He advises an

alternative emphasis on transformation and an open systems approach. An

alternatjve theory would be dynamic and open, dealÍng with the process

of economic change rather than projection of a current situatjon.

Not unti l Hans Blumenfeld's 1955 criticism of the economic base

theory was the groundwork for an alternative theory put jn place.
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Chapter 4: Hans Blumenfeld's Critjcisms of Economic Base Theory

ïntroduction to Bi umenfel d

Characterized by Goodall as a "chamption of the service sector"l,

Hans Blumenfeld undertood a methodical critique of the economic base

concept in his .l955 article "The Economic Base of the Metropolìs: Critical

Remarks on the Basic-Non-Basjc Concept", Instead of pinpoìnting weak-

nesses in the concept and advancing additional technìques to offset these

weaknesses, Blumenfeld attacked the initial theoretical premise and,

using new postulates, concluded that the service industries are basjc and

primary to the urban economy while the expor"t industries are secondary
.)

and ancillary.' This diametrically opposed position mounted a challenge

to urban pl anners.

Blumenfeld did not offer an al ternative economic theory; his stance

is simply a reversal of the jnitial stance and hís argument js couched

in the same jargon as its predecessors. What he does put forward is a

concise delineation of the biases and weaknesses of the economic base

theory and a foundation for a shift ìn emphasis fnom explanatory theory

to strategj cal approaches.

Biases of Economic Base Theory

The dual bjas of economic base theory is, first, mercantilistic bias

favori ng money-earnìng rather than consumptìon-satisfying actjvitjes, and

second, physiocratic bias in favor of food and raw materials as opposed to

manufactured goods and servj ces,3 The mercanti I i st shool of economi cs

regarded only gold and silver as true wealth. In economic base theory

this mercantilistjc bias emerges in the assumption that the acquisitìon of

money ìs the basìc purpose of the urban economy. The result is a lopsìded
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view of the role of basic and non-basic activities in the balance of

payments wìth exterior economies. speakìng about economic base studjes

dominated by thjs concept. Blumenfeld states: "no attempt is being made

in these studies to dÍfferentiate between those localìy consumed goods

and servìces which are produced locally and those for which payments have

to be made to the outside world".4 In effect, money is not a means to

purchase ìmports but an end in itself.

Physiocracy, the doctrine which succeeded mercantil ism, believed that

precious metals were a false standard of wealth and that land and its

unmanufactured products were the only true wealth. Many economic base

studìes stress the necessity of eanning money to pay for imports con-

sidered basic necessities such as food and raw materials, Blumenfeld

asserts tha.t', ,,we are dealing excìusìvely with a difference in the market

the approprìate terms would be 'export' and 'home market' activitjes"'5,

The djfference is a matter of "critical defined as the vulnerabi1ity

of an activity to outsìde competìtion as well as the ability to penetrate

into outsjde markets. Some activitjes, by the nature of their product,

have to compete wjth outside producers regardìess of the 'location of

thejr sales whjle others do not have to compete because of locatìonal

advantages, Thjs observation leads Bl umenfeld to conclude: "ìt ìs just

as important to measure the ìmported and the ìocaììy produced share of

total local consumptìon as it is to measure the exported and the locally

consumed shares of totaì production",6

Bl umenfel d' s Anal vsi s of knêsses

weaknesses that Bl umenfeld sees in economic base theory include:
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"The method negìects the import side of
equally as important as the export side, |fe l.ase.' which is

2, "The methodoìs unable to solve the problem of indirect prìmary'
activitjes." 'Indirect prìmary' refers ¿o all goods.or servìces ..0sold to a local establishment which jn turn exports its products."'

3. "The method fails to integrate into its conceptua'ì scheme any r^
payments received or made other than those for wonk performed."'u

4. "The 'muìtipìjer' is not a useful tool for predìctìon in a metro-
poìitan area'' because "the 'muìtiplier' varies not only with the
'ratio' but also with the 'family coefficient' of both the 'basic'
and 'non-basic' employg$ and with the percentage of the popuìation
that is not employed. " I I

and finally

5. The method does not give adequate r"ecognit,ion to the fact that
"A large metropolitan area exists, survives, and grows because
its business and consumer services enabie it to substitute new
'export' industries for any that decling^as a result of the
incessant v'i ssitudes of economic life."lZ

0bservations About Economi c Base Theory

Blumenfeld makes four observations about the limitations of the

basic/non-basic concept. Fjrst he notes that, as the sjze of the

community ìncreases, the applicabilìty of the economic base concept

lessens.l3 Second, as the specialization and division of labour between

communities jncreases, so does the applìcabiìity of the economic base

concept in...ur.,l4 Third, the economic base concept becomes less

applìcable with the greater amount of income derived from sources other

than payment for work performed; j.e. unearned income, entenìng the local

..onory,l5 Fourth, the basic/non-basic ratio js lowest in large,

mature communities and highest in small, new communities.l6

Di rections fon an Alternative

Out of his analysìs of the biases and weaknesses of the basic/non-

basic method, Blumenfield recommends four princìples that should inform
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the search for an alternative approach' The four recommendations are:

different studies needed to replace economic base studies; recognition

of value addedl replacement of imports with locally produced goods and

services; and a new metaphor of the city'

The two types of studies of the urban economy that Blumenfeld

advocates as alternative optìons to economic base studies are:

l. A "crìtica11y" or "variability" study.analvzìn9 all-aclyaì'' 
and-potentiai branches of productìon. in the area trom lne
poinl ot view ot-tñà-size änd character of the area in

inhi.h t¡.y competÀ, and their subsequent vulnerabi lity to

ôutãìaè ðätp.tiiiãÅ ãl-*ãli as their potential to expand

i nto external ma rkets '

2. A "balance of payments" study whÍch ìncludes alI types of tt
puv.ãntt,-gi'jh;';;;;i *ãiéñi tò both sides or the ledger.''

Althoughthesestud'iesarere]atedandwouldusemuchofthesamematerial

they could diffeli n their conceptual framework'

In surveying the economy, Blumenfeld thinks that a major aspect ìs

omitted from production calculations' Answerìng the question' How does

the community earn the money to pay for the imports it needs? Blumenfeld

concl udes:

"If we leave aside, for the time bejng' the question of modifyìng

the need for ìmporis'äl -itil 
-ur-rñã póésiuility of pavjng for them

;;-il;;i ¿ã.ivàã trã'-iou"c.t other ihan t1p?i!' :!:-Tilt^:l::t-
ãómiÃg-is tiìist we know the gross value.of the exported gooos

and servjces. r,rr,'ìui wä-wañi-tó know is the 'vaìue added' by the

communitY'"18

Here Blumenfeld 9ìves recognition to the social element of productjon:

the labour' ìnitìat'ive, and innovation provìded by indivìdua1s rather than

capital and raw materials which are readily calculated'

Another area of economic development overlooked jn tradìtional

econom.icbaseanalysìsisthepotentia'lforrep.lacementofimportsby
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1oca1 product.Íon. Blumenfeld, the first to emphasize this aspect' states:

. ',However, jt remains possìble to substitute iocal production for
impò"ts, especìa1 ly where the growth of the community creates. a

ptãuióuÁlv honexisient large márket, imporls may be replaced by

ioãaliv pi'oduced-goods and-services. In this way growth induces

further growthr'. l9

Blumenfeld demonstrates that the import replacement process is a strategy

bywhichrenewedgrowthfollowsinjtia]growth.Growthisconceptualized

as a process rather than a static mechanism of generating new exports.

The last recornmendation ìssuing from Blumenfeld's analysis is a new

metaphor for the city. Recognizìng two confljctjng objectives of the

American plann.ing professìon - that of itrengthenìng the economjc base as

opposed to the goal of a self-contained community - Bl umenfeld notes:

"In a completely self-contained, or autarchic, community'-
nõii,ìnõ-f'rãr to 6e bought from the outside, and consequent'ly
nobody-works to earn ñonêy for outside Payments' There is
nò ;Uåsic' employment:^^iir fact people ììve by 'taking ìn
each other' s washing."¿u

To illuminate he draws attention to an article, publ ished in l93B'

titled ,'oskaloosa versus the un'ited states" in which a city of .l0,000

was treated as if it were a little nation.2l This renewal of the Greek

city.stateconceptcontainsimpl,ìcationsmorefarreachingthans.imply

providing a basic focus for balance of payments studies' As we shall

subsequentìydiscover,thìsmetaphorcanprovidethefoundatjonforthe

development of a theory of self-rel iant cities'

Summary

From examinatjon of economic base theory, Bl umenfeld determines that

therelat'ionsh'ipbetweenthemajorelementsoftheurbaneconomyas

identified by this theory is the reverse of the actual situation' The

servjce sector is constant and permanent, hence the truly basic and
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primary element of the economy whi1e the ever-changing export ìndustries

are the anciì lary and secondary elementi'22 The most sì9nìficant of his

recommendations are: .ímport replacement as a growth .inducing and renewing

process and the metaphor of the city as a tiny nation'

The fol lowing chapters on Jane Jacobs and the Institute for Local

Self-Reliance will demonstrate that these two recommendations are found

as basic concepts in alternate theories which emphasize intervention

s trateg i es.
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Chapter 5: Jane Jacobs' Economy of Cjtìes

The Urban Crisis

In The Death and Ljfe of Great American Cjties, Jane Jacobs treats

urban decay as a constant, not to be disputed even if empirical evidence

is ìacking. As a solution she promotes an essentially anarchistic

approach to planning practice usjng the model of Greenwich Vil'l age as the

ideal urban enviornment.l In The Economy of Cities she is more specìfic

about urban problems, as an example, wi,en s¡,e states "practìca1 probìems

that persist and accumulate in cities are symptoms of arrested develop-
tment".' Using a medjcal metaphor she approaches urban problems as a

doctor would treat a patient cìtìng visibìe problems as the syrnptoms, The

disease is arrested development and the surest symptom of a.rrested develop-

ment is a stagnating economy. As her perscrìption Ís to stimulate the

urban economy the book is devoted to showing how to do this. An overall

theme js the service sector as the basic component of a mature, thrìving

metropol is. This prescrìption led one reviewer to comment that she

"thjnks that soiving the so-called urban crisis ought to be, and can be,

America's chief growth industry".3 "Soìving the so-called urban crisis"

translates as stimulating the service sector of the urban economy.

ïo sum up, Jacobs thinks that economic probìems are the source of all

urban problems, that the solution to economic problems lies ìn revìving

the service sector economy, that thìs wi11, in turn, re-generate the

entìre system, producing spin-off effects which will revive the whole

Ameri can economj c system.

Jacobs' perception of the condition of the economy was remarkably

prescìent, Peter Schrag, an urban crjtic, remarks almost in disbeljef,
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"she belìeves, incidently, that the economy of the United States js jn

a process of stagnating",4 In .l969, 
most commentators found her assumptìon

fal'lacious, but in view of the present economic crisis, ure can only pay

tri bute to her i di osyncrati c di agnosi s.

The Strateqy

As prevìousìy stated, Jacobs' premise is that "the economic survival

and growth of a city depends on new forms of wor"k bejng added to old

forms of work".5 But this recommendation is sìmplistic. What is the

exact nature of this work classified as either old or new? How does this

process take place? l,ihat are the results of this process?

A breakdown of urban economjc activity clari fies the nature of work

performed within the city, Jacobs states:

Taken together, the three types of guilds give us a picture
of the economy of a city that is not only valid for medieval
tjmes but for her own times as well: local goods and sdrvices
that remain locaì, exports, starting with the ini!ial exports;
and local goods and services that become exports.b

It is the third category, local goods and servjces that become exports,

that yields her eöonomic strategy. Repìacement of current import commo-

dities can precede the generation of new exports. As she explains thnee

direct results can follow import replacement:

l. the sum total of economic actìvity can expand rapidìy

2. markets for rural goods can increase rapjdly because of
shifts in the composition of cìty ìmports

3. jobs in cities can grow very rapjdly.

These are recogn'ized as the three major characteristjcs of an economy

with a high growth rate.7
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Import replacement, then, is the pnimary strategy for revitalizìng

an urban economy. This is opposed to the concept of developing new

exports, For Jacobs exports will fol low automatìcaì 1y, the new work

added to the old work of import replacement, As well, ìmport replacement

is specifically an urban or city function rather than a function of the

national or rura l aaono*y.8

The two processes, import replacement and development of exports, are

inter-locked and the interaction between the two is complex.

First the city finds jn an older city or cìties an expandìng
market for its initial export work...Second, some of the local
supplìers of producers' goods and services export their own work

Third, many of the imports the city has been earnìng are
replaced by goods and services^produced locaìly, a process that
causes expl osi ve cìty gror./th.lu

Fourth, the city's greatly enlarged and great'ly diversified
local economy becomes a potential source of numerous and diver-
sifíed exports, including many consumer goods and services as
well as producer's goods and services, and stil1 other exports
buiit upon 1ocal goods and servjces.

...Fifth, from this tjme on the city continues to generate
new exports and earn importsl replace jmports with local pro-
duction; generate new exports an{_ earn imports; repìace imports
with locaj production and so on,ll

9

This fìve-phase dynamic summarizes her explanation of urban economic

development. Steps one and two are historical , explaining the economic

raison d'etre of the ci ty. The potentìal of a staple export customarily

provÍdes the rationale for city location. Subsequently, service

industries deveìop around the export ìndustry and the service industries

aìso become exporters. The third step, the import replacement phase, is

the most important. Next, jmport replacement generates new exports. In

the final phase, import replacement and export generatìon stimulate each

other in a progressive expansion. Any ìnterruption in the process will

cause the overall economy to stagnate:
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..,if a city stops generating new exports after an episode of
import replacement, ìt will not earn more imports to replace.
It wil1 not have the grìst, so to speak, for another episode.
Anything that halts the export-generating process gf a city
ultimately kills the jmport-replacing process too.lZ

This statement emphasizes the ìnter-connection between the two

processes, Export development alone is inadequate to maintain urban

economic expansion, just as the consequence of import-repl acement without

progression to the next sta.ge of exporting the newly developed products

and services, also is a stagnating econory.

lmport replacernent produces a type of expansìon in the urban economy

that consists specifically of five forms of growth. These, according to

Jacobs, are:

l. abruptìy enlarged city markets for new and different imports

2. abruptly jncreased numbers and kinds of jobs

3. ner/,/ uses of technol ogy

4. increased transplants of cjty work into non-urban locations
as o1der, expandìng enterprises are crowded out

5. the growth of city capitall3

Import replacement, then, produces a complex interaction of these fìve

growth forces which revitalize the urban economy. This five-fold form

of gÌ"owth jnsures that the economy wilI possess the vitality necessary

to cause the next stage generation of new exports, and so continue the

cyci e.

If every city were to eventualìy replace all the commodjties and

services that they currentìy ìmport there would be no markets for netv

exports. This observat'Íon has led one crjtic to note, "Mrs. Jacobs deals

with each city as an isolated economjc entity, with its own exports and

jmports. She ignores the economic interdependence of today's world..."l4
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This critic has missed Jacobs' own answer to the question of inter-

urban rivalry. 0n thìs subject she stated:

What happens to cities that lose exports when their cu.stomer
cities begin producing the same things for themselves? Stagnant
cities jose out. They fail to develop new exports that compensa¿e
for the losses. Creative cities do deve'lop new exports that take
the place of the old. Indeed, replacements of oìd imports and
shifts to new ones by other cities afford to creative cities great
new opportunjties, Their own, ¡ew and unprecedented exports can
fjnd new and growing markets.rc

In order to answer this criticism she deveioped c'l assifications for

two types of cities - stagnant and creative, This classification is

arbitrary and is used only ìn thìs particular context. Cities that are

unable to rjse to the challenge are stagnant. By definition they are

bound to lose out, if not sooner then later. Creative cities, and we can

assume that creativity is provìded by the inhabitants, are those that wilI

develop new, more useful export commodities from the work put in whÍle

establ ìshing,import repl acements.

Jacobs sees the ìssue of competition as an opportunìty rather than

a disadvantage. It is an opportunjty for creatjve cities to become

stronger and it is an opportunity for the development of prêvìousìy

unthought of export commoditjes.

What kinds of commodjties are recommended as target goods and senvices

for replacement? Jacobs answers this question by showing that commodities

must stiIì be imported:

But inevitably, the time comes when so mafty imports have been
replaced that the current imports of the city have shifted over-
whelming'ìy to: a) rural ly produced goods; b) goods and services
for which the cìty affords a market too small to be worth pro-
ducing locally for; and c) goo$9 and services the city lacks the
techn ica l capacity to produce.lb
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All other commodjties have potential to be replaced as import

commodities. 0nly the first type, ruraì1y produced goods iuch as food-

stuffs, will always have to be ìmported to some extent. As a city grows

so does the local market until finally the market may become large enough

to warrant the establ i shment of a local industry' Thirdly, technical

capacity may grow over time; it is a question that must be answered for

each new technology and each cìty.

How far-reaching is Jacobs' strategy of jmport replacement, that is

what are the limitations and the implications of the concept. Speaking

about cities which are able to add epìsodes of imþort replacement onto

episodes of export deve'lopment ft'om previous import repìacement, she

spec u ì ates:

...It will probably be in iust such citjes that current acute
practicaì problems are first overcome - and in which new ones
will come to light. Large margins for new local goods and
services, are necessary to solve big problems that become

acute in such cities at times when the same problems are stìll
only chroníc in other places.lT

An economic strategy based on ìmport replacement, then, ìs not onìy

a basic prerequisite to solving the economic crisis it is the beginning

of the solution to the complex of probìems that make. up the urban crisis.

Cities that solve their economic growth probiems will be in a position of

workíng on other urban problems. Trying to solve urban problems within

the context of a weak or stagnant economy js a matter of mìsplaced

prìonities. Citjes that have been able to meet the challenge of revita-

'I izing their economies will be on the leading edge of the overal I urban

cri si s.
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In summation, the strategy for economic revival is based on addìng

new work, in the form of replacement of existing imports, to the old

export work aìready in practjce, The expertise established to camy out

the import replacement work will provide a springboard for new exports.

New exports provìde the capìtaì for the purchase of new imports which, in

turn, once a market is established, can be repìaced generating the cycle

once again. The concept central to this process is import replacement.

Tacti cs

If the diseased condition of urban arrested development ìs caused by

a stagnatìng economy of which the symptoms are practical utban problems

such as traffic stagnation, air and water pollutjon, crumbl ing physical

plant, then a detailed economic strategy for revivìng the urban economy

lo
must be prescribed.'" In reviewìng The Eçp¡qm.y,qJ_!j! 1, Peter J.

Herriot sums up the Jacobian strategy.

But modern urban development is not, in I'frs. Jacobs' analysis,
a consequence of a highly efficient system of industrjal and
financìal institutions, Economic growth js the product of the
addition of new work to old work. The conditìons which best
promote this new work are frequently the very opposìte of
effÍciency and practicality: rich diversjfication, multiple
small suppìiers, widely dìspççsed capital , breakaways of workers
from exi stì ng organi zati ons . I I

To thjs list, I would add ìnnovation, inefficienc.y, iuggl ing of social

hierarchies and risk-taking. These tactics for success can be hìgh-

1ìghted by a supplementary second l ist that would make up a strategy

that does not work. This lìst would include: adding already created

work, efficiency, ìarge-scale organìzatìon, division of labour, increased

plannìng activìty, and good image which means image at the expense of

substanti al change.
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Täctics Jacobs Prescribes for Success

Innovation, defined as addìng new goods and services to the urban

mix, is a basjc ingredient of a mature and healthy city. Jacobs expìains

that it ìs 'i nnovatì.ng economies that expand and develop. If economies

do not add new kinds of goods and services, but continue only to repeat

old work, they do not expand much nor do they develop,zO Innovation is

essential for expansìon, a quantirtative process, and development, a

qualitative process. Jacobs goes so far as to say that al though economjc

1ìfe expands by grace of import replacement, it deveìops by grace of

innovating. Referring to these two as "master economic processes", she

states that they are closely related because they both are functjons of
ô1

cìty economies.'' Repetition of old work ìs synonymous wìth stagnation

as it does not lead to either expansìon or development"

In The Economy of Cities, diversity emerges as a tactical conception

0n1y in stagnant economies does work stay docììely within
given categorjes. And whenever it is forced to stay within
prearranged categories - whether by zoning, by economic
planning, or by guilds, associations or unjons - the Rfocess
of adding new work to old can occur little if at all .¿¿

This is a sl ightìy different type of diversìty than that referred to jn

her fìrst book, The Death and Life of Great American Cities, where

diversity stood for a rich mixture of people, publìc spaces, and buildings

In The Economy of Cities she refei s to economic diversi ty which is the

opposi te of p rea rranged

over'i appi ng of economi c

to be vibrant, with new

must be i ntegrated with

organi zation and I abour

categories. Diversìty represents varìety and

functions. In other words, for an urban economy

work being added to old, different types of work

a minimum of distinctjon between types of
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For most critics a djvision of labour not clearly demarcated diver-

sification would resul t in gross ineffìcìency. Jacobs wou'l d agree, in

factinefficiencyisanintegralpartofherremedyforstagnanteconomies.

Sherecognìzesthisinversionoftradìtionalva]uesinherstatement:

Is'itoossiblefortheeconomyofacìtytobeh'ighlyeffic'ient'
åta'i.'.-iñå-.itv-aliä-to excei at the dêvelopment of new goods

ãnã services? io, it seems not' The condjtions to promote 
.

ãäu.iðp*.ñi-und the ãonditjons that promote efficient productìon

iñå-¿i!ttiurtion of alreadv existins soods 9n{ s91vi99¡-ii9 iqt
only different, in most ways they are diametrìcally 0pp0se0''"

Inefficiency is a matter of prìoritÍes and of context" If priority is

given to o1d work, wh'i ch is already in process ' efficìent organization

strengthenswhataìreadyexists.Butthiswi.llnotencourage'.infactit

wil]discourage,thecreationofnewworkvlhìch'is,byJacobs'defin'it'ion'

development. Placed jn the context of maìntainjng the status quo and

ignorìng development, efficìency would be the correct tactìc'

Td foster deveìopment Jacobs encourages ineffìciency in'the applìcation

of investiment capital and the allocation of working capital '

Consider also the confl ict between development-and

efficienãy as it applies to the work-of,investing development

capital aird supplying worki.ng capital 'z+ ,' But for a- ciiy to develop new work at a hìgh rate means

that jts eñterprises must have access to much inefficiently des-
päñsed ãapital': táñy, tuny smal l loans and investments' a high

ã.öóã.tióñ ói ürem-ôi¡i oi ine routine; srill other reìatively
iuiãå rount for swift expansion of goods,and servìces that seem

to úe workìng out àip.riinÀntal ly bui must go into larger-sca1e
oroduction to uecomâ"iråäiìã.ulË - although it js nor a certaìntv

.E
they wl ll Þe.¿''

Defyjng conventional financial thought she advocated ineffjcient djsburse-

ment of capìtal with emphasis on all-inclusive development of the urban

economy and not a narrow focus on investment return. Long-run gaìn must

take precedence over short-run profit'

For analyzing the effectiveness of inefficiency' Jacobs notes the

requirementofamultjtudeofsma.l]]oansmadeava'ilableforthepurposeof
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development, Thìs is an example of the value she places on the smajl

ente rp rì ses.

Indeed, where large organizatìons are relied upon for economic
expansion and development - that is where smaì1 organizations
find little opportunity to multiply, to find financing,r¡nd to
add new work to old - the economy inevitably stagnates''"

Smallness here refers primarily to small business although, by usìng the

term "organization" she does not exclude the possibility of other

institutions and indjviduals. The common factor that she emphasizes is

one of scale. Large organizations tend to produce stagnation, where small

organizations are more likely to be innovative and dìversified. Also' as

her statement clearly shows, small organizations, if successful , become

large organìzatjons and, at this point, their potential for revìtaììzing

the economy is exhausted.

Jacobs' method of promoting inefficiency within large organizations

and of encouraging the formation of new, smal ì organÌzations is

fragmentat Íon .

Breakaways of workers - especial ly very able workers - from
existìng organizations promote the development of new work as
well as the cneation of new organjzatìons. But breakaways are
not good for the parent company; they undermine its efficiency
,.,And, in any settlement where breakaways are inhibited, by
whatever means, the development rate must drop, although-the
efficiency of. already established work is apt to c1 jmb.z/

Again Jacobs is advocating a social anarchy running contrary to the

status quo. Encouraging the most innovative employees to leave the

parent companies and form their own busjnesses would weaken big busines

which is general ìy considered the motor of economic growth.

The shjft of workers from employment in a large organìzation to self-

employment is a radical change in the existíng sociaì hìerarchy. This is

c learly Jacobs ' intentìon:
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Thus, one of the social preconditions for economic develop-
ment is not so much the opportunity for a person to change his
work (and his class) from that of his father, as is often
supposed, but rather the possibility of changing radical ly his
own work and hjs own place in society durìng his own working
life, This is not the same as being gìven the opportunity to
train for work that has already been establ ìshed by other!^and
to engage in jt, even though the change is a step upward.Zu

Jacobs' motivation, then, is not simply to encourage upward socìaì

mobility, it is to constantly juggle the existing social hìerarchy,

whether shifts are lateral or even downward as in the case of a business

failure, It is flexibilìty that creates new work; not changìng empìoy-

ment for its own sake but for the purpose of orÍginating new work. More

precisely stated: "juggl jng social hierarchies and economic improvement

go hand in hand". 29

To sum up, Jacobs recommends the following tactjcs in the prescrìption

to restore a stagnant economy: 'i nnovation, diversification, jnefficiency,

smallness, breakaways and jugglìng of social hierarchies.

Tactics That Jane Jacobs Claims l'Jill Not Succeed

Since a vital urban economy j s , characterj zed as addìng new work to

old, it stands to reason that a symptom of economic stagnatìon is the

concentration of capital by acquìsìtionof exìsting economìc actÍvìty as

opposed to the additJon of new activity. According to Jacobs: "Whenever

a ìarge organìzation sickens or ìts profits fall off, the first tonic

prescr"ibed is the purchase of already created work".30 Annexìng an

excìtìng successful operation is one method of diversifying the actìvity

of a large organizaùìon. Thìs may raise the profits of the parent group

but, from the point of view of the overall urban economjc scene, there is

mereìy a shjft in ownership. The level of economjc actìvìty remains the

same.
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Efficiencyjsanotherindicationofeconom.icstagnation.'.tfficiency

of operation, in any given case, is a sequel to eârlier development work'

DeVelopmentworkjsamessy'tinle-and-energy-consumìngbus.inessoftrial'
,,3lerror and lal lure.'

First comes development work, part of the process of adding new work

to old. If successful when new work has been added, the operatìon becomes

efficient. Effìcìency ìsühe sign that the potential of that phase of new

work has been reached. For the operation to addfurther new work, it must

return to the earlier stage of trial and error'

Jacobs' formula for maintenance of the trial and error phase is to

have a number of groups working on the sameproiects sìmultaneously'

C.itìngthef.indingsofaRandCorporatìonstudyonth.isphenomenon,she

states: ,'although duplìcation of effort was theoretically wasteful ' ít

was not wasteful empìr'ical 1y",32 Here she is associating theoreticaì

w.ith short-term financìal savìngs and empìrical wìth long-term gains in

the overal I urban economY.

One method of applying efficìency to any operation is the adoption of

a rigid division of labour. According to Jacobs:

Djvìsion of labour, in itself creates nothing' It is only
a wãv of orqanizing wórk that has already been created" "
öiiiirr'oi'íãUour ír á àevice for achievìng operatìng-efficiency'
tåiÀìtg *ot.' Of itsqlf, it has no power to promote further
economj c devel opment. JJ

and further:

Divìding exìsting work into tasks js by no means confined

to ádvanciñg e.onomiet...A stagnant economy may ìack almost

everythi ng , but not di vi son of I abour' J4
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Obvìousìy Jacobs js not impressed at all by êlâborate d'ivis jons of

labour. It is something applied after the fact, 'i t creates nothing new

It is not diffjcult to impose, it follows ìogicalìy after the creation

of new work.

Annexing already created work, efficient operation and a rìgid division

of labour are all attributes of large corporations. Because of her

commj tment to sma'l I organi zatì ons, Jacobs feel s that I arge organì zati ons

will not aid in the creation of new work.

Some kinds of production cannot be 'carried out except by
'large organizations wi th many internal divisjons of labour'
Such organizations are, by defìnitìon, relatjvely self-
sufficient and use few external divisions of labour. '.
.. ,Development of almost everything else halts in a cìty that
becomes dominated by one or a few ìarge organizations, although
this is not, of course, the-on1y reason cjties stagnate and
economi es stoP deve loPi ng. J5

Examples of this phenomenon are Detroit, lt4ichigan36 and Rochester,

New York.37 Both are dominated by a smal I number of large corporations.

Repetìtion of the existing type of work continues, profitably' but no new

work has been added for decades, Breakaways are uncommon and the economy

continues predictably, subiect to the demands of a single market' For the

purposes of an expanding urban econofiìy, Iarge corporations are effjcient

but not innovative or expansive.

Two techniques often used to promote growth of the urban economy are

boosterism and increased planning activity. Jacobs sees no value in

either. 0n the subiect of boosterism she states:

Artifjcial symptoms of prosperity or a "good image" do not
revitalize a cìty, but only expìicit eco¡qmic growth pro-
cesses for which there is no substitute'Jö

She is even more leary of organìzed planning actìvity, wanning;
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...sollle city planning departments take to scouting out and
processing profitable deals for favored real estate operators
and also to organizing and running fradulent 'rcitizens'
organizations" to help overcome public opposition.39

in review, as opposed to tactÍcs used to remedy economic stagnatjon,

a number of tact,ics that wÍll fail in remedyìng, or are symptoms of,

economic stagnation are: adding already created work, efficìency,

division of jabour, large corporations, good image, and increased

p lannì ng acti vj ty.

Methodo I ogy

The three main methodologies employed by Jacobs in the delineatìon

of her thesis are historical development, insight analysis, and organic

metaphor.

Historica'l development, called "evolutionarianism" by one revìewer 40

does not concern this study because she utilizes this technìque primariìy

in developing her thesis that urban development preceeded ruraì develop-

ment, Note, though, that her thought process ìs always linear.

lnsight anaìysìs is a method that runs contrary to the accepted

technìque of empirical observation. She uses anecdote, speculatjon, and

arbitrary observation as a basìs for her theories rather than hypothesis

tested by control led and empìrical evidence. Commenting on this technique,

one reviewer described her theorjes as "a beguiling window-box of economics

in which personal conviction and anecdote weìgh more than statistjcs",4l

while another, more critical revìewer accuses her of "unsatjsfactory
Ât)

scholarship".-' 0n the other hand she has been praised for "her power

of critjcal observatìon, her preference for concrete facts over vague
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intellectual abstractjons, and a simple, vigorous style purged of,. .

jargon parroted by urban economists".43 Exampìes of this technìque,

which can be either extremely creative or extremeiy faulty, are the use

of Tokyo bÍcycìe manufacturers and, for technical innovation, Ida

Rosenthal , the inventor of the brassiere, as model s which reflect the

vital ity of ci ti es .44

Her thìrd methodological technique, organìc methaphor, is the most

significant for this study, In this she offers a view of the cìty

diametricalìy opposed to the static analysìs of economic base. For Jacobs,

"the city is not a statistical model but a tangible organÍsm bedded in a

specifìc envjronment and always delicately balanced between growth and

. ,,45oecay.

One bioìogicaì metaphor she often uses is that of descrìbing her

view of the economy of cities as a "reciprocating system of growth" as.

in the fol lowing descniption.

,..a city bui1ds up its ìmports and thus becomes capabìe
of replacìng many of them. By doing so it becomes capable
of generating more exports. lt thus bui1ds up imports and
becomes capabie of replacing many of them. By doing so it
becomes capabìe of qenerating more exports. It thus builds
uP jmports. , , and so-0n.46 '

Throughout the relatjonship between new local work and new exports ìs

descri bed as recìprocating,47 The continual interaction js emphasized;

"but jn a neciprocating system, ifany one part of the process halts,

the whole system faì ls",48

A similar metaphor to reciprocity ìs "symboì ic" by which she des-

cribes the relationship between finance organìzations and producers as

in the fol I owing:
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Sìnce deveìopment capita'l is a form of producers' goods,
organizations that provide it can arise only where other
kinds of producers are also arising. The relationship ìs
symbi oti c.49

The process of city growth she describes as her "epigenesis theory

as opposed to the "preformation" theories of others. This theory states

that "a city grows by a process of gradual diversification and differen-

tiation of---its jnitial export work' which causes those cities to

"radicaììy djffelin theìr growth process from inert towns and viìiages".50

This type of city, she describes as a "embryonìc city",51 finully con-

cìuding that "citjes are not ordained; they are wholly exìstential".52

l^lhen compared to classical economic technìque, Jane Jacobs' methods

are unorthodox, perhaps even anarchìstìc53 or jconoclastic.54 She studies

the city as would a biologists5 treating the cìty as "a kind of reci-

procatìng machine, absorbing jmports, turning out exports with a by-

product of...new work as the jndex of its health".56 The result js a

dynamic view of the economy emphasizing process and transformation rather

than the traditional static view.

I ntennal Dynamì cs

In terms of putting her ideas into the equations and formu'las of

classjcal economics, Jane Jacobs makes two new contributions: the formula

showìng the process of adding new work to old and modifications to the

concept of the multiplier effect.

Fi"om her generalization: "Existing divisions of labour multiply

into more divisìons of labor by grace of intervenjng added activitÍes that

yield up new sums of wor k to be divided",57 she derjves the formula:
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D + nT! + A -nD 58

where

= division of I abour
= trial and error
= new acti v ity
= an indeterminate number of new divisions of labour

Íhe reason trial and errori s characterìzed nTE is because of the

extreme difficuìty of this process:

One of the most expensive things an economy can buy is
economic trÍaì, error and development. l,ihat makes the

D

nTt
A

nD

process expensive are the g

that must fì nd i ni tì a l capi
reat numbers of enterpri ses
tal - which must include those

that wilI not succeed - and the great numbers that must
find relatively ìargg-sums of expansion capital as they
do beg in to succeed. S9

Jacobs modifies the accepled concept of the multipl Íer effect by

dividing it into træ types: an export multìpìier and an import replacement

muìtipìier. 0n the export multìplier she states:

...it seems to me useful to call what is generally referred
to as the multìplier effect, meaning a cìty's growth of local
work owing to the growth of its export work, by a name a little
more precise than is now çQnventionally thought necessary: the
export mul ti p lì er effect.60

What is new to the concept ìs the import replacement multipljer effect,

reflecting the emphasi s she places on import replacement as the vehjcle

for the creation of new work.

In sum, the multiplier effect from ìmport replacing 'i s far
more potent than the multiplier effect from growth of ex-
ports, because all shifted imports go to swell the local
economy. An egyivalent amount of jmports earned by export
growth do not. " '

Combining her concepts of two jnterlocking and recìprocatìng systets62

and the export multipl ier and ìmport rep'l acement multiplier, she develops

the followìng diagrarn to expìain the overa'l I urban economy:
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SYSTEM I

P goods become expons
Expon multiplier added

tJl
sysraM z

Imports replàced and shifted
Import-replacing multiplier added

Versarile export generating
Expon multiplier addedlmpons grow

JJJ
Imports grow

Figure 6 - A reciprocatìng economic system63

Public and Pri vate .Sectors

To fulìy comprehend Jane Jacobs' scenario of economic recovery we

must take jnto account the respective roles of government, big business,

small business and finance capital,

Government should play the role of protector and promoter of

economjc devel opment 
"

In thjs conflict, other things being equa1, the well establjshed
activities and those whose interests are attached to them must
win. They are, by definition, the stronger. The only possible
way to keep open the economic opportunjtjes for new activitìes is
for a "third force" to protect their weak and stjll incipìentjnterests, 0niy governments can play this role.b+

She does not address how government can use its powers to protect

and encourage newly deve'l opÌng business enterpri ses leadìng Èo critìcism

that she had not included concrete political recommendati ons . 
65 

Al though

she clear'ly assjgns the state a determining role counter to the most

powerful interests in society, she does not specify how government can

intervene so forceful ly.

She avoids the íssue by critìcizing the current passivity of the

state, ca l 1i ng government imi tati ve rather than 'innovati ve. Al so she
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jnfers that governments look for solutions that sound spìendid but are

too grandiose for practical purposes.

,. .people who run government activities, the world over,
tend to seek sweepi n

capable pf beìng app
adopted.oo

answers to problems; that is answers
ied wholesale the jnstant they are

This type of aìl -encompassjng solution runs contrary to her recommendatjons

of a slow process of targeted ìntervention in the urban economy and leads

to "all sorts of phÍìanthropies, extravagances, and dìsplays of vain-

gl ory" .67

One way government could exercise its benevolent powers is by divertìng

capital to carefully seìected smaì l enterpri se. She condemns the iack of

creativity in state agency pìanning.

Capital is not used thìs way by most agencìes of government,
especially those presiding over services for "the general
welfare". Those agencìes tend to use capital , for the most
part, as if rioney itself were cqpable of solvìng probìems
and promoting the Oeneral good.bu

to which she adds:

Capitaì by itself, can create nothing...To use capital pur-
posely and knowìedgeably for development is ìmpossible unless
smal I sums have first gone - most likely for quite different
purposes - j nto a mul tipl i c ity of smal I new departures.69

In other words: "many different kinds of investors ought to start

betting a lot of long shots at the $2 window".70 Jacobs advises the

establ jshment of local Iendìng agencies special izìng in sma'l I loans to

new ventures which would add new goods and services to the older work

71in theìr cÍties," Small loans to small busjnesses rather than large

investments in a1l encompassing solutions. The existìng financial

institutions, the well-established, generalized banks, have a proven

track record for avoiding risk and investing in exìstìng *o"k.72
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Because economic development, in her view, ìs dependent on new,

small business rather than ìarge corporations her proposals for

economic development are "profoundly subversive of the status quo''.73

Bis business, then, has almost no role in promoting urban economjc

revitalization.

The importance she gives to small busjness had led one reviewer to

conclude: "Thus, the major causal agent in her theory is'the innovatjve

entrepreneur" and to further accuse that she 'is extoìling the vjrtues

"of lgth-century rugged individualism",74 Unquestionaby a major

weakness in her theory, is its dependence upon state control and smalI

business whiìe leaving no role for the Iarge corporatìon, which is in
reaìity the most powerful force.

In summary, Jane Jacobs' recommendations are for government to

intervene ìn the economy on behal f of small busìness by'control ling the

flow of finance capital, Her economic development strategy can be

fulfilled by the availabjljty of small, seed loans to emerging smalì

businesses specializing in new forms of import repìacement work.
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Chapter 6: Self-Reliance

The I nsti ¿ute for Lo cal Self-Reliance

The Institute for Local Self-Re'l iance (ILSR) is a non-profit

organization based in l,Jashington, D.C. The objectìve of the ILSR is to
encourage cities to pursue local sejf-reliance as a development strategyi

to unite polìticaì authority and modern technology so that a significant

portion of weajth can be generated internalìy.l The ILSR has stated its
goal as fol I ows:

Local self-reliance means the control of neighborhood wealth by
and for neighbor"hood residents. It means local production from'local resources for local consumption. The goal of the Institute
is to encourage seìf-rel iance by demonstrating that human scale
is a viable option. l,^le pursue this goaì because we believe that
human scale is a prerequisìte qf any equitable and democratic
economi c and politìcaì system.¿

The ILSR functjons to promote this goal in the folìowìng manner:

The Institute for Local Self-Reliance heìps cíties and neighbor-
hoods put their wealth to work - and then to keep the benefits in
their own communities. l^/e anaìyze local economìes, lookjng at
where money comes from and where it goes. l^le evaluate new
technoìogies, such as solar energy systems, vlhich lend themselves
to smaìI scale productjon. l,le promote democratic decision making,
by showing residents how to plan their own commun'i ty and economic
deve I opment, J

The three main functions of the ILSR are analysis, eva1 uation, and

promot'ion. The fi rst two functi ons, analys is and eval uati on , i ncl ude

developing reports which establish a methodoiogy for analysis to be used

as a basis for evaluation. The third function, promotion, 'i nvolves a

high-profile actjvist role jn the communìty. According to its literature,

the Institute promotes the concept of urban self-relìance by dissemìnatìng

information such as technical reports which eval uate the technical

feasìbiìity and economic viability of local self-reliance and by pro-

vi di ng direct technical assistance.4
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David Morris, the Director of ILSR has published three books

Neighborhood Power, Self Reljant Cities and The New Cìty-States. The

ILSR also publìshes a newsletter, "Self-Reliance". l'lorris sums up the

dominant theme of his publications as the "self-reliant city vìews ìtself
as a nation".5 The underìying dynamjc of the thought of the ILSR is the

concept of self-rel iance and the metaphor of city-as-nation.

The Conceot of Local Self- Rel i ance

Local self-reliance is a multi-disciplìnary term. David Morrjs

explains ìts relevance to research other than city pìannìng:

The term "locai self-reliance" ìs defined in various ways by
different discipì ines. To the ecoìogist, local self-reliance
means "closed loop systems" where the wastes of one process
become the raw materials of another. To the economÍst, locaì
self-reliance means capturing for the benefit of the local
community the greatest amount of "value added" to the origìnaì
raw material through processing and marketìng, Local self-
rel ì ance,
ment whi ch
it is "the
i tsel f" .

absol ute" .

biologist Russel Anderson js "a type of develop-
tirnulates the ability to satìsfy needs ìocal1y".
apacity for self-sufficìency but not self-sufficiency
lf-reliance represents a new balance, not a new

to

c
Se
6

Self-reliance, then, refers to a process rather than a goa'ì such as

self-sufficiency, As a process, or a balance, the conditions that promote

self-reliance must be constantly under scrutìny; when one sjde of the

equation changes the other side has to shift accordingly. Self-

sufficiency denotes a completely different phenomenon. It nepresents

a final state, a closed system rather than a closed loop system, or the

end of a process rather than the process itself. þlorris ejucidates the

differences between self-reliance and self-suffìciency.

Cities have the resource base to move toward self-reliance.
Not self-sufficiency, but independence - ibokìng ìnward
instead of outward, buììdìng on their scjen¡ifjc and technical
knowledge to desjgn systems that maximize the benefit to the
ci ty as a whole./
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Sel f-reliance is an inward process, a practice of using state-of-the-art

technoìogy to minimize dependence on external ities as opposed to utiliz.Íng
technology for its own sake, Self-sufficiency ìs outward by companison.

The goal is to eliminate dependence rather than promote independence.

Self-reliance is related dìrectly to the economy of thecity, as an inward

process through which to guide scientìfic knowìedge that will provide a

foundat ion for urban autonomy,

Autonomy is the quality that is refreshingly new in the concept of

seìf-reliance. Finkler. and peterson observe that traditional urban

analysi s lacks this focus.

Urban economi sts, perhaps i nfl uenced by the pervasi ve I i bera lsolutjon of more and higher levels of government, have
emphasized the dornjnant influence of eiternal foices upon the
economy of the city. Their techniques and analytical devices
(such as export base analysis, shiit-share anaìysis, and
input-out analysis) often uncritically assume tlre prìmary
influence of external forces. No wonäer, then, thät cjt-ies. are viewed as a mere appendage to t¡e naiiãnãl'.ðöñòrii-piãtrr..8

Seif-reliance differs from self-sufficiency and also contrasts sharply

with export base analysis and its spin-off theories. Self-reliance,.as

appìied to cities, concentra¿es on jnternal strengths rather than

external forces. The aim of self-reliance is not to eliminate exter-

nalities but to interact with outside economic forces .i n order to

minimize dependence. The approach of export base anaìysis ìs uncriticaì,
accepting of social values that benefit onìy the elite of society. Self-

reliance implies a wil1ìngness to criticize and a desire for change that

benefits the entire communìty. This critical vision is dynamic.provided

it does not narrow its focus, a hazard l4orris and his assocjates are

wel I aware of.
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"Local self-rel iance 'Ís a positive concept. It inrpl ies strengthening

the local economy and buììding self-confidence and ski lls at the local

level . But jt can also imply parochialism and rivaìry."9

The latent negatìve side of self-reliance, parochialism, a l imìting

of scope, and rivalry, or striving to keep all benefits within the city

1ìmìts, would vitiate potentiaì of the self-reliant principìe. To avoid

these problems Morris advocates "a massive dose of information".l0 But

information from whom and for what purpose?

l,ihat I'forris' vision embodies is information exchange between cities,

New jnformation will thwart the tendency toward inwardness and parochiaì ism

and innovation transfer will combat rivalry, Voìuntary sharing of the

results of research is a radical departure from current busìness and

national policy. City-to-cjty informatìon exchange ìs the first step.

The exchanges of local self-rel jance citi.es could then escalate to an

international level.ll lulorris necongìzes the formidable difficulties
jnvolved in inìtiating this type of information exchange but a'l so recognizes

the advantages, even the necessìty of deveìoping an international

information network in order to benefit the ordinary citjzens and the

nation rather than corporate ìnterests.

Rather than movìng up the political ladder, we suggest that
cities have quite enough resources to deal with most ìssues,
and that they shouìd begìn interconnecting with other cities,
just as neighborhoods have done, when they are fightìng major
jnterest groups. Cities do have the wherewjthal to develop
their own industries, and work in association with other cities
around the world where theì¡^interests are threatened by
mu ltj nati onal corporations.l¿

The impìicatìons of this are far ranging as adoption of pri nciples of

self-reliance wouìd put some cities in overt conflict wjth multinational
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corporations, whereas ìn the past antagonisms were usuaì1y resoived jn

the interest of private capital. lnformatìon exchange between affected

cjties would have to take place with the same ease that a multinational

communicates wjth its subsjdiaries. The djfference would be of organì-

zation as an alliance between self-reliant citjes, a union of decentral j -

zed powers¡ the organization of a multinational being central ized and

hi erarch i cal .

l¡Jhat socio-economic conditions have combìned to make self-rel iance

a viable alternative at a time when external constraìnts on the urban

economy are so powerful. Morris outl ines the three forces which work

together to encourage I ocal sel f-rel j ance:

I ) the increased cost and decreased availability of raw
materials, including but not limited to fossil fuels, pushes
us to substitute more abundant and renewable materials. This
in turn encourages us to recycìe our scrap products, to pro-
cess material s at the local level, and to generate nearer
the fi nal customer.

Z) the extraordinary rapid development of new technologies,
spurred in part by the exponential increase in scientific
understanding and in part Þy rìsing resource prices.

3) the electronics revolution, a part of the general technological
advancement sweeping the nation, allows us to monitor our envjron-
ment and understand our relationshjp to it. The electronics
revolution also permits us to step outside our homes and communi-
ties and look back, ¡q gain a different and perhaps more compre-
hensi ve perspecti ve. lJ

These three forces, shortages of energy and raw materials, new technolo-

gies and the electronics revo'l ution, have combined to create an

opportunìty for the concept of self-rel iance to be wìde1y accepted.

Self-reljance, as a concept, rests on three precepts:

I ) the principle of prevention rather than treatment

2) the principie of integratìon rather than separation

3) the princìple of subsidiaryl4
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The pri nciples of prevention and jntegration are self-explanatory. The

third principìe, subsidìary, Morri s defines ur, ,,y0, shouìd never assign

to a large entity what can be done by a smaì 1 one. l,Jhat the fami ly can

do, the community shouldn't do. l.lhat the commun.ity can do, the states

shouldn't do - and what the states can do, the federal government shouldn't

do".j5 For self-reliance advocates, subsidiary means a tendency to

descend or settle toward the bottom rather than denotating a branch

openation control led by a maìn company or headquarters. The prìnciple

of subsidiary, as it relates to self-reliance, means descend.ing the

hierarchy of authoni ty to find the lowest, most personal level at which

a function may be performed. The princìpìe of subsidiary and the principle

of integration overìap as both curtail the most costìy feature of urban

life, its tendency toward separation. Both stress a sense of place and

move us tolard a more communal cìty comprìsed of ne.ighborhoods where

citizens can fulfill most of their basic socÍaì and economic needs.i6

Local self-reliance is an inward process ieading to urban autonomy.

ït is not autarky. Rather jt can be situated between the extremes of the

concept of sei f-sufficìency and the dependency on extennal ities impìied

by expert base analysis. 0n the negatìve leve1 , it can 'l ead toward

rivalry and parochial ìsm but these tendencies can be countered by the

positive benefits of information exchange. Self-reliance has been made

possible by shortage of raw materjals, new techno'logies and the electro-

nics revolution. The doctrine of self-reliance js based on the principles

of preventìon, integratjon and subsidìary.
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Cj ty as Nati on

lvlorris' analogy of the city as a tiny nation is radically new rather

than a return to the old Greek concept of autarchic citylT or cjty-state.

The metaphor provides a new way of vìewing modern cities operatìng under

the pressures that promote self-rel iance.

The city is becomìng an ecological nation. As such, the cÍty
maximjzes the long term va'l ue of its finite pjçce of land by
creating eìegant, biologically-based systems. lõ

Here the anaìogy ìs used to defìne an ecosystem. The city js del jneated

by its geographical borders and its i nfrastructures. lllithin these con-

fìnes is an economic base.

The self-relìant city views jtself as a nation. It anaìyzes
the flow of capitaì within jts borders and evaluates its
"balance of payments", It recycles money much as jt recycles
goods. Every added cycìe increases the community's wealth.
Businesses are evaluated not only for the services or pro$qcts
they offer but for the way they affect the local economy.l9

The city takes on the economic characteristics of a nation. Revenues are

balanced against expenses. Capital is a commodity, as any other good or

service which interacts within the esosystem. For a city to be self-

reliant, the principles of conservation apply to capital as much as they

apply to raw materials. Busjnesses that suppìy capital must be seen with-

in the context of the entirety of thei|interaction with the cìty's

borders.

Morris has not always taken the city as the core unit of self-

rel iance analysis. His origìna1 conception was of the neighborhood as

nation, In his ,l975 
book, Neighborhood Power, Morni s stated:

0ur ner'ghborhoods are tiny, underdeveloped natjons. They are
owned, by and large, by outsiders who view them as profitabìe
investments. Locaì money is put into financial institutjons
which invest it outside the local economy, often in competìng
industries...The neighborhood, or l ittle country ìf we follow
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that analogy, exports labor-'i ntensive services and i mports
ri ces for
.20

capi tal -j ntensì ve finìshed g

a techno logy generally unsui
oods, paying out high p
ted to I ocal conditions

In this statement l"lorris established the rudiments of the more compre-

hensive anaìogy of city as nation. The eiigibility of neìghborhood for

core unit was determìned by its potentìal to be productive and self-
)1governing-' yet easily organìzabl e. But for the neighborhood analogy to

work, l"lorris found jt necessary to invoke the model of underdeveloped

nations. Gross Neighborhood Product and neighborhood balance of payments

became appropriate subjects for research.22

Morris' substitution of the concept of city as ecological nation

for neìghborhood as underdeveioped naùion js a positive shift as cìties

have the resource base to progress toward self-neliance whereas inaiviaal

neìghborhoods do not. "Although the neìghborhood is the human and social

base for a new society, the cìty js a first-stage basìc political and

ìegal base to safeguard the jnterests of the embryonic natjon."23

Working together, neìghborhood units can combine to produce a self-

reliant city and it is the city that has the scale, compìexjtjes,

organizatìon and managementskills to achieve self-rel iance:

Cities can now view themselves as tiny nations. They can
neduce their imports by making efficjent use of locaì1y
avai l ab le human, natural and technol og icaì resources. The
sewage plant becomes a fertilizer factory and gas well"
The solid waste stream becomes a source of raw mater'Íals
that are processed and recycled for 'local consumption.
Sunlìght becomes a fuel source. Basement boilers become
power pìants. The municìpal corporatìon becomes a tool ,
an enablìng device. The cìty exercises ìts financial ,
economi c an
enterpri se.

d. regulatory authori ty to encourage Iocal
24

The product of viewing the city as a tíny nation is a tailor-made

economic development po1ìcy. A po1 icy that takes into account human
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needs and human scale, available resources, pol'itical authorìty and local

irregularities. The application of the city as nation analogy also
)È

suggests reconceptuaì izìng the city as a mine and a power p1ant.'" All

the attributes of a nation are contained in miniature within the borders

of the city. The analogy provìdes a new analytic model for cities, and,

when combined with the concept of local self-reliance, pofnts the way to

an entirely new econòmic development strategy. Usìng the metaphor of a

mine Morris ìncorporates recycl ing meta'l lic and organic materials. The

power plant concept emphasizes decentralized and renewable energy resources

Economi c Devqlgpmenrb S!!3tegy

An economic development strategy based on local self-reljance has

four main goals:

'L taking control in order to gain autonomy

2. decentra ìizi ng power

3. movìng to'lard a steady-state economy

4. provìding a diversifjed industrial base.

Taking control infers that, through an historical process, control has

been forfeited. Currentiy the process of economìc deve'ìopment ìs being

manìpuiated by hìgher levels of government, private development and

external fi nanci al forces. l'4or"ri s i denti fi es an opposi ng trend whi ch

could eventuate in cities once agajn control ling the economy wjthin thejr

boundari es.

The state of the art of urban economjc development has moved
from sìmpìe business promotion to targeted intervention in
the local economy based on economic research and pìanning.
It then moved to more entrepreneurial^investments and business
development and financ'i al leveraging.¿b
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The process of taking control has changed from a passive to an

actjve ro'le, Advanced urban economies are entering into joint ventures

with private enterprise, Fìnancìng is the key to the process, or in the

words of l'lorrì s "thepower of the purse largely determines political
t'?

authorìty". '' Because pol itjca'l authority, at present, is highly

central ized with the emphasìs on large-sca1e organizatìon, "the purpose

of gaining power is to decentra'l ize power".28 Decentral izing power is

one of the maìn strategies of local self-rel iance.

...we have to confront and transform institutions built in
another era, when resources were plentiful , growth was the
objective and affluence was a never ending spìral . l,Je are
cursed wj th giant central power plants, ìnterlocking direc-
torates between big corporations, big factories, and big
government, production systems far removed from their markets,
bloated bureaucracies which are on the whole unproductive, if
not downright destructive, and hierarch'ica1 organìzational
structures which renove the top pol icymakers from the impact
of thei r" deci sons " 

29

This situation must be changed, Power has to be decentralized so that

personal ly concerned inlividuals are able to take part, once agaìn, in

the decision-making process. The munìcipal level lends itself best to

this process. "The city governments are those closest to the people. As

a result, they lend themselves to active participation in decìsion making

by the greatest numben of citizens. "30 Pol itical jurisdictions should

be made to coincide with population concentratjons so that metropol itan

areas will become effective decìson-making entìties.3l

In the event that political power were to become decentral ized so

that urban areas would have autonomy from outside economic influences,

then the state of the urban economy could be stabilized ]eadìng to what

Morris cal is a steady state economy:
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l^le are moving into an era of what might be caììed a steady
state economy. .,A steady state economy does not mean that we

have no progress, no changes, no advances. It does mean that
those changes will have to be much more conscìous, because
t^¿e cannot continue to "waste" our resources on industries
based upon fast obsolescence and rapÍd changes of style. It
means that we wilI have to be makìng^çhoices between qualities
as wel I as quantìties of production.JZ

The concept of a steady state economy derives from the application of

the princìples of ecology to economics. The concept ìs defined by a

constant relationship between population and the stock of artjfacts in

an economic system through whjch the rate of energy-matter is reduced ¿o

the lowest feasible level .33 It is an economic reversal of the entropy

law as applied to economics which states that energy and matter in a low

state to entropy are constantly bejng turned into valueless residuals in

a high state of entropy,34 The goaì of steady state economics is an

urban economy without the fluctuations and cycles generated by the

international trade and credit system. Stabiljty is the maior attribute

of a steady state economy. In order to have stabilìty, an urban economy

must possess a diversified industrial base.

Cities are discovering that rel iance on one or two large
empioyers leaves them vulnerable to cycl jcal jnstabijjtjes
in the local economy. To rely on a more diversìfied base,
composed of smaller enterprises tends to make a more stable
economy, l4ost jobs are created !9t by large plants but by
the millions of tiny businesses,Js

A self-re'l jant economjc strategy strives for economic stabiI ity by relying

on a diversifjed industrial base. In order to achieve this, cities must

exercise financial contro'l by decentral Ízing pol itica'l authori ty so that

there is more accountabi'l ity to citjzens partÍcipating in the decisíon-

makì ng process.
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Tacti cs

One phrase sums up the tactical thrust needed to promote local self-

rel iance as a development strategy. This phase is "plugging the leaks",

By this llomis means pìugging the eonomic leaks in the local economy.

Two methods used to help identify the economjc leaks are neìghborhood

.36
resource lnven[or]es whjch are methods of estìmating the neighborhood's

natural resource reserve, and community cash flow studies3T which are

economic studies showing what money comes into a neighborhood and where

jt goes. Both types of studies are siìI ìn the experimental stages.

Although researchers have constructed model s of each method, further

research and practìcal appl icatìon are necessary.

Reducing imports is a major means of plugging leaks' Fjrst' a

community has to determjne what is ìmported. "The average city of fifty

thousand imports 
.l00 tons of food, 475 tons of fuel , and 3l ,250 tons of

, - ,,38fresh water each day.""" The next step ìs to determine which of the

'imported commoditÍes could be produced loca1ìy'

Researchers have since come to a simìlar conclusion - most of
the things we need cou'l d be manufactured localìy t^lith out
larger uiban areas. One study found that, if automobiles and
petioleum products were excluded from the total ' 58 percent
ôt final goods consumption, by vaìue, of a pgpulatìon.of one
million cõuld be produced localìy in small pìants. Sixteen
percent of the consumptìon needs coqld be produced by plants
for a market popuìatiôn of 200,000.rv

This does not necessariìy mean that the exact products lvi'l I be sub-

stituted for imported pnoducts. "Local self-reliance may requìrs trade-

offs. A functionally equ.ivalent product may be manufactured in a variety

of ways, depending on how much the producer wants to substitute indige-

nous resources for imported resources. "40
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In addition to utilizjng indigenous materials in manufacturing,

uti I ì zi ng approprì ate technol ogy on an appropri ate scal e i s another

tacti c for pl uggì ng leaks :

So we have a choice. Nuclear-power plants, metropol itan
sewage-treatment plants, jnternal-combustion engìnes or
sol ar cel I s, in-house waste-cycl i ng systems, and el ectri c
cars. It js not only an ecological and economic choice,
but a deeply poì itical one. It asks whether we want to
move our productive facilities back into our communjties,
or remain at the mercy of isolated forces operati¡g on
criteria that give human concerns a low priorìty.al

A factor in favour of appropriate technoìogy is reducìng energy consump-

tion. Energy dolìars represent one of the major drains jn the local

economy; "the collectjve fiscaj jmport of energy imports on the local

economy has become increasingly harmful. I'lore than 20 percnet of the

gross income of a community ìs paid for energy; 90 percent of these

dollars leave the local area. They are unavailable for future local

reinvestment",42 Public awareness of rising energy costs and energy

inefficiencies is producìng a new form of energy awareness:

There has been a profound shift jn the economic equatìon
concerning energy and that shift now makes economical the
movement of production and consumption back together,
counteri ng the century old movement toward separation of
the productìon, consumption and disposal functions. Energy
efficìency can be viewed as part of a comprehensive economic
development strategy. tfficiency means using integration
rather than separatìon as a design pni ncipie thg! extends
beyond what we commonly view as energy sectors.+r

Effjcìent use of energy, then, plays an important part ìn piugging the

leaks in the community cash flow. Energy consenvatjon, besides reducìng

the outflow of energy dollars, involves local businesses and creates

employment. "Storm wjndow companies, insulation contractors and solar-

equjpment instal lers are often local businesses. Thus programs that

encourage energy self-reljance reduce the city's cash hemmorhage and,

recycì ìng money in the local economy, create iobs."44 tnergy production
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also has potential to be handled locaìly rather than from lange-sca1e

plants. "The basic lesions of the new age of energy are that efficiency,

economy, and technical stability of our energy systems will be greatly

enhanced ìf we depend on millions of power plants rather than thousands,

and we use fuels generated loca1.1y."45

In review, the tactics for plugging the leaks in the local economy

incl ude conductìng neighborhood naturaÌ-resource inventories and communìty

cash flow studies, reduc'ing imports, util izìng approprìate technology,

conservìng energy and decentralizing energy production, The key concept

to recognizing the benefits of pìugging the leaks is the multiplier effect

The multìp1ìereffect refers to the number of uses money that has

entered the local economy can be put to before it leaks out, Money that

remains in the local economy goes through another round of savings and

expenditures. "The more transactions the money can be used for 1ocal1y,

before jt, leaks out, the higher the multjplier effect and the greater

the return to the local, pubììc treasury for sales and other taxes. One

of the common definitions of money is that it is a store of wealth: a

hìgh usage of money transiates into increased wealth in a locality..'46

When money is exported from the communìty by chain stores with conporate

headquarters elsewhere or by banks makìng loans outside the community,

then the benefjts of the multiplier effect are lost to that comnunjty

forever.

Soc i al C ha nqe

Local self-reliance as an approach to urban economic development

djffers from traditionaì approaches in that local self-reliance recognizes
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social change as a motivatjng factor, In fact, local self-reliance ìs

based on recent modifications of. the social structure. SpeakÍng about

the forces working for and against local self-re'liance, David Morrjs

states : .

There are powerful forces working to move us toward 'local
self-reliance. But there is no inevitability that we will
achieve that goal, Institutions change slowly, Habits and
customs change even more slowìy. hlhen people redefine their
functions,and new institutions arise to take care of new
desíres and needs, old institutions feel threatened.
Structural tensions arise. The tension between the old and
the new is now growing wider, and therefore the kinds of 

^.7change and the iapidìiy of change will become more profound.+/

The measure of social change is the effect on exjsting institutions

and the establishment of nevl instjtutions. Some of the exìsting jnstìtu-

tions are powerful and.have a profound effect on neìghborhood 1ife. A

strong base from which to deal with these institutions can be developed

from a move into the munìcipaì political u..nu.48 The method of building

new jnstitutions to meet the chal lenges of social change is a three step

process, outlined in the foilowing statement:

0n the neighborhood level , in order to begin control ling the
fiscal flows within the communìty there need to be a number
of different Ievels of educatÍon and institution buiìding.

1. First, there mìght be actual research studies whích show
how much aggregate income there ìs in any given neighborhood,

2. Second, mechanisms could be developed to teach people how
they can begin to redefjne taxatjon and credit, and control at
least to a minor extent the money they earn. This means the
development of, for example, communìty sustaining funds,
'internal taxation mechanisms to serve the neighborhood itself,
and credit un.ions to capture a part of the savings jn the area.

3. The third step might be the establ ishment of a full-service
bank, a neighborhood development bank, which can fully ìnvoìve
itself with loans, savìngs, checking and a number of services
for the conmun i ty.49
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Education ìs an important factor in institution building. One major

aspect of education is political organization and mobil ization. There

are three reasons for polìtical organìzation. These are: to maintain

the integrity of the area against outside jnterests, to decentralize

power from the city to the local unit, and to establjsh new institutions

which reflect the economic, social and personal relatìonships the neigh-

borhood wants for ì tsel f. 50

Political organization for the purpose of establishing new, more

humane institutions might imply further government hierarchies but this

is not the case. Morris makes clear the distinction between "governance"

and "government" - "the process rather than the paraphenal ia of governing"

If the process of governance is emphasized, it will affect the roles of

the publìc and private sectors.

Self-rel iant cities minimize government but not necessarily
governanèe. The very terms "citizen" and "cities" connote
pol itical authority, Practicalìy, as communities take an
active role in promoting local self-rel iance, the tr"aditìonal 

"odistinctìon between public and private sectors begins to blur."'

Pu bl ic Sector

5l

There are four main institutions through whìch individuals

neighbourhoods can work toward local self-rel iance for the city

are:

l. the muni cì pa'l corporation

2. the energy utility
3. the public authority

4. associations or common-interest communities

and

The se

The municipal corporation has undergone a vastly changing role sjnce

cjties first incorporated. "In short, the munìcipa1 corporation is an
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evolving creature. 0nce viewed as nothjng more than a mere tenant,

cities now possess immense economic and poìitical authority. "53 Parallel

to changes in the role of the municipal corporation are changes ìn publìc

perceptions of the munìcipa1 corporation. "Long vìewed as lìttle more

than real estate developers and social welfare dispensers, the municìpal

corporation is asserting the more jmportant function of planning and

development".54 One function of the municipal corporation, as the local

agency of governrnent, is that of growth control and management in the

metropoìitan region.55 Another functjon of the municìpal corporation js

to promote smal I businesses by soìvìng their probiems with initiative and

i nnovati on . 
56

The prìmary functìon of the municipal corporation is to take ìn and

dìspense capitaì, and by doìng this, have the most profound effect on the

local economy. In this way the .rnunicipal corporation resembles the

workings of the energy uti'l ity, ''These two institutions ìeverage large

sums of money, serve geographical ly Iim,ited areas, and are directly or

indirectly controìled or regulated by the publ íc they serve."57 The

similarities do not end there:

lvlunicipal corporations have some of the same advantages that
energy uti I i ti es have ì n fi nancì ng energy seì f-rel j ance. Both
can borrow large sums of money for 'iong durations. Both do'long-range planning. Both take account of future energy costs,
and both can include in theìr cost-benefit equations the benefits
of reduced energy demand. But citjes have one advantage that
investor-owned utj]itìes do not havel they can borrow money at
tax-exemPt rates.58

The latter statement refers to the ability to issue municipal bonds which

require no federal taxes to be paid on the intenest.5S

Another form of corporation, whose power parallels the municìpaì

corporation, is the public authorìty. Formed by government, but not
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directly controìled by the electorate, they represent a new force in the

pol iti caì landscape.

Nourished by business methods, they are non-profr't, have no
stockholders, are are jmmune from anti-trusù laws, They
bui ìd pubì ic projects using private money. They are, ..
corporations without stockholqqrs, politìcal jurisdictions
wi thout voters and taxpayers.bu

In Canada, the Crown Corporation is much like the publìc authonity,

although the designation nefers specifically to large sclae projects such

as the l4ascana Val ley Authority in Regina, Saskatchewan.

At the neìghborhood level , the most important scale for local self-

relìance, there is the potentiaì for the formation of a new form of

neìghborhood government - the associatjon or common-interest association.

These are "communities ìn which a person automatical ly becomes a member

of an assscjation by virtue of provìsions set forth in a dec1aration

recorded jn land records".6l Among these neighborhood associations are

cooperatives, coliectives, food conspiracìes and the community-deveìopment

corporation. "A community-development corporation, or CDC, is a corpora-

tìon based in one geographic area and controlled by its residents."62

A definition of a CDC wouìd requíre that it be a corporation, as opposed

to a governmental body or loosely knit business enterprise, with an

jdentifiable set of links with a particular communjty. Usualìy the local

communjtjes in which CDC's operate tend to suffer signìficantly worse

social and economic condjtions than the cities l'n which they are located,

CDC's are concerned wi th an array of programs that have political , social ,

and economic development as their stated purpose.63 Although CDC's

contain programs ajmed at financial sel f-suffìciency, defìned as the

abi ì ity to generate sufficient revenue from the for-profit subsjdjarìes

to contjnue in the absence of pubìic or private grant support, they place
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broad emphasis on the social programs needed to complementeconomic and

physìcaì deveìopment even though these programs wilì require subsidy.64

The multiple goals of the programs with a CDC include:

-raising the material standard of ì iving of residents in
its communi ty

-ìncreasìng the poìitical and social power of the community
in the wider soci ety

-increasing the skill level of the residents

-ìncreasìng the-gense of community and the qual ity of
life within ito5

Formatíon of the CDC would be real jzed through a sustaining fund available

from the municipaì corporatìon. These two poìitical entities, the munici-

pal corporation and CDC or city and neighborhood, would co-operate for

mutual benefit. One of lt4orris' suggestions is for "the CDC to contract

with the city to provide basjc services in the community. lulost services

are optimaì ly run on the neighborhood level anyway, as the follor.,rìng

chart shows".66

PER CAPITA COSTS OF SERVICIS

PoLul ation Category

Less than 50,000 to 250 ,000
l0 000 99 000 or more

Poì ice pnotection $5. 70 $7. 50 $re.ro

Fì re protecti on 1 .42 ¿. RÃ 10,81

Sewage 2.65 6. 30 10.61

Fìgure 7: per capita costs of ,.rui..167

Pri vate Sector
Âa

"SmalI business is the catalytic force in the local economy."""

This statement is not sìmp1y opinion, jt 'i s statist'i cal ìy proven.
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..,4 massive study of 5.6 miilion firms (representing 82
percent of the nation's private jobs) was conducted by
David Birch. He tracked these firms over a seven-year
period, from l97l to 1978, and concluded the country's
biggest job producer was smal I firms. Two-thirds of all
new jobs vrere created in companìes employing fewer than
20 people. The top I,000 firms on the Fortune 1ist generated
only 75,000 jobs, or just a little more than one percent of
alI new jobs created between I970 and 1976. Birch found that
most jobs came from the start-up of new firms, and the
expansion of existing smal l busjness, destroying the myth
that economic deveìopment is c¡çated by plant relocations and
expansion of big corporations.oY

Promoting local smal I business enterprises is in the best ínterests of

the self-reliant city. This includes both starting up new small companies

and retaining, or keeping solvent, existing firms. The definition of

smal I business refers to the entjre range, from smaì1 manufacturìng

corporations to ma-and*pa grocery outlets.

Three key industries wìth potential for expansion made possible by

virtue of advances in modern science are: energy conservation and renew-

able energy technoìogies, recycl ing, and conmunications. Businesses

within these industries remain competitìve by consuming fewer raw materials

to i ncrease productivity. T0

A corollary to the scenario of promoting smal l busjness is that

1arge, ìnternational firms do not promote local self-reliance despìte

short-term boosts in local employment from the influx of outsjde capital

fhe argument for this posìtion is as follows:

Ironìcal1y, attractìng outside investment may weìl jncrease
economi c i nstabi ì i ty, Absentee-owned busi nesses tend not to
be good neighbors. They cut back empìoyment during down
cycles and recessions more than locaì1y based companies, They
are less 1ìkeìy to purchase iocai services and products, such
as legal assìstancg., financiaj counsulting, capital borrowing
and factor i nputs. i I
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Conversely, an argument in favour of large, absentee-owned businesses

is that they are able to utilize economies of scale because they purchase,

produce and merchandize in volume, "The advantages of economies of scale

is most jndustries are dubious. Even where they are claimed to be sub-

stantial , they must be weighed against the disadvantage of havíng lost

control over the production process itself."72 Control over the pro-

ductjon process is a crucial aspect of local self-reliance, This should

not be confused with' the Marxist strategy of workers controll ing the means

of production, Comment'i ng on worker control , or take over, of industry,

David Morris comments: "...a mere change in ownership would not necessarily

mean real social change".73 Employee ownershìp, orindustnial productìon

cooperatives, are a serious alternative to plant cìosings caused by

corporative divestiture. Another situation where this al ternative makes

sense is when there is lack of entrepreneural jnjtiative to form the

corporation in the first p.lu...74
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Chapter 7 - Theoretical Considerations

Summary

The theoretical portion of this thesjs has utiìized a framework

suggested by the works of.economist Edgar Dunn Jr. The evolution from

the concept of aggregate growth and its causes to a comprehensive view

of co-ordinated and priorized economic development strategy has been

traced in the thought of increasìng1y sophistìcated theorists. Tradi-

tional economic base theory focused on the measure of growth ìn the

economy, which either encompassed factors of deveìopment or totally

ignored quality-of-l ife issues, by piacing all urban economic activities

into basic and non-basic categories. Blumenfel d reversed that formulation

and his ensuing analysis suggested a'lternatives to the classic paradigm.

Dunn proposed two developmentaì models functioning as learning systems,

one with the capacity to be reprogramed and the other with the capacity

to reprogram itself. The first was identified as a mechanistic model

and the second as an open system and respectìvely assigned, by this

thesis, to the theories of Jane Jacobs and David l4ot"ris,

tach theory, economic base, Jane Jacobs' and self-reliance, has been

reviewed and expl icated, for the sake of continuìty, as a matun'i ng of

theory, evoivìng from a concept of economic base as the stimulator of

grciwth to a comprehensìve and djrected urban economic development

strategy. No effort has been made, as yet, to synthesize these theories

'into one ideaì thãory or to critically contrast the theonies of-Jacobs

and lvlorris in the same way traditional growth theories have been con-

trasted to alternative development theories,
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There has been no comparative evaluation of these various theorists.

The'worth of the quality-of-ljfe bias of the alternative theorists is not

esteemed more hìghly than aspects of economic base theory such as, for

example, the concept of the muì tipljer and the technìque of jnput-output

analysis. What has preceded ìs an independent delineation of each body

of theory for the purpose of establ ìshing an overview of theoretical

concerns and recommendations and establìshing a chronoìogical transition

from the concept of growth to an urban economjc development strategy.

Geographi c and Pol i ti ca l Context

None of the theories under examination have been placed into a

Canadian context and particular'ìy the l.linnipeg situation which this thesis

intends to examjne" Economic base theory was the product of observation

of the workings of economic phenomena and so is universal in its
application, Blumenfeld was working withjn the parameters of economic

base theory and so is similarìy universal in appiication.

As a generai theony of economic growth evolves into a specific

economic development policy so does the context in which this evo'l ution

takes pìace become more specific. Jane Jacobs' theories become more

centred on a sense of pìace and the workings of a political , economjc

system. Examples of theorists showìng similar concerns can be found 'i n

the Ii terature of Canad ian urban anaiysts. For exampl e, Jacobs ' emphasi s

on the role of the entrepreneur and the sìgnificance of innovation is

mirrored ìn Canadian theory and Wìnnipeg practice. David llalker,

co-author of "Encouragìng Innovatìve Entrepreneurship: A Neglected
'I

Aspect of Development"', notes that Canadian development po1ìcy has

neglected the innovative entrepreneur in favour of buiìding infrastructures
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and facilities.2 He reviews government measures such as establishing

innovation centres3 and enterprise workshops.4 Phase one of Science

Place Canada, the Instjtute for Manufacturing Technology, is under

construction at the former St. Paul's College site in downtown l^linnipeg

under the sponsorship of the National Research Council.5 Science Place

Canada js pla.nned to function as an innovation centre for the western

regìon,

Historicai iy, innovation can be demonstrated to have been of great

importance in t^lìnnipeg's economìc development. This statement is best

illustrated jn the anecdotal styìe pecul iar to Jane Jacobs. Between the

years 1925 to .l950, 
Canada Packers' St. Boniface plant, under the

dÍrectorship of 1"1r. Joseph Harris, developed a Can-Pack system of slaugh-

tering and dressing cattle. This innovation was meat packing's first

"on the raiì" operatìon which el iminated a hanging, laying on the f1oor,

then rehanging process. The Can-Pack system is now employed in many

plants jn Canada, the U.S., and other countries and the princìp1e is

currentìy used in almost â11 large plants in the continent.6 Meat pro-

cessing and packing is one of the leading sectors of llinnipeg's urban

economy and the sÍgnificance of innovation in strengthening its s¿ature

shoul d not be underestimated.

Another l,linnipeg anecdote ìllustrates the important Jacobian

princìp'le of ìmport-replacement. The garment jndustry, a sector crucial

to l^lìnnìpeg's export strength, was formed ìn the earìy 1900's as an

import replacement business. Not untjl the 1970's, in response to local

consumption not meeting' factory output, did the garment industry turn

to export markets. T
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|^lhiie Jacobs' theorjes are enhanced by beìng pìaced ìnto a Wìnnìpeg

context, the theories of David l4orris lose some validity when applied to

the l,linnipeg situation. Morris' theories were formulated În, and developed

as a response to, the U.S, political cl imate. One example is Morris

advocating the reìease of municìpa1 bonds as a source of revènue. In

Canada, the tax structure differs and municipaì bonds offer comparatìvely

'iess tax incentive than found in the U.S. Also the tax gradient Ín Canada

dictates that persons and cor"porations jn the h.igher tax brackets would

benefit greater than others from municipal bond issues. This js but one

detail of the way in rvhjch Momis' theories are far more applicable to

the American situatìon than the Canadian.

0n the other hand, there is an increasìng ìnterest in Canadian

plannìng circles jn the work of David Þlorris and the Instjtute for Local

Self-Reliance. l,lismer and Pell, ìn a study of Sel f-Rel iance and

community economic development pnesentéd to an Ontario Community

Development Society conference, focus their study largeìy on sources of

funding to be found in the Canadian sjtuation.B It i. interesting to

note that they attrjbute the concept of self-reliance to survivr'ng

experiments jn collective enterprise and self-sufficient community develop-

ment whìch began ìn the late l960's and earìy ì970's.9 This accounts for

the Self-Re'l iance tendency to discourse on motherhood jssues since that

decade was characterized by a poììtìca1 optimism that contrasts with

the current conservative mood. Growìng Canadian interest in the concept

of self-rel ìance js evident in the agenda for the upcoming 1985 conference

of the Canadian Institute of Planners on the theme of Sustainable
'I rì

Community.'" The sustainable community has much jn common with self-
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reliance and two of the founders of the Institute for Local Self-Reliance,

Davi d l,lorri s and Karl Hei ss, are I i sted as parti ci pati ng speakers.

It is not that Jane Jacobs, currently a Toronto resident, was more

cognizant of the Canadian context at the time she wrote The Economy of

Cìties than js Momis. It is simply that her approach is more internatjonal

'in perspective. She has carried this tendency further in her latest

work, Citìes and the l^lealth of Nations. This work maintains her original

economic development theories only they are applied to European and

other international cities as well as North American. She now cites

Singapore, vvith its own Singapore dollar currency, as an anecdotal

example of a municipal measure through r,,rhich to control cash flow,II

Although undoubtably a good idea that works for Sìngapore, the difficulty

of instituting such a radical measure in the l^lìnni.peg urban economy,

which is one part of a national government system unified by a common

currency, is insurmountable.

The issue of context, then, is a significant cons'i deration in

priorizing the lessons and strategic injtiatives suggested by the theorists

under nev i ew.

Consi derations

The transìtion from a theory that observes and generaì izes tendencies

in the urban economy to a strategy to control and direct urban development

ìnitiatives has been facilitated, in this thesis, by a dialectical anaìysis

based on a contrast between growth and anaìysis. A correspondìng frame-

work that compares and contrasts alternative theorì sts is considered -

specious and of Iittle value ìn delineating the evoiut'ion of theory, Yet

at this pojnt, where some hard and fast recommendatons must be gleamed
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from the djscussion, än effort must be made to establish criteria through

which to priorize comparative deveìopment initiatives. 0f course, these

recommendations have yet to be appìied to a hlinnipeg case study and that

process should assist in determjning which initiatives are most appì'icable

Jacobs' theoretical approach is practical , and mechanistjc, She

treats tactics as if they were tools that can be usêd to mechanìcaì 1y

adjust an economic system modelled after a reciprocating engine, Her

contributjon is to provìde a "nuts and bolts" approach or a I'how-to" of

economic deve'lopment. Momis' theory is more cleariy deiineated and is

readi ìy broken down into concepts, the most significant of which are the

concept of local self-reliance and the concept of the city as tìny nation.

Compared to Jacobs' "nuts and bolts" contribution, l"lorris provides an

overaì l "bìueprint for action". l'lorris' strength is in his conceptuaì i-
zations while Jacobs is strong in details and techniques. As has already

been discussed, l"forrjs' theory presents problems when placed ìnto a

l,iinnipeg context, Also, l'lorris' strategic initiatives are often deter-

mined by a too optimÍstic expectation of socìa'l change. l"1uch of his

theory is predicated upon attìtudinal changes Ín society that, admittedly

for the best, may never come about. An example is the economic fact of

shortages of raw materials, normally considened a detriment by economìsts.

l'lorris describes this factor as a "force" shaping society and as an

"opportunity" that brought about the concept of self-reliance, ìn effect

making a virtue of a detriment. Yet other of Morris' concepts, such

as the principle of subsidìary or "bottom-up organization", are soljd

and deserve fuìl appreciatìon. But Morris' theories too often address

motherhood issues and show an unbrjdled optimism and enthusiasm that

shoul d be judged accordìngly.
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Many of the concenns taken up by Jacobs and Morris overlap or

reflect on each other, For example the differìng strategic initiatives

of "ìmport-repìacement" and "plugging the leaks" can be seen as compìe-

mentary and Morris' concept appears to encompass import-replacement as a

tactic within plugging the leaks. Jacobs' concept, however, is iess

vague than Morris' and recommends a precise course of action. 0n the

other hand, Jacobs could be wrong, Import-repl acement was tried out

extensively as an economic development strategy for third worjd countries

during the 1930's and proved a failure as a method that produced long

term economic revivaì when the worìd trade markets revived, import

became more attractive, and the import-replacement industries collapsed.l2

Yet comparìng third world countries to urban metropoìitan economies may

be inappropriate, like apples to oranges. Jacobs could be correct.

There is no empirìcal proof for either argument,

Theoret'ical conclusions gain sígnifìcance when appììed to economic

development practice for the City of l^/ìnnipeg. The case has been made,

through the maturing of theoretjcal appnoaches, for á coordinated economic

development strategy over a theory that suggests guidìng principles. The

following eight recommendations are derived from all four levels of

theory: economic base, Hans Bl umenfeid, Jane Jacobs, and Self-Rel iance;

They are meant to be the most brief possible summation of the ìnsìghts

obtained from theory and are not a summary or review of the theories.

They will be appìied to the analytic and practìcaì recommendatj ons ,

which arise out of the case history, ìn order to indicate the direction

for an alternative economic development strategy.
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Recommendat ions

-An urban economic development strategy should have as its goaì a

conditìon of economic self-reliance. Self-reliance is defined as an

equilibrium state between urban export earnings and the total outflow of

economic resources from the entire urban community. Balance between

inputs and ou.tputs is maintained primari 1y by adiustment of consumer

patterns untì1 ìnputs allow for increases jn standards of lìving'

-Long term economjc planning would be based on a reciprocating

model of the economy stressìng the role of import replacement, a short

term tactic, in generating export industry for the long run.

-The Municipality is the most efficacious governmentai unit for

instituting economic deveìopment strateg'ies. 0rganization of a strategy

could take place from the bottom up at the community level and be

assisted by neighborhood inventories and community cash flow studies.

-Tactics fostering an economic revíval are encouragement of and

assistance to innovation, entrepreneurial intiative, and on-going

research and development. Sources of funding should be available and

should be allocated in a number of smaller loans rather than a few

l arge Ioans.

-An adequate analysis of the role and value of the local service

sector to the urban economy is an essential element of strategic p'i annìng

and the fu11 potential of this sector should be real ized.

-A strategy must strengthen and promote the importance of the

export sector to the urban economy.
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-Traditional jnput-output anaìysis is an extremely useful tool for

developing a comprehensÍve understanding of the urban balance of payments

-Maximizing the multiplier effect ìs an important economic prìncipìe

found in all urbãn development theories. The key to increasing the

multiplier effect lies in maintaining the money within the circular flow

of the urban economic system before money leaks out of the system.
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Chapter 8; hli nni pe

I n trod ucti on

This section examines anaìytic approaches to the Winnr'peg urban

economy. Special consideration ìs given to the ¡4cNeal , Hildebrand

Economic Base Study as it is the most comprehensive investigation of the

city's interindustny functions, current demographic and socio-economic

trends, and a prognosis for the l^linnipeg economy. This study is

supplemented by a survey of the studies of other urban analysts includìng

Drew McArton, Tony Kuz, Alan Artibise, Greg l4ason, Ruben Bellan, George

Nader, Earl Levin, Ed Rea, and David Stambrook, and by compari son of the

Economic Base Study to similar anaìyses of and economic strategies for

the cjties of Edmonton, Halifax and Vancouver.

The purpose of this section is to evaluate analytic approaches to

lllinnipeg economic deve'lopment, recommend a development strategy, and to

identify potential areas for further research,

The Economi c Base Study - Observations. Intentions and Recommendations

The Economic Base Study ìs a background technical report on

lllinnipeg's economìc base prepared by the consulting group of lvlcNea'l ,

Hildebrand and Associates Ltd. of Vancouver, B.C, and commissìoned by

the l,,linnipeg Tri-Level Committee on Urban Affairs. The plan provides

background informatjon in preparation for Phase I of the l,jìnnìpeg

Deveìopment Plan Review on l,linnipeg's economic growth prospects for the

twenty years fol lowing 'ì978. The purpose of the Economic Base Study

was to provìde a comprehensive review of the major opportunities and

constrai nts operati ng throughout lli nnì peg' s past devel opment, and to

compare the city's growth experìence wjth the national and provincial

economi es. 
l
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The specìfìed objective of the consulting firm in carrying out the

study was to provide the City of l,,linnipeg with a thorough understanding

of its own economy and how that economy interrelates with the provinciaì

and national economies. The intention was for the conclusions of the

study to contribute to research and policy analysis ìn the following

areas:

1 ) ìand use and transportati on model ì ng

¿) trends i n
availabili

the potential for major changes to exìsting
the l^iinnipeg economy (i.e. energy cost and
i mpacts )

ty

3) the potentìal for change in the local economy
about by federal and provincìa1 pol icy changes

b5o us ht

It ìs important to note the limitations in the powers of the CÍty

of Winnìpeg which prevent it from playing an active role in shapìng its

own econornic deve'ìopment. l'lcNeal and Hildebrand's third intention

specìfìcaììy singles out policy changes by federal and provìncial

authonitÍes as offering the onìy potentjal for economic change.

The consultant team's recommendatíons for the City of Winnìpeg are

I ) the establishment of a long term industriaì development pìan3

2) a continuous update of the data bases for sectoral economic
activily jnitiajly developed in the study, for the purpose
of periodic rg-evaluation of the Cìty's jndustrial deveìop-
ment s trategy4

3) the establishment of a Manitoba Productivity Council to
inquire into the reasons for loy productìvity performance
in the manufacturing industriesc

4) inclusion of energy conservation ðs ¡n integra'l part of the
City's economi c development poììcìeso

5) addiùiona1 studies and assessments of industrial capacity,
I and-use utilizatìon, ori
and urban goods movements

gjn/destì nati on tri p movements,
5
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Study Methodology

There are two distinct methodologies utilized by the l4cNeal

Hildebrand team. The stated methodology is a scenario approach, using

three model types:

1) quantitative models based on factual trend data

2) qualitative model s describing future socio-economic developments

3) consensus-seeking models such as the DELPHI ùechniqueT

This three tiered methodology is shown diagramatical'ly as the following:
Frobe
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Figure B: Methodoìogy for Economic Base StudyS

Three reference scenarios are deveìoped for three different forecasts of

employment and population growth, a high forecast, a low forecast and

a median scenari o. 9

The incorporation of these scenarios jnto forecasts of growth and

employment is cjted by Mason as the study's greatest weakness jn that

the simulated numbers appear to be puìled from a bl ack box'10 The

resultant population projection in the three scenarjos are subject to

considerable error due to the mechanistic nature of demographic fore-
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casting and to the speciousness of the exercise.ll l,lith the advantage of

hindsight, I'lason shows the predìctions to be incorrect and theìr pro-

jection into the study target perìod constitutes an important ...0..10

Practical causes of the overestimates can be attributed to the scenarios

being compìeted based on variations in the cost of energyl2 and the con-

sultant team's choosing to assume no nevt government policies which would

have either stimulated or decreased the rate of employment growth.l3

The other methodology whjch underl ies the Economic Base Study Ìs

econometrjcs. Commonly considered sjmply a compendìum of methods, the

derivation and application of computer program assisted statjstìcal and

mathematical p.o..dr..rl4 is so pervasive it constitutes a methodology.

The Penguin Dictionary of Economjcs defines econometric studies as;

"Proceed(ing) by formulating a mathematical model . Then using
the best data available, statistjcal methods are used to obtain
estimates of the parameters in the model . Methods of statistjcal
inference are then used to decide whether the hypothesis under-'lying the model can be rejected or not. Econometrics is thus

g the vaìidity of economíc theories, and
i maki ng qraniitative predictions."l5

The definition goes on to admit that, as opposed to the basíc theory

behÍnd econometrics, appl ied econometrics may stì1ì appear rather abstract

to the I ayman.l6

A number of demographic and socio-economic trends such as the labour

force partìcipation ratelT, u." ..onoretrìcal1y anaìyzed and compared but

the main econometric technìques empìoyed in the study are: locatjon

quotient, shift-share analysis, time-series correlation analysis, and

the mul tiplier.

l) Location Quotient - An altered form of location quotient, the

coefficient of localization calculated on the basjs of value added,

concerned w ith testi n
provi di ng the means o
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measures the contri bution of an ìndustry in relation to the nationa1
10

average.'" The use of the term "contributionf is ambiguous, In the

context of economic base theory, contribution should imply export earnings

yet the study never does clarify this dìscrepancy. If export earnings

js the case, then use of the coeffficient of localjzation to analyze the

contribution of the service industries to the provincial and municipal

economiesl9 would be a statistical recognition of the basic support pro-

vìded by this sector, but, because of the ambìguity of the terminoìogy,

the function of the coeffìcient remains unclear.

The location quotient, as found in the Economic Base Study, measures

"the relative degree of specialjzatìon of l^lìnnipeg's regionaì economy"20

in terms of employment. "specialization" as an indìcator is appìied as

a comparison of individua'l industries' national performance with the

location quotient's numerical va'l ue indicatìng the relat'ive degree of
)1

speciaìization'' and as an estimate of the number of specialìzed jobs

relative to total jobs in an industry.22 Agaìn the terminology ìs

vaguer than traditional economic base theory since economjc base studies

use locatìon quotient, or variants thereof, to determjne 'i f a particuiar

'industry contrjbutes to a city's basic wealth.23

Al though coeffjcjents of localization and locatjon quotients are

calculated by different methods, they share the same mathematical

qualities. At unìty, or one, the measure is neutra'l and the industry

ìn question is self-sufficient, nejther contributing and speciaìizìng,

which would be Índicated by values over one, nor their alternatives

recognìzed by values of 'l ess than one. The table of location quotjents

for thirty-two sectors of the l^linnìp.g ..onotyz4 would serve as the best
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indicator of which industries are importing and which exporting aì though

the study has not identjfied this particular function.

2) Shift-Share Analysìs - This method js defìned in the tconomic

Base Study as "a descrìptive mathematicaì technique which can signifi-
cantly assist in pointìng out areas where spec.ifìc probing should be

initiated to determìne why certajn sectors ìn a r"egìon are growing faster

or slower relative to the nation",25 The partÍcular var.iant of shift-
share analysis used in the study was developed by Edgar Dunn Jr. This

variant assumes that a region's recent relative rate of growth .is equal

to the industry mix effect, defined as the regional mix of jndustries

tendìng to grow at a rate fasten or slower than the national average, and

fhe competitive effect, defined as the rate of improvement or decline of

a regions' internal supply advantages reìative to the national uu.ruge.26

The ratio of ìndustry mix effect to competitìve effect for an indiv.idual

industry provides a numerjcal representation of the net reìative change

for that industry and the natio of the two variab'l es points to the

27reason for that change,'

3) Time-series Correlation Anaìysis - This technique was used to

determjne causal relationships for assjstance in projectìng future

sectoral employment and took the form of time series mult.iple regression

analysis correlating one or various combinations of sixteen independent

vari ables.2B The fi ndi ngs show that hì gh correì ati on coeffi ci ents were

evident ìn all sectors except two, Construction and Transportat.ion,

Communication and Utilities.29 Possibly these results were useful to

the consultants in developìng their alternate scenarios30 but they had

no jmmediate application in the study.
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4) The Multiplier - An employnent/income multìplier measured as the

ratìo of total empìoyment change to sectorjal employment change3l and

used to gauge the effect of a po'l icy change ìn one economic sector on

l4anitoba's personal income in another sector.32 The calculation utjlizes

the multipìe regression anaìysis from the tjme series correlation33

although the construction and transportatìon, communication and utilities
sectors are eliminated due to unacceptable correlations.34 The particular

multjplier formula deveìoped by the consultant team is:35

M = (A¡E AiBo i)+

( e- vFj AiBr,i)

where Ei = Employment in each sector i

Ai = Average employment earnings per person per sector i

Bo,i = Regression euqation constant for sector j

81 ,i = q.n..rsion equation for sector j

c = A constant ratio of employment income in l.,lìnnipeg to
Mani toba' s personal ì ncome

j = Another sector with a policy change

and M = Manitoba's personal ìncome

The mul ti pl i er i s i ncl uded wi th in the equatì 0n36, al though the conceal ed

multipìier within this complex formula reveals the futilìty of the study's

excess ive del ineati on of thej r econometri c techn'iques. Be'l I an, j n Jobs

For ALl, estima¿es the blinnipeg employment mult'iplier as ninety non-

basic jobs created for every one hundred basic jobs37 or a basjc to non

basic ratio of l:0.9. This multipljer js dìrect, readììy comprehended by

the reader, easy to work with, and provìdes a clear estjmate of the

strategic potential of l^linnipeg's productìve capacìty. Comparatively,

the multipljer found in the Economic Base Study illustrates nothjng about
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the economic base and is needlessìy complex. The concept of a multiplier

can be relatively simple as Bellan's example shows. The additional

complexity and mathematical intricacy of the McNeal and Hildrebrand

mu1 tì pì i er 'Í s a mystifìcation,

What is methodologicaì 1y more obiectionable than the mystifìcation

factor in l4cNeal and Hildebrand's presentation of the multiplier is the

sweep'i ng general jzation they make that the manufacturìng sector contains

"higher-order multjplier effects" along with its export potential.38 No

economist would dispute the export potential of the manufacturing sector

but, why the multìpìier effect of export or basjc support generated in the

manufacturing sector would be of a "hìgher-order" than the multìplier

effect of basìc earnings from other sectors, is not established. Stambrook'

in his study of Winnipeg's service sector, maintains that there are

standard multiplìer effects arising from service sector growth which

'impacts on the goods producìng sector by raisìng the demand for all goods.39

Services, like goods, can be exported and, in fact, the capital jnvest-

ment behind services is usualìy less than the cost of manufactured gÓods,

the value added in terms of labour is often greater for services, and

transportation costs are jnsubstantial.40 This would po'i nt to a "higher-

level" multipl ier effect for the service sector' Such a statement'

though, is to make a sweeping general ization similar to McNeal and

Hildebrand. Simply stated, a dollar earned in export is a dollar earned;

the basic support is the same no matter which sector generates the

earnìng, whether it is the prìmai"y sector such as agrìcultural exports'

the manufacturing sector, or the servjce sector.
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As to the econometric techniques empìoyed by McNeal and Hildebrand'

there is one technique left out. They state that they would have liked

to derive their multipliers from an jnterindustry input-output model but

that no suitable model was available.4l This is unfortunate as a set of

input-output statistics could have illuminated the interactions of the

|lli nni peg econony.

The value of the Economic Base Stu is that jt is a systematic and

coordinated at.tempt to develop an jnformation base for long term economic

planning.42 Although some of the techniques are questionable, most

specìfically the multiplier, and others unavailable (jnput-output

anaìysis), the authors have provided a complete set of location quotients

by industry,43 a shift-share analysis44, and numerous demographic and

socio-economic trends, The foundation has been laid for a comprehensìve

and coordinated data base for long-term economic planning'

tconomi c Base Co n cept

The title of the McNeal, Hildebrand report, the Economjc Base Studv,

would seem to place it under the rubric of economjc base theory but the

report deviates dramatically fron the basic precepts of that theory.

Instead of the classic basic/non-basic division of economic actìvity'

the consultants categorized the loca'l economy into goods producing

industries and servìces industrjes45 or al ternately into primary' secon-

dary and tertìary industries46 wìth goods producing industries makìng up

a group of industries that corresponds to those classjfied as primary

and secondany industries with the exclusion of the secondary industries

of transport, storage, communi cati on and utì 1 i ti es other than el ectri c

power beìng classified as servjce industries'47 The division of the
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economy into goods producing and service industries takes precedence

over the division into primary, secondary, and tertiary since the ìatter

js correlated to the former and not the other way around'

In many ways this alternative classification, goods producing and

servjce industries, js more functional than basic and non-basic jndustries.

It is a sìmple concept to group since it is based strìctly on the ìndustry's

output. It avoids haìr-spl ìtting when classifying industries whose

produce is divided between local and export consumptíon. 0n the other

hand, it te'l Is us little about the actual economic base of l'Jinnipeg, that

is where the money that supports the community comes from' Because of

this discrepancy, the title of the report is misleading. Comparison to

other reports that utilize the economic base concept will throw more

lìght on the study's usage of economic base terminology.

Two studies of Canadian metropolitan areas that are firmly rooted in

the economjc base concept are The Economic Base of the Hal ifax fvletro-

poljtan Area by A, |'4. Sinclajr.publìshed in 1961 and An Economic Base

S u rve.y for the n Metroool i tan Area by the Edmonton Di stri ct

Planning Commissjon published in l958" Unl'i ke the Economic Base Study'

these studies divide the economy into basic and non-basic activities'

each clear'ìy defined in the study introductions. The Sinclair study

defjnes the Halifax economic base as "that part of the economy whÍch

produces goods, servìces and capital for sale to firms or indivjduals

located outside the area"48 whi'l e the EDPC study defines the Edmonton

economic base as "those actjvities which contnjbute to the export acti-

vitìes of the community, serving non-local markets and therefore bring

brìnging jncome into the communìty".49 These two statements of
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principle can be contrasted to the lack of a statement of ptrìnciples

found in the Economic Base Study.

In the two studies offered for comparison, the analysis which

fol lows from the statement of pr'Íncìpìe places indivìdual industrjes or

actìvitìes into one of the. two categories, basjc or non-basic, despite

the fact that no industry is entirely basic in that its entìre output

'is exported. According to Sinclair: "the economic base js taken to

consist of the parts, as it were, of the various industries which produce

Ãn
for export". "" The segment of the economy which produces for 'local

consumption js not examined jn either report, since the aim of each

report js to analyze basic jndustries.5l In order to differentiate

the contributions of the basjc industries to thejr local economic base,

each report develops a hierarchy of industries ranked in order according

to the percentage of their output tahich contrjbutes to the economic
E'

base."' This ranking of industries in orden of contribution presents

the danger of giving undue emphasis to minor jndustries with a high

export ratio. The tconomic Base S t!!!y, with its back-up classification

of industrjes into primary, secondary, tertìary categories avoids this

pitfa1l. Its major classifjcation of goods-producìng and service

industries ìs far simpler than basic and non-basic, but this simplicity

and clarity is gained at the expense of not providing a clear pìcture of

where monetary resources enter the lljinn jpeg economy and how these

resources contrjbute to the non-basic or local servicìng segment of the

ec0nomy.

. Another commonìy found usage of the term "econcmic base" is to

refer to the sum total of the resources in an urban economic system
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This usage characterizes studies whìch are descr'íptive not technical and

are intended to contrjbute in an anecdotal manner, provìdinga feel for

the urban area but no in-depth understanding of the workings of the

economic system. Two such reports are l,,linnipeg, lB97-1974, Progress and

Prospects by T. J. Kuz and the chapter on t,lìnnipeg in Nader's Cities of

Canada, Volume Two, both of which contain sections on the economic base

of Wì nn i peg.

The Kuz study represents a transjtion between the two types of

studies in that the edjtor, Kuz, shows a clear undenstanding of the

economic base concept while the individual writers on the vanious industries

do not. In hi s edi tori al comments, Kuz provì des cl ear, conci se defj ni -

tions not only of econornic base but of the stages of development of

export industries and how they relate to the development of exports jn
EÀ

[,lÍ nn ipeg. "' Fo l I owing thi s, the i ndi vi dual sectors of the l^li nni peg

economy are analyzed in terms of chronologìcal deveìopment, each in

isolation from the other segments of the economy.

Nader's usage of the term "economic base" is in jts most general sense,

refeming to the entire economic complex of Wìnnìpeg. He outlines three

factors which make up Winnipeg's economic base: its role as a transporta-

tion centre, jts entire manufacturing sector, and the development of the

servi ce sector. 55

When compared to these four altei native studies, the Economic Base

Study is situated in the centre. 0n one hand, compared ,o *
traditional economic base reports of Haljfax and Edmonton, the Economic

Base Study is not an economic base study. It simpìy uses that designa-
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tion, then ignores the concept with the benefit of clarity and simpìicity

but at the expense of not providing the reader wjth a technical under-

standing of hiinnipeg's exogenous sector. 0n the other hand' the Economic

Base Study, when compared to Kuz and Nader, does clearly abandon the

economic base concept and does not throw the term about pretending to

provìde information that it actually does not. In terms of the economic

base concept, this study is a compromise, nejther adhering to the formal

rigidity of the classic concept nol^ pr.t.ntiously usìng the term with

disregard to I iteral meanìng.

Theoreti cal Premi se

A1 though the Economic Base.!!u!!y does not utilize the traditional

economjc base conceptual ízation of basic and non-basìc sectors but

rather of goods producing and service jndustrìes or primary, secondary,

and tertjary industries framework, the theoretical premìse of economic

base remaìns, i.e, emphasis on aggregate growth rather than economjc

deveiopment. The issue of growth, in terms of measurement of stimulatìon

of, lack thereof, and prediction of is a recurrent theme throughout the

study.

Thjs is not to say that the issue of development ìs completeiy

ignored. 1n an interview with one of fJinnjpeg's financial ieaders, the

consultant tean was made aware of the possibi'l ity of placing more emphasjs

on the "qual ity" rather than "quantìty" of the City's industrial base'

Thjs would nequire a social component to the study which the consul tants

reject on the basis of previous studies which they descri be as "incon-

clusive and sharpìy critical of the available material "56 although

indicating that "l,Jinnipeg offered a better than average quality of life".57
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Social indicators for l,,linnipeg are considered, by the consultants, to

be personal and emotìonal biases which, apart from promotional injtiatives'

wi11 respond marginally to municipal polìcy und prog"urr.58 The question

of "livability" of the community is most signìficant in relation to the

developer who gains by a positìve association and as a factor attractìng
Ão

'tn-m1 grat'l on.

The issue of productivìty ín the manufacturing sector can be viewed'

although the consultants do not identify it as such, as a side effect of

quality of life since jt bears a direct relationship to labour quality.

In this case, ùhe statistjcs reveal a disturbing discrepancy in the

l^linnipeg social hierarchy. In the manufacturing sector, output per

worker should be eight percent above the national average on the basis

of the amount of capital output per worker provided, but is reduced

eighteen percent below national levels by management, technoìogy, and

Ãn
other factors."" l,Jith productivity below the national average, the

competitìveness of Manitoba's manufacturing industries depends on

correspondingly lower wage levels, some nine percent below the national
6,1

average,"' This, coupled wjth the fact that, "next to Vancouver, Winnipeg

is one of Canada's most expensive cities to live in"62 presents a bleak

picture of the llinnipeg labour market. Yet the consultants recommend

that the availability of a highly productive and cost-effective labour

force would offer substantiaì comparatìve advantage for future expansion

of the manufacturing se.tor,63 Since labour is no¿ at fault, and jn

fact contributes to local productivity, it can be concl uded that a higher

quality of life, or lìvability factor, might contribute to attracting' or
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preventing out-migration of, capable management personnel and highly

skilled technocl'ats necessary for greater productivity.

A clearer knowledge of the emphasìs on growth in the l^Iinnìpeg

Development Plan Review can be garnered by reviewing ¿he issue as found

in Urban Financial An by Drew l4cArton, a supplement to the Economic

Base Study, McArton examines the cost-revenue effects of urban growth

in blinnipeg with attention paid to the effects of growth on future

trends in the mill rate. The mill rate js calculated by determinìng the

expenditures for the city budget, subtracting any city revenues, then

divìding this amount to þe raìsed by the total appraised taxable property

assessment, producing the mill rate in terms of how much tax is due per

dollar of assessed uulu".64 McArton measures growth 'in three forms,

employment, population, and housing, based on the projections found jn

the Economic Base Study. The net tax benefits to the city of an increase

in each of these three. variables varies wjth each new iob contributìng

(under 'l 978 condìtions) $287.38, each new house contributing $19.17, and

each new citizen costing $159.39.65 Economíc development, which McArton

does not consider, is a function of increases in employment whìle

aggregate growth is the sum of employment, popuìatìon, and housing'

lvlcArton's findíngs are summarized in the following chart illustratìng the

effect on the milI rate of growth.66 The top line with the highest mi1ì

rate values, hence the highest cost to pl"operty owners in l,^Jinnìpeg'

representi the hypothetical situation of holdìng employment growth' the

most indjcative measure of economic development, to zero. The bottom

line, with the lowest millrate and lowest tax responsibil ity' represents

no populatìon growth pointìng to the advantage of the non-growth or

s ìow growth opti on.
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McArton is not the only urban analyst whose findings can be inter-

preted to uphold the princìple of economic deveìopment over aggregate

growth. Bellan, in Jobs for All, investigated the hypothetical possìbì1ìty

of creating full empìoyment in l^/innipeg through government appìied

stìmulatìng measures offsetting seasonal and technoìogicaì unempìoyment

as wel l as workelinadequacy and I ack of iob avai I abì ì i ty.67 Thi s

research was based on the premise that "it costs nearly as much to keep

peopìe ìn idleness as it does to provide them with work; the true cost of

a government measure whìch gives peopìe jobs is not the money paid out to

them in wages, but the margin by whìch these wages exceed the payments

made to them for being idle"'68 Among the fíndings of the report are
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the jndjcations that pubìic bodies would real ize substantial financjal

benefits69 and that crime and del inquency u/ould be gneatly reduced.T0

Both findings cìear ly place the neport ìn the development over growth

camp and show definite concern for qual ity of lìfe. It can only be

regretted that such a program was not instituted twenty years ago when it

was fi rst proposed.

Import and Export

Although l4anitoba's export sales are reasonabiy wel I documented, no

comparabìe statistjcs exist to indicate how much capital leaves the

Winnipeg region to pay for imports and where the import dol'l ars are going.

A rough approximation of which sectors are importing can be made by

examining the location quotients and coefficients of local ization as

calculated in the Economic Base Study, but this technique is inadequate

when compared to the extensive documentation of export saìes. Further,

the lack of import informatjon is a serious hindrance to economjc analysts

attemptjng to gain a comprehensive view of the llJìnnipeg economy and its
'interi ndust,ry re ìati onshi ps. The consul tant team whì ch produced the

Economic Base Study noted that, for therir to estimate the spillover effect

of changes ìn employment growth in one sector in relation to the other

sectors, they required an input-output analysis which, in the case of

1.,/inni peg, v/as not avai I abl e. 
7l They dì d not go i nto any detaì l as to

why an input-output anaìysis has never been conducted for l,Jinnìpeg, but

it is safe to assume that lack of availability of jfì1port 'information

would constitute a major impediment. 0n the practical leve'l the

difficulties of instìtutìng import-replacement as a policy goaj without

adequate Ímport Ínformation is obvious.
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Import and export are like two sides of the same coin. Mr. Hugh

Lowery, vice-president of Standard Knitting I'1ills Ltd. a l^linnipeg:based

exporting firm, ìn commenting on the effect of the devalued dollar on

export sales, stated that the export benefits were short term in that a

low dol lar value aided in sellìng exìsting inventories to the United

States market but that these benefits were soon lost in purchasing raw

material s on the international market,72 aì though the local value-added

portion sells for less on world markets as a result of a devalued dol lar

The export situation in t^linnipeg has remained quite stable over the

past thirty years, Based on 
.l954 statistics,T3 the export sector of the

economy was shown, in one financial report, to be quìte diversifjed with

manufacturing accounting for fifty percent of the provìnce's basic

income while agri cul ture-rel ated jndustrjes accounted for thirty-three

percent and the extracti ve i ndustries si xteen p..c.nt. 74 
l^li nnì peg' s

pnimary market for exports, at the time, was Al berta, Saskatchewan, rural

Manitoba, and northwest 0ntario.75 In l978, the Economic Base Study

estimates that, although agricul ture has ceased to play a sìgnificant role

in the overalì growth of the economy,T6 expo.ts of manufacturing shjp-

ments jn 1974 accounte d for $2,279,700,000 into the prouin..77 with about

fifty percent sold within the province, Ii.7 percent going to Ontarjo,

6.0 percent to Alberta and 5.5 percent to Saskatchewan.TS The maior

manufacturing contributors to the basic sector of the economy were

machinery industries which produce 33.4 percent of totaj exports, trans-

port equjpment exporting 29.8 percentof the total , and chemicals and

allied products exportjng 20.7 percent of the total.79
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Recent statistics on export show that, in the manufacturi ng sector,

48 percent of goods produced in Manitoba are exported within Canada and

l0 percent are exported ìnternational ly.S0 Accordìng to Manitoba Business

Magazine, the total value of Manitoba's exports for the first six months

of 1982 u,as $601 , 205,000.81 This figure may be misleadìng as it is

based on "prQvince of lading" which refers to the last poìnt in Canada

from which the product was exported, rather than location of actual

manufacture.B2 The l,linnipeg Business Development Corporation estimates

that l,Jinnipeg exported $3,7.l4,500,000 worth of manufacturìng products in

ì982, showing a growth rate of 3.3 percent over 1981 , the lowest growth

rate since 1977,83 The breakdown, by industry of this exportjng total

is as fol I ows:

food and beverage

cl oth ing

wood

pri nti ng and pubì ishi ng

metal fabrj cat ing

el ectri cal products

non-metal I i c minerals

chemi cai s . . .

mi scel I aneous

other major groups.

$l ,071 , 500,000

267,400,000

5 5 ,400 ,000

2ì9,800,000

307 , 900 ,000

1 85 ,500 ,000

85 ,800 ,000

73 ,500, 000

37 ,800 , 000

'I ,409 ,900, 00084

In conclusjon, l^linnipeg maintains a hjghly diversifjed manufacturing

sector with a stable, steadÍ ly growing, and well documented export base.

Comparable documentation on imports does not exist and this represents a

major hìndrance to comprehensive understanding of the economy and to

developìng an import replacement strategy.
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Role of the Service Sector

Hans Blumenfeld's analysis assÍgns to the service sector the pivotal

ro1 e in an urbanization process whereby the city evolves into the modern

metropoìis. He concludes that the service sector rather than the export

sector, is the basic sector of the urban economy and contrasts his

anaìysis directly to economic base anaìysis. As is to be expected of a

study formulated on the prìncipìes of economic base, the Economic Base

Study upholds the primacy of goods-producing industries over service

industries in the focus of their analysis although it does note a trend

toward a major increase in the relative jmportance of the servÍce
oÃ

industries,"" The consultants' theoretical bias towards the goods-pro-

ducing industries is sumrned up in their statement on the roje of the

service sector: "A major part of the servjce industry in any economy is

usually dependent for its existence on more basic supporting industries...

Nevertheless, some service industries provide services to outside âreas

and thus provide the same kind of basìc support as any other export
70ìndustry".'' Using the coeffjcents of localization, they show major basic

support is provided by the industries of storage, transport, wholesale

trade, mj scel l aneous servj ces, l oca ì government, fi nance i nsurance and

real estate, and communications while minor basic support is provided by

amusement and recreation, retail trade, health and welfare, provincìa'l

government, and accomodation and food.86 This list runs practically the

entire gamut of the service sector ìndìcatìng that the sector as a whole

provides a great deal of basic support to the Wìnnipeg economy and thus

warrants deeper analysis than ìt ìs gìven. Mason states that the Economic

Base Study provides a nebulous basis for economic planning due to jts

weakness in forecastjng the structural changes found in the prospects for

new technologies and expans'ion in the servic. sector.87
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Part of the confusion surrounding the servìce sector lies in the

nature of the product. Stanback defines the sector in terms of its

relation to the goods producing sector which results in a material pro-

duct that is typically storable and transportabie while production of

services results in an output that is not storabie and usualìy requires

dìrect interaction with the customer.BS Stambrook notes a change in

this trend with the increase of knowledge based service industrìes, such

as computer technoìogy, which has a product that is storable and trans-

ferable.89 Another reason for ìnadequate recognition of the service

industries is their location in the productjon system. For example,

input-output anaìysis of the American economy shows that more than a

fourth of al.l intermediate. outputs, that is outputs of firms that are

purchased by other firms as inputs for further productìon, are producer

services which cannot be identified unambìguously by use of standard

industrial cl assi fi ca ti ons.96

The trend in the lYanitoba economy over the past twenty years has

been toward overall growth in the service sector r,,lith a percentage

increase of 93 percent in servìce sector employment between l96l and

'l 980 as compared to 62 percent total employment and, in terms of output,

the percentage of l'lanitoba Real Domestic Product accounted for by the

service sector jncreasing from 69.0 percent in l96l to 70.9 percent in

l9B0,9l It is safe to assume that the majorìty of thjs growth in the

service sector took piace in the l^linnipeg urban economy sjnce the service

sector is traditionaliy most developed in the metropol ìtan setting.

Stambrook's analysis of the service sector in lvlanitoba produced the

fo1ìowing two diagrams relatìng service sector employment and output to
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that sf the goods producìng sector.92 (see dìagrams next page) Note

that in employment the goods-producÍng sector shows the classis s curve

growth cycle with a declinÍng trend by 1980, while service sector

enrployment has maintained positìve values throughout, In terms of output

the service sector shows a trend of posìtìve values except during I982

while the goods producing secton shows negative val ues during 1974,

between 1977 and 1980, and from 198'ì to present. These diagrams ìndicate

that the service sector maintains a more stabìe growth pattern, continuous

positive trends, and less cyclical fluctuations relative to the goods-

produci ng secto r.

Another area where the Economìc Base Study underestimates the con-

tribution of the service sector is productìvìty, identified by the study

as a major problem ìn the t/innipeg economy. As prevìousìy discussed, the

study pìnpoints the causes of low productìvity as management, technology,

and other factors rather than worker related factors although competitìve-

ness is majntajned through lower wage levels.93 These factors, management

and technology, as well as the undefined other factors, can be inter-

preted as functions of the service sector. Stanback predicts that a

period of vigorous rationalizatjon lies immediateìy ahead as new managerìai

approaches to the organization of service firms and institutions coupìed

with new appì ications of technoìogy are appl ied to the problem of

productivìty,94 The solution of vigorous rational ization through

applicatìon of service sector skil ls to the problem of productivity ìn

the manufacturing sector, 'i s a far more definitive recommendatìon than

that of the Economic Base Study's solution of establìshìng a councj l to

study the matter.'"
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Another indicatjon of the Economic Base Study's underestjmation of

the importance of the service sector can be gained by comparìson with

Vancouver's economic development strategy. The Vancouver Economjc

Advisory Commìssion recommends a program to promote Vancouver's "invisible

exports" which include business services, engineering services, shipping

services, re-insurance, health services, educatjonal services, communi-

cations, financial services, and tourism se"vices.96 This program

represents a major portion of the strategic initiatives of Vancouver's

economic development plan. The concept of ìnvjsjble exports gives

adequate recognition to the contribution of the servìce industries.

A1 though the statistics indicate overall growùh in the service sector,

Winnipeg has far to go before it js able to match the development that has

taken place in Vancouver and other North Amerìcan urban centres. Two

examples which il lustrate this conclusion are engineering services and

busjness services. Stambrook djscovered a reluctance on the part of local

manufacturers to hire engìneerìng consul tants for productìon and product

engineering, l^Jhen outsjde consultants were utjIìzed, they had to be

brought in from outside the; provìnce because the type of service was not
o7

locally avajlable."' The other special jzed service, busjness services, is

best il lustrated by examining the or"ìgin of the Economjc Base Study

itself, By 1957, for a business analysìs to be carried ou¿, a consul tant

firm from Chìcago was employed.98 By 1978, the situation had altered

somewhat. A consul tant team from Vancouver, wjth its polìcy of promoting
oo

invisible exports," possessed the ability to carry out an in-depth study.

A local consultant, Drew McArton, was employed to carry out a shorter

study for the Winnìpeg Development Plan Review. By 1984, it is hoped
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that the locai expertise has developed to the point where in-house

studies, that is, studies of the local economy by local consultants,

are possible, A positive indication of this trend is that in l983, a

critical evaluation of the Economic Base Study and other data sources

was carried out by the recentìy formed Institute for Social and Economic

Research based j n Wi nnì peg.

The Impact of Slow Growth

The impact of slow growth on [^Iìnnipeg economic development is a

subject inadequately treated by the Economic Base Study. Slow growth of

empìoyment in the manufacturìng sector relative to natìonaì empíoyment

'levels is attributed to industry-related factors and is not because

l^/innipeg or Manitoba is a relatively slow growth region,l00 The consul-

tants pojnt out that if growth had matched natjonai Ievels this would

have created l7,ll4 addjtional jobs in that sector by 
.l976.10'l 

The

'industry-related factor behind the slow growth situation in manufacturìng

'is ana'lyzed as a poor mix of manufacturing industries, a situation that

the consu'l tants feel has been remedied since 
,ì969.'l02 

Slow growth ìn

population is attributed to out-migration caused by poor income earnìng

oppo rtu n i t i e s . 
I 03

Mason, by compar'íng the population growth curve up to l9Bl to the

forecasts made by the l,Iinnipeg Development Plan Review, showed that the

populatìon projections for l.jinnìpeg have ened on the high side.i04

Examining this error, he states

"in lg8l , the annual populatìon for l^linnìpeg was 570,820,
compared to a low projection of 581 ,400. The high proiection
of 596,700 is jn error by some 4.5%. Over a five year period
this 'is not particularly serious, however when carried ìnto ,nq
the future, there is obvious potential for important error."'""
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By not giving adequate recognition to the inìpact of slow growth,

the authors of the Economic Base Study and the develo pment pl an revi ew

process are not cognizant of some major structural changes taking pìace

in the l,./innipeg economy. Levin has outlined these structural changes,

whì ch are:

I ) An increase ìn the problem of municipal finances with

municìpalities having to adjust theìr programs within

the limits of a fajrly static property tax r.source.l06

2) A move within the pìanning authoni ty.away from a concern

for the immediate supply of serviced land toward a longer-

term concern for jssues of conservation, ecology, socìa1,

and economic issues. In essence this means a move away

from administrative, service-oriented authority to a

governmental , pol icy-oriented type of authority.l0T

3) The planning functjon becoming more program specific and

taking on a stratègy advisory 
"ol..l0B

Levin bel ieves the planning function and the function of government to be

inseparable and that, with a shift in the issues as a result of slow

growth, these functions will change sìgnìfìcantly.l09 By not adequateiy

takìng these changes into consideration, the Economjc Base Study, which

is concerned wjth forecasting, has pìaced itself jn a static framework

relative to the structural dynamics of the economy.

Development of a Data Base

One of the major recommendations of the Economic Base Study ìs

found under the heading of ¡4onitoring tconomic Activity and suggests an

annual update of the ìnformatjon base for sectorial economic activity

and periodic re-evaluation of the City's industnial development strategy.ll0
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Mason concurs with this recommendation and takes it somewhat further

calling the traditional data sources "woeful ly inadequate",lll

lvlason's recommendati ons , which are far more ambìtious than those of

the EcQ¡qrnjg_9qE__9_Luû5 are as follows:

I ) more accessibìl ity to the Manitoba Health commission fi'lesll2

2) more detailed demographìc informationll3 such as the age/sex

st"uctur"ll4 and the changing ethnic basisll5 for l^linnipeg

3) expanding the corporate income tax forms to include jnformatjon

on the purchase of inputs and the destination of outputs.ll6

This information could provice the begìnnings of the input-

output analysis for l^linnipeg whìch is sadly lacking.llT

4) information on the installatjon of business telephonesl l8

5) an annual or bi-annual survey of busin.sr,l l9

Mason concludes that, if economic pìanning is to shed jts speculatìve nature,

organizations such as the Winnipeg Business Development Corporation and

the Chamber of Commerce must take data collection to.e ,e.ìourly.l20

A significant component of the development of a Winnipeg data base

for economic anaìysis is the ut'i lizatìon of computer-assi sted technìques.

1n l9B1 , the llanitoba computer servjce sector possessed the hìghest

concentration of processìng services in canada.l2l Yet ìn ,]978, ìnter-

pretatìon of the Economic Counci'l of Canada's CANDIDE econometric model ,122

application of the SPSS (Statjstjcal Program for the Social Sciences)

computer program to canry out step-wise multìple r".gr.rrì0n123,. and the
1t û.

DELPHI technique''- of seekìng consensus were carried out by the Vancouver

based consultant firm of Î'1cNeal , Hìldebrand. At that time, Drew I'lcArton

was in possession of the ORACLE computer p.ogru*]25 and was able to
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utilize this progran for ìnput into the Development Plan Review process,

With the development of lrJìnnipeg's computer based servìce sector, the

accumulation and interpretation of a data base could be carried out jn-

house, eventually exporting this business service to other urban centres

Historical Deve I opment

A historical approach to l^/innipeg's economjc development is one

technlque used to disclose long term economì c trends and provide a clear

formulation for forecasting. NcNea'l and Hildebrand begin their analysis

with this approach, ''" Their view is that rapid development of l,,linnjpeg

was generated by sustained agricultural growth, and that ancìlìary market'

financing and service facjlities developed around this basic ìndustry.l27

This view js an oversimpl'i ficatìon. l^linnipeg was the centre of the graìn

trade but its roie was to provide transportation and fjnancial services

for that trade so that the servjce industries provided the engine that

generated economic growth although staple export commodities, ìnìtìa11y

the fur trade then agricujture, were the determining locatìon factors.

Stambrook emphasizes the key role of the service industries in the

development of the cìty of l,Jinnìpeg,l28

Other historians have emphasìzed different factors ìn expìaining

the deve lopment of Wi nni peg. Rea pl aces emphasi s on the confl i ct

between labour and the rulìng elite, geographicaì1y defined by north

and south Winnipeg, gìving precedence to the social and politÍcal factors

that shaped the urban ..onoty.I29 Artibjse outlines the boom and bust

cycles tempered by an ongoìng campaign of boosterism conducted by the

130commerclal elr!e. tnese cycìes were the resu'l t of national and inter-

national trade patterns. Artibise concludes that "without fundamental
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changes jn the national economy of the country, l^linnipeg's future is more

or less predetermined by ìts position ìn the world economy.l3l Kuz

analyzes the city's development usjng a stages of growth technique and

he del ineates the fo'l lowing steps:

'I ) export specialjzatjon - domination by a sìngle industry or firm

2) stage of export complex - a broadenìng of the local economy

where horìzontal and vertical integration occurs

3) economic maturation - ìmport repiacement and expansion of

busi ness and services

4) regional metropol js - city as a node connecting and contro'l ling

neìghboring cities. l32

Each different approach, deveìopment of services, social and poìitical

trends, business cycles jn re'lation to the national economy, ìocal

boosterism, and stages of growth ís of value jn understanding the historj-

cal development of the l^Iinnipeg economy. Artibise's discussion is

clearly the most thorough of the examples presented,

Summa ry

The Economic Base Stud.y has served as the core which centres the

discussion of how analytic approaches have affected the theory behind

the economic development strategy implied ìn l^linnipeg's case study. The

McNeal and Hi ldebrand document was chosen because jt is the most compre-

hensjve and covers most, at the least touches on all, of the jssues

economic development must take into consideration. The jnvestigation

revealed that McNeal and Hildebrand could be taken to task for not

adhering to ùhe traditional growth concepts of economic base, the extreme

of thi s tendency beì ng the ir di sappoì nti ng vari ant of the mul ti p1 i en
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which could have been a very useful normatjve measure. Theìr forays

into alternative approaches produced some interesting asìdes such as the

discussion on the causes and resu'l ts of low productivity. McNeal and

Hi ldebrand were strongest where they showed mastery over the traditjonal

tools of economic base theory, such as their shift-share analysis, use

of the location quotient and variants, demographic and socio-economic

statistics, and their ,..toriul breakdown of the economy. The recognition

shown to the lack of an input-output analysis is sìgnificant. The theoretjcal

f ramev,rork they were working with meant that predictably thjs wouìd g'i ve

inadequate recognitìon to the service sector. David Stambrook's study

stands as the perfect suppìement to lvlcNeal and Hildebrand as an assessment

of the l,linnìpeg service sector, while Levin provided an update of the

effects of slow growth.

Ideas of local self-reliance and ìmport-replacement brought l,4cNeal

and Hi ldebrand's out-of-province stature under scrutiny. This, and

indications of a trend of l^Jinnipeg economic anaìysts to utilize computers

and programs to store and sort data, suggested a closer look at l^jinnipeg

economists possessing these capabìlìties. Greg Mason and Drew l4cArton

demonstrated more than adequate abjlity compared to the ¡4cNeal and

Hi I debrand standard.

Recommendati ons

The four most signìficant recommendations that derive from the

revjew of the analytìcal I iterature on l,iinnìpeg's economjc deveJopment

are as fo lI ows:

- An economic development strategy would promote policies

aimed at strengthenjng the economy's service secton and,
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where sufficient proficiency existed, the strategy would

promote exportation of these services to other urban

cen tres .

- An economic development strategy would give adequate

recognition to the slow growth situation and promote

policies aimed at meeting the pressure of structural

changes to civic politìcs and the planning functions

caused by slow growth. Slow growth should be recognìzed

as an opportunity to promote development of the qual jty

of Iife rather than as a constra'int on aggregate gror¡rth.

- The establishment of an ongoing, in-house data base as a

resource for long-term economic deveìopment decisions to be

establ i shed ei ther by creati ng a l ocal agency or uti l izì ng

existing l,Jinnipeg-based individuals and firms possessìng

mandates and the expertise to direct data gathening pro-

cedures.

- Conducting a comprehensive imput-output analysìs of the

interìndustry relations of the l^linnjpeg economy.
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Chapter 9: Pract i cal Considerations

I ntroduct ion

This section examines ongoing initiatives pertaining to Winnipeg's

economic development. This involves a review of on-stream projects and

'inputs from each level of government and the prìvate sector. A survey

of the trade magazines, newspapers, government pubìications and documents'

and personal interviews provided the information necessary to evaluate

the current state of economic development. Speciaì attention has been

appìied to organizations with the potential to facil ìtate l.Jinnipeg's

economic development initiatjves. At this point it was also consjdered

relevant to include some comparative case studies in order to ascertain

whether techniques that were successful in neighbouring metropoìitan

centres would be appl icable to the llinnipeg situatjon.

The Mun Íci pa l Authorjty

A reoccurant theme throughout the analytjc I jterature is the lack

of a signìficant role that l^Iinnipeg plays in shapìng its own economic

destÍny. One major reason for this is that the current economic climate

js dominated by national and international economies, l'lcArton laments

the "depressìngìy trivial extent to which the city has any real power

to resist the effects of major external forces on the tax rate", and

"the total helpìessness of the municjpal authoritìes in the face of

inflation",l thj, jnabiljty to counteract downward trends in the

national economy is further hampered by probìems of iurisdiction. The

BNA Act provides for two levels of government, federal and provincial ,

and, under section 92 of the Act, the provinces are given the author'í ty

to create municipal itìes and municipal jnstitutions' In effect,

munìcipalities are creatures of the province.2
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In countering out-ìmigration, the Economjc Base Study assigns to

the Winnipeg munìcipal government three levels of policy-making by which

it can effect positive change. Dírectly, the municipal government can

promote policìes which enhance the attractiveness and livabilìty of the

city. Less directly, municÍpal polìcy can effect economic attractjveness

through inflencing the cost of housing, taxation Ievels and the like.

Indjrectly, a municipaì policy ìn support of economic deveìopment can

assist in the creation of job opportunity.3 McNeai and Hildebrand do not

elaborate on why an economic development policy is an jndirect stimulus

whi I e attracti veness and I ivabi I i ty are di rect stimul i .

Levjn foresees a change in the role of the municipaìity as a result

of the effect of slow growth. Characterizing the City's present role as

that of an administration rather than a government, i.e. a house-keeper

or del iverer of services rather than a maker and implementer of poììcy,4

Levìn goes on to predict a change ìn the pìannìng functìon, which is

ìnseparabìe from the function of governments into th. realm of more

broadly-based poìicy issues.6 One profound effect of this change at

City Hall would be, because a poìicy-oriented government requires a

parliamentary type of structure, the introduction of party poìitìcs at
1

the municìpaì level.' It is ìmportant to repeat that these structural

changes, if Levin is correct, will come about as a consequence of slow

growth and not as the result of the assessment of economic change by the

admi ni strators at Ci ty Hal 1 .

Klaus Thìessen, Marketing Development Officer with the l,linnìpeg

Business Deveiopment Corporatjon, characterized the CÌty's current

state of economjc development strategy as "the City has no economìc
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'o
development polìcy".' When asked to comment on Mr. Thiessen's statement,

William Muir, planner at the Cìty's Department of Environmental Planning,

felt that the statement was not entirely true. "Our policy", stated

Mr. Muir, "is to assist or promote industry through the provision of

fully-serviced industrial property at cost".9 l"lr. Muir emphasized the

City's fairìy narrow jurisdictjon wjth its focus on physical development

and noted that, currently, the power to carry out economic development

is in the hands of the provincial government.l0

Federal Government Assi stance

The McNeal , Hjldebrand Economic Base S i denti fi es the Federal

Government's Department of Regìona1 Economic Expansion (DREE) programs

as the most signìficant government programs involving direct financial

assistance to industries in l"lanitoba. Within the DREE framework, l"lcNeal

and Hildebrand single out the Regìonal Deveìopment Incentives Act (RDIA)

programs as the most relevant from the standpoìnt of industrial develop-
1Ì

ment, " They evaluate DREE's role withjn the regìonal economy as

providing stabì lity but creating no real jncremental growth because "DREE

assistance does not make viable that which is not a'l ready vìab1e". One

DREE program that applies specìficalìy to Manitoba is the Regionaì

Deveìopment Subsidìes program whjch offers incentives to business and

industry in designated sìow-growth r.gìon..l2

Recent DREE grants to jndustries and manufacturers ìn l^/innipeg are

Export Packers co. Ltd. received $400,000 towards purchase of $1.3

mill ion worth of specìalized equìpment used to extract from iiquid

egg wh'i tes an enzime used to treat viral and bacterial infections.

CJYP Holdings Ltd. and Intergraphic Decal Ltd. recejved $400,000

for an addition to their present plant.

2
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3. Base Ten of Canada Ltd. receìved $250,000 to establish an electronics

manufactu ri ng pl ant,

4. A gnant to Imperial Cabinet (1980) Co. Ltd. to purchase automated

woodworkì ng machi nes.

5. A grant to H. & K. Packers Co. Ltd. towards construction of a new

pork processi ng facì 1 i ty.

6. A grant to l^linpak Ltd. towards an addition on to their vacuum packìng

packagi ng fi lm p1ant.

7. A Grant to l^lestland Steel Products Ltd. toward construction of a

, specialty fasteners manufacturìng facìììty.13

DREE also has a program to pnomote Canadian export sales, the

Program for Export lt4arket Development (PEMD). PtlvlD provìdes contribution

to indjvidual business of up to fifty percent of the costs jncurred in

breaking into new markets although contributions are repayable if sales

are achieved.'+ The Federal Government further assjsts in export

promotion by providing the Trade Comnissioner Service with a network of

eigty-nìne offices ìn sixty-five countries.l5 Klaus Thiessen, Marketing

Development Officer for the l^lìnnìpeg Business Development Corporation,

emphasized the value of the trade commissioners to him when he is abroad

promôting l,linnipeg expont products and the value of the Canadian Counsulates

ì n promoti ng Wì nni peg as a centre for i ndustrì al I ocati on. Al though the

Trade Commissjoner Servjce and PEMD are the maìnstays for anyone involved
1^in exporting, '' there are a host of other services and programs available.

For example, in 1982, the regionaì office of Industry, Trade and Commerce

handied fifteen incoming Trade missions to l'4anitoba.l7
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Federal government programs change with different budgets and with

governments. Some. federal programs currently available which could aid

in economic development for l¡Jinnìpeg are: the Local Economic Development

Assistance program under Employment and Immigration Canada,iS Smal l

Business Investment Grants under l4inister of State for Smal I Business and

Tourìsm,l9 and the Enterprise Development Program under the department

of Industry, Trade and Commerce.20 More permanent fìxtures than the

chang.ing government programs are the Federal Business Development Bank

and the Busjness Information centre, both of which offer assìstance to

smal I business. The Federal Business Development Bank (FBDB) offer

management counsell.ing,2l and a special program aimed at small business,

the Counsell ing Assistance to Smal1 Enterp¡i ses prog"u .22 The Business

Informatìon centre is located in ottawa but maintains a regional branch

ìn !,1ìnnipeg. It serves as a central point of contact for business

people seeking ìnformatìon about the entire range of business-oriented

federal programs and serv ices.23

Although federal jnitiatives are centred on the DREE programs, there

are a diverse number of federal programs and instjtutions whjch provìde

a back-up role in llJinnìpeg's economic development. A recent example is

the creation of forty new civjl service iobs when the federal government

located the headquarters for its new agency to ajd Canadian Native

economjc development in |/llinnipeg to co-ordinate the $345 mil ìion Native

Economi c Devel opment rund'24

The Role of the Provi nci al . Government

The Provincial Government's economic development strategy is con-

tained within the Manitoba Jobs Fund program. To date' this program
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has gone through one phase and has now entered the second phase. Phase

one was implemented in 1983 with the creation of the l'4anìtoba Jobs Fund.

Its focus was onthe creation of iobs to lessen the employment crjsis

through the allocation of $200 million for the Fund.25 The second phase

continues those initiatives but with emphasis placed on prpgrams that

'lead to a broader expansion of Manitoba's economic foundation and which
ta

result jn more permanent growth,'" The Jobs Fund has 'identified twelve

sectors in whjch it will act as a catalyst to develop long-term stability

and growth. These twelve sectors are:

1 . agricul ture

2. energy/hydro

3. smal I busi ness

4. tec hnoì ogy

5, transportation

6, co-operatì ve deve l opment

7. communi ty assets

8. fo res try

9. housi ng/urban devel opment

10. provi nc ial capital assets

11. youth/job opportunities

12, deve lopment agr.ements.27

Investment by the province in these twelve key sectors is grouped

into three broad categor ies. The breakdown of the $91 .2 million budgetary

alIocation for the I984-85 fìscaì year includes:

- $35.4 mjllion for business deve'lopment

- $20.1million for housìng, urban development and human resources

- $SS.Z million for community and capitaì assets
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A further $ll8.B mì11ion has been allocated for ']984-85 in non-budgêtary

or' "Loan-Act" authority, making a totaj of $210 milIìon budgeted by the

Provincial Government for the Jobs Fund.28

I'lr. G. A. Fullerton, Executive Director of Economic Development

Coordination in the Department of Industry, Trade and Technology and

formerly of Imperial 0il Ltd,, described the institutional structure behind

the Jobs Fund program. The main committee is the Economic Resources

Investment Committee (ERIC) chaired by Mr. Eugene Kostyra, Minister for

Industry, Trade and Technology, and made up of the ministers for Business

Deveìopment and Tourism, Agriculture, Natural Resources, Energy and I'lines,

Finance, Employment, Security and Economic Servjces, Labour, and the

Deputy Premier as welI as the Minjster of Industry, Trade and Technology

represented by Mr, Kostyra.29 ERIC combines the efforts of the two

major departments .concerned with economic development: Industry, Trade

and Technology and Business Deveìopment and Tourism.

Reporting directly to ERIC and Mr. Kostyra is the Manitoba Economìc

Advisory Council, chaired by Mr, Sam Uskiw, the l'4inister of Business

Development and Tourjsm, and composed of six members such from the

executive committees of leading business assocìatjons and 'labour unions.30

The Economic Advisory Council, then, is a forum designed to combine the

ìnput from leaders of business, labour, and government.3l The Council

has twenty members: six from business organizations such as the Winnipeg

Chamber of Commerce, the Manitoba Chamber of Commerce, the Canadian

Manufacturers Association and three specìfic groups representing the

textile, construction and agricultural industrjes; six nembers represen-

ting labour appointed by the lvlan jtoba Federation of Labour; and eight
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mèmbers of government, four cabinet ministers representing the political

arm of government and four deputy mjnjsters representing the beaurocratic
1C

or admjnjstrat.ive arm of government."' The tconomic Advisory Council has

set up three sub-committees to investigate specific areas of concern,

These are the Agenda Committee, the Economic Advisory Committee, and

the Economi c Conference Committee.33

Two examples of initiatives contrjbuted to by the Manitoba Jobs

Fund are a $3.5 million grant to the University of Manitoba towards

construction of the $l1.4 million Earth Science Bui'l djng and a $450'000

grant to l,línnìpeg's l,rlestern Canada Aviation Museum towards purchase of

new faciljtjes at the International Airport formally occupied by CAE

Aircraft Ltd.34 Another Jobs Fund ìnitiatìve that was successful duri ng

l9B3 was the provinces Venture Capìtal Program meant to encourage the

flow of equity capital into l"lanitoba smalI business. The initial one

million committed to eleven venture capìtal companies durìng 1983 has'

been expanded to four million during 1982 and up to $35 million for the

35next ï1ve years.

A confirmation of the success of the Jobs Fund economic development

strategy is the resurgence of the Manitoba Economy during 1984. The

trend toward out-mìgration has been reversed with ten thousand new

Manitobans over 1983. The unemployment rate has fal'l en to 7'5 percent

from the 9.8 percent in'l 983.36 Þlanufacturing has experìenced an 8'8

percent growth surge in production of manufactured goods during I983 and

non-farm production has risen 4.3 percent.3T Thr.. new initiatjves

already on board that could spell further economic resurgence for the

province are: negotiations for 'ìarge export power sales to the |/lJestern
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Area Power Adntjnistration of Golden Colorado and to two groups of

utilities in lvlinnesota and lljsconsin which would result in resumed con-

struction of the Nel son River hydro-electric deveìopment formally the

engine of the provincìal economic growth from 1966 to 1977, negotiations

with the Aluminum Company of Pittsburgh for the construction of a $700

mill ion smelter located ìn the province, and feasibility studies under

taken with Canamax Resources Inc. of Toronto for the opening of a $500

mil lion potash mine in the Russell-Binscarth area of western Manjtoba'38

The province assists in export promotion through the Manitoba

Tradìng Corporatìon, the successor to the Manitoba fxóort Corporation.

The Corporation operates with $500,000 workìng capital which enables it

to carry out export busjness transactions and to finance exports 0n a

short-term basjs. The Corporatjon is administered by the Trade Branch

. 39of the Department of Business Development and Tourjsm.'-

The problem of having initiatives in economic development centred

at the provincial level is that provincìa1 pol icies can, at times,

conflict with munìcipaj concerns. liilliam l4uir, Planner with the City's

Department of Environmental Planning, cited specifìca1'ly the Provincial

Government's "stay option" meant to encourage industrial development in

rural areas.40 If th" municipal government had as highly developed an

economic development strategy as does the provìncial government, then it

too would be maximizìng the rewards of an upsurge in the region's

ec0nomy.

Bi -Level and Tri -Level Agreements

some of the injtiatives that pertain to'i ssues of economic develop-

ment jn l^linnipeg are co-operative ventures sponsored by two ìevels of
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government, federal and provincial, or three leve'ì s of government, federal '

provì nci al , and municipaì.

The ten-year Economic and Reg ional Development Agreement (ERDA)'

signed in November 1983, commjts the provincial and federal governments

to co-ordinating their economic development plannìng and programming ìn

lvlanitoba and to undertakìng several major ìnitiatives through a series of
Á"1

subsidiary agreements.'' The ERDA is the successor to the previous ten-

year Canada -lYan i to ba General Development Agreement (GDA)42 which operated'

locally as Enterprise Þlanitoba, Enterprìse I'lanitoba has provided

financial and other forms of support to six regional development programs

operating in the province.43 Enterprìse Manitoba has sìngìed out for

specìa1 attention six pr'iorìty industrial sectors operating in l'lìnnipeg.

These six sectors are:

l. Food Products

2. Heal th Care Proiects

3. Light Machinery

4, El ectron ics and El ectri cal Products

5. Aerospace

6. Transportation Equì pment,44

It is estimated that over the first five years of ERDA's ten year term'

combined expenditures will exceeì $400 million.4S

Another bi-level program is the Employment Deveìopment Injtiative

funded jointly by the federal New Employment Expansìon and Development

(NffO) program and the provìncia1 government. Under this agreement, $22

million js aimed at provìding jobs for those who have exhausted their

Unemployment Insurance or are receivìng sociaì wel fare.46
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The Core Area Injtiatives program is the most successful exampie of

a tri-level agreement. Signed in September, l98l , each level of govern-

ment, federal, provincìal, and municìpal, contributed $32 million toward

mutually approved projects in l,./Ínnipeg. The $96 million js divided between

three phases of activity: $37 mill ion spent ìmproving job opportunities,

upgrading housing, and social services; $54 mil lìon spent developìng key

areas for l'ndustrial , commercial and recreationaì purposes; and $5

million for management of the program over jts five year t.rr.47 One of

the key recreational sites, the CN tast Yards slated for a $7.2 million

redevelopment under Core Area Initiatives, will be further enhanced under

the $13 million federal -provincial Agreement on Recreation and Conservation

(ARC) which will spend $3,642,000 on deveìopment of the junctìon of the

Red and the Assiníboine, located within the East Yards site.48

Research and Development

A major portjon of any economìc development strategy ìs an ongoing

program of research and development (R & D), Statistics Canada and

Revenue Canada define R & D as:

".. , systematic investigatìon carried out in the naturaj and
engineering sciences by means of experiment or anaìysìs to
achieve a scientìfic or commercial advance, Research is
original investigation undentaken on a systematic basis to
gain new knowledge; deveìopment js the appl ication of research
fÍndings, or other scientific knowiedge, for the creation of
new or sìgnificantly improved producti or processes. "49

David Stambrook, in his analysis of lfanitoba's service sector, noted

the relationship between R & D and growth of the service sector and a

trend in l4anitoba, along wi th the growth of the service sector, toward

more applied R & D. Stambrook states: "recent ìnterest in the role of

R & D and technologic a change in the economy has shifted some emphasìs
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away from supporting physical capital investment towards creative activi-

ties which comprise a part of the producer servjce sector".50 McNea'l

and Hi ldebrand note a "re1atìve lack of applied research in the province

and the city" and note that what R & D there is confined to smal l programs

within indjvidual facilities at the universities and within the larger

-. 5t
Tl rms.

AlI R & D carried out at the University of Manitoba is co-ordinated

by the universìty's on.campus office of Research Administration.52 All

funding is derived entirely from outside sources, from foundatìons'

agencìes, government and industries.53 Two of the research facilities on

campus are the Industrial Appljcations of Mjcroelectronics Centre, and

the High Voltage Direct Current Research centre.54

Goyernment funded R & D is carried out under the auspices of the

Manitoba Research Council and the National Research Council. Tvqo programs

jointly funded by these agencies under the Enterprise Manitoba agreement

(now ERDA) are the Industrial Technology Centre and the Canada Food

Products centre.55 The Industrial Technology centre is comprìsed of two

R & D dìvisions, the Mechanical Engineering Division and the I'leta'ì l urgy

and t4aterìal Science Divison.56 Industrial R & D, often wíth government

fìnancing assistance, is carried out mainly ìn the aerospace and farm

equìpment sectors. Leaders jn local aerospace R & D are Bistol Aerospace

and Boeing of Canada, 1.,,/innìpeg Divìsion,while Versatile Farm Equipment

and Co=op Implements lead R & D jn the farm equìpment sector.57

This brief Iist of centres on ongoing R & D confirms the McNeal

and Hildebrand analysis, that activity ìs confined mainly to the univer-
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sities and the iarger industrial firms. If Winnipeg is to strengthen

its long-term economic prospects, then a concerted effort at expanding

R & D js necessary. This js not to say that l^linnipeg researchers must

become leaders ìn developing innovative new ideas. In the mícroelectronjcs

industry, fon example, the government's orìginal idea of creatìng another

Silicon Valley here in Manitoba has been replaced with the concept of

adapting exisiing innovations to new, practìca'l uses, i.e. notorìgina1

research as such but applied ..r.ur.h.58 Research and development offers

long-term economic advantage through adaptìng new technologies for local

app l icati on.

The newest addition to R & D in l'lanitoba will be the Institute for

l"lanufacturing Technology, a $41 million centre occupying one-half of

the proposed Science Place Canada on the former St. Paul's Colìege site

at Balmoral Street and Ellice Avenue ìn Winnìpeg. The project js financed

by the National Research Council. Scìence Place Canada is intended to

serve as a "high-tech" think tank, a catalyst for technoiogìca1 growth.59

The Role of the Private Sector

Smal l business is the backbone of l^linnipeg's and l"lanitoba's

economi es, Fi rms whi ch make up Mani toba' s smal I busi ness sector are

smaller than the Canadian average and getting smaìler, In sales, llan jtoba's

small business sector is Erowing at a faster clìp than the rest of Canada.'

An Economic Council of Canada study showed that B0 pencent of all manu-

facturing firms in l'lan jtoba and 94 percent of all l4anitoba's firms are

defjned as smal l business compared to Canadian overall statistics which

show that, in Canada, 78 percent of manufacturing firms and 93 percent

of a'l I firms are defined as small business, In ¡4anjtoba, 
.ì974 statistics
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show that firms with fewer than twenty-five employees accounted for $260

worth of sales, or 28.4 percent of the manufacturing sector, while' by

1979, sales almost doubled to $507 million and the smal lest businesses

were generating 36.2 percent of manufacturìng business. The data also

suggests that, in Manitoba, small business are more ìmportant ìn producing

jobs than elsewhere. They produced 20 percent of iobs in manufactuning

as compared to 14.2 percent for Canada as a whole.60

Big business also has a role to play in encouragìng the economic

deveìopment of l.,linnìpeg. Recent developments sponsored by big business

have been the completions of the Cargill Building and the Great ll/est

Life Corporation headquarters both in downtown l^lìnnÍpeg and ongoing

construction of Air Canada's nine-storey computer centre on a North

Portage site designated for re-development under the Core Area Initiatives
A]

p rog ram. " '

l¡li nni peg Business Development Co.rporation

The l,,linnipeg Business Development Corporation (liBDC) is a small team

of specialìsts providìng advice and assistance to expanding local companies

and to new companies seeking l,,lìnnipeg locations.62 The l,lBDC's annual

operatìng budget is $350,00063 funded ninety percent by the Cíty and ten

percent by the ],.lìnnipeg Chamber of Commerce.64 The organizational

structure of the I'IBDC is unique in thatral though it receives the majorìty

funding from the City, the l,lBDC'i s not a Cìty department. The WBDC's

policy is dictated by a twenty member Board of Directors comprised

primari 1y of private industry executives, although Board members are a-'l so

seiected from two levejs of government (provincial and municipal) and

organ ized I abour. ""
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The l^IBDC's tt.lo main objectivès are:

l. to promote the city externaì1y

?, to initiate activities that will ultimateìy benefit the

l¡Jinnìpeg community in market and facility expansìon.66

The externaì promotion side covers the broad field of pubììc relations.

The three types of external promotion provided by the WBDC are:

l. promotìon abroad - such as attendìng foreign trade fairs

2, information disseminatjon - placing advertisements jn selected

publìcations and providíng information about l,linnipeg to fìrms

intending to expand or relocate

3, "hand-hoìding" - making arrangements for out of town company

representat ives.67

An example of the second objectjve, provìding a forum, is the l'licro-

electronics Cornmittee, formed by the WBDC, which was the catalyst in the

formation of the Electronics Industry Association of Manitoba (EIAM).

EIAM presentìy has over eìghty members representing fifty companies.68

The WBDC is organized on a committee structure. The committees are

considered by the WBDC to be an integral part of the co-operative effort

necessary for successful economic development and promotion of the city.69

The organization of the committee structure with the lllBDC is expìaìned

diagramatical1y ìn the chart (see foìlowing page).

The staff of the WBDC is made up of General l4anager Ted George,

Development l4arketing Officer Klaus Thiessen, Business Development

0fficer Linder Bremner, an adminjstrative assistant, and a secretary
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Fìgure 12: I.IBDC volunteer committees organizatìon chart 70

The Federation of Ca adi an Mun i ci oal ì ti es

The Federation of Canadjan Municipalities (FCM) ìs a membership

organization with the goaì of enhancìng the posìtìon of local government

in the Canadian federaì system. FCM has over 200 municìpa1 members plus

most of the country's provinciaì and territorial municìpal assocjations.Tl

Part of FCM's mandate is to counter the perceptìon that munjcipal offj-

cìals can to little enhance economic development for the fo1ìowing thnee

reasons:

"...because muncipalìtìes are responsible for prov'iding the
infrastructure that supports economic activity, and for
creatìng communitìes vvith a quaj ity of life that attracts
ìnvestments, they play a central role in generating economjc
growth;
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...because municipal governments are the ones that most
closely affect people's daily 1ives, they have the capacity
to i denti fy speci fi c economj c chal I enges and opportuni ti es
most readily, and the resounces to meet these chalienges
advantageous'ly;

.,.because of the immedl'acy of the municipaì presence,
municipal governments have a unique ability to develop
consensus and mobi
community spirit."

'I ize action, in other words, to muster

FCM publishes a monthly newsletter, Forum, and a serjes of speciaì

studìes.73 Cost of membershjp is six cents per capita with a minimum of

$350.74

Comparative Case Studies: Vancouver and Minneapolis 
.

Two cities that l¡linnipeg can look to as models of economic develop-

ment are Vancouver and Minneapoììs-St. Pau'l . Vancouver is an excellent

exampìe of a western-Canadian metropolitan centre wìth a progressive

approach to economic development. Minneapol is-St. Paul is considered a

model northern, aging city, is the closest metropoiitan centre to !^linnipeg,

and has hjstoricaì trade ties with Winnipeg dating back to the lB20's,75

In 1978, Vancouver began work on an economic deveiopment strategy

for the 1980's by estabìishing an Economic Deveìopment office. The

Economic Development Office undertook surveys of busjness requirements

for space and personnel, and of the business community's perceptions of the

cìty's future, taxes, labour, and other related matter. In phase two of

their strategy, the Economic Development 0ffice provided this background

material to the Vancouven Economic Advisory Council, a body comprised of

twenty representatives of Vancouver's academic, busjness, labour,

government, and consulting community. This commission ultimateìy presênted

the City Council wjth the strategy for economic development in Vancouver

over the BO's.76
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The actual strategy jn jtself is not especìai ly remarkable, In

brief, they suggested that Vancouver emphasize its viability as a

business communjcations centre linking North America and the Pacific Rim,

that the city be promoted as an international finance centre, that tourism

be encouraged, and that Vancouver should bujld on the economic strengths
71jt aiready possesses. " What is remarkable is the backup work and

material s behind these suggestions. Vancouven now has a comprehensive

and realistic basis for the initiatives it ìntends to pursue. l4ore

important, as a result of lhe process that elicited the strategy,

Vancouver has. the support of its business, academic, and labour sectors

for proceeding with the strategy.TS More recently, Edmonton established

an Economic Development Authority based on the Vancouver model .79

The City of St. Paul , Minnesota has a Department of Planning and

Economic Development with five internal divisions; Communjty Deveìopment,

Housìng, Business Revitalization, Development and Planning.S0 The key to

Minneapolis-St. Paul's success at economic deveìopment, though, l ies more

with its business community than with its municipal authorìty. William

G, Ouchi analyzed Minneapoìis' economy and noted some of the following

poìnts. Fìrstly Þlinneapol is ìs comprised largely of a ìocalìy nun

economy with half of its manufacturing workers beìng employed by locally

based fìrms and, of the other half, ninety percent of these worked for

manufacturing firms orìginalìy founded in lt4inneapolis but subsequently

sold to outsiders.Sl Secondiy he found that corporate giving was far

hìgher ìn l'linneapoìÍs than anywhere else jn the Unjted States. In 1981 '

sixty-two local firms gave five percent of their pretax profits to charity'

and twenty-one firms gave two percent of their pretax profits to charìty'
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creating the Five Percent Club and the Two Percent Club respectively.

The United States average of corporate giving is between 0.66 pencent

and 0.75 percent of pretax earnìngs. In the'state of l'4innesota' corporate

gìving averages fifty percent above the national uu..ug..82

Ouchi's explanation for Minneapoìis' high Ievel of corporate civìc

responsibiìity is the web of relationships that brings together the

business, civic, politìcal , and other sectors in close contact' This web

of relationshjps js the result of contacts taking place in committees'

councils, and other private groups organized by concerned citizens such

as the Downtown Councjl, the l4innesota Association of Commerce and

Industry, the l'linnesota Business Partnership, the Citizen's League, the

Minneapolis Project on Corporate Responsibility, and the Greater lt4innea-

poìis Chamber of Commerce.S3 it j, this mechanism, a network of associa-

tìons, study groups, and committees, that transforms narrow self-interest

into a balanced state of cooperation among independent individuals'
o/t

according to Ouchj."' In other words, what Ouchi recommends and what

Minneapoljs attests to is networking, the gathering together of mutual

interest groups to pursue common goals at regular, structured meetings.

Ouchi concludes his analysis of Minneapol Ís with fol1owìng advìce

as how to develop a similar atmosphere of partnership:

l. Identify those key business leaders who have a sense of

commjttment to the community and to its future in a broad sense. It may

be that only two or three such people can be found but two or three are

enoug h.

2. Have these leaders structure an educational process, bring in

outside experts and thoughtful observers, in order to stimulate interest
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3. Create a smal I staff of one oì" two people and launch several

smal i projects for the purpose of identifying new people for leadership

rol es.

4. The business group should take the jnitìative in learning about

government and how to effectively present their views in government'

5. Create a network linking together the many special interest

groups and have them commit to paper their shared vision of what that
QÃ

communì ty can become.""

Both exampìes, Vancouver with its institutionalized planning pro-

cess and lvlìnneapoìis with its less formal approach, can serve as

ìnspiration to l.linnipeg in the formation of an economic development

s trategy.

Sumnery

The critical issue suggested by the practical consjderations is that

of junisdiction, where should the responsibility for economic development

lie. Both theory and practice indjcate that small business is the

engine or motor of the economy. The role of government is to facil itate

the pri vate sector and l,li nn ipeg' s muni ci pa i government has shown i tsel f

to be more than adept jn this role. Hìgher leveìs of government jntervene

jn the workings of private enterpni se more than the munìcipa1 level does

i n exchange for the faci I itat ing functi on. The muni ci pal government 
'

although it maintains a weaker tax base than do the federaj and provìncìal

levels, is the ideal level from which to promote l^lìnnipeg economic

development. Part of thìs promotion would be assisting private enter-

pri se to apply and qualjfy for federal and provincial funding.
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The institutions, out o.f which a strategic economic deveìopment

organìzation can be constructed,, already exist. Nothing needs to be

created. The problems are wìth jurisdiction and, at the bottom l ìne'

funding. The l^lìnnipeg Busjness Development Corporation is perfectly

situated between pnivate enterprise and the municipal corporation yet

it ìs poorly funded and given 1imìted responsibility. The province'

wjth ìts regional concerns, has an elaborate economic development structure

with even a l^linnipeg Economic Development Advìsory Committee dominated

by provincial representation. The Federatjon of Canadian Municipalities'

and other available national institutions, provìde a l ink with other

centres experiencing similar situations and so a "communications network"

which would ajd in..countering the tendencies toward parochiaf ism and

rì va l ry,

Mani toba's, and lli nni peg' s, economi es are, at the time of thi s

writing, in an upswing, The provincial government's economic development

strategy can receive most of the credit for this dramatìc turn around,

which has yet to be proven ìn the long term. Comparative economìc

development strategjes can be a valuable short cut to defining a l'Jinnipeg

strategy. Because of its current success and its over'l apping iurisdiction'

the provincial government's econom.ic development strategy warrants

special attention. Also, with this in mind, the l4inneapoì is and Vancouver

comparative case histories gain partìcular signifìcance.

Recommenda ti ons

The seven most sign'i ficant recommendations that derive from the

review of practìcal considerations of l^/innipeg's economìc deveìopment

are as fol I ows:
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- Immediately institute a process through which the City of

l.linnipeg creates a municipal economic development strategy in order to

di rect munjcipal economic po1ìcy,

- Strengthen the municipal planning authority so that it w'i ll be

capabìe of acting on an economic deveìopment strategy.

- Strengthen existing private jnstitutions to encourage a program

of networking among representatives of the private sector, government,

'labour, and academi a.

- Utilize existing federal and provincial programs and fund'ing

wherever possi bl e.

- Further anaìysis of the Provincial Government's successful

economic development strategy in order to determine which elements are

dìrectly transferable to a municìpal economic deveìopment strategy and

how the two strategies may jntermesh and confjict.

- Promote ongoihg research and deveìopment.

- Recognize the signìficance of the contribution of sma'l I business

and develop polìcies to promote smal I bus'iness in l,Jìnnipeg.
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Chaoter l0: Conclusions

Di scussion

ind'i cations for an al ternative economic deveiopment strategy for

the city of winnipeg derive directly from the summarjes and recommendations

of the preceding three chapters' The strategy is presented jn the form

of a scenario. Iù is definjtely not the onìy possible scenario nor is

there any guarantee that adoption of this scenario would immedìateìy

revamp t¡Jinnipeg's economic development situation. It js, though' the

optimal course of events distilled from a range of options and variations

on possible outcomes.

The scenario was arrived at through the process of empìr'ical investi-

gation followed in the prededing nine chapters and a measure of intuitive

judgment based on famìì iarity with the subject matter' This decjsion-

making process is exemplified in the djfficult choice of assigning to

the municipaìity the responsibility for determining and implementing an

economic development strategy' The theory, Jacobs and l'lo rri s, is clear

that thìs is the correct level of government for that responsibility'

The ljmìts of its jurisdiction makes the municipality the ideaì govern-

ment body to accept this responsibi lity. Yet consjderations of legìs-

'lation and fundìng indjcate the province as an alternative and it has

been demonstrated that, in actuality' ìt is the province behind the

majoni ty of development in'itiatives. The federal government has the

greatest tax base, and therefore, a hìgher degree of funding. But these

two higher levels of government have conflìcting concerns with the

City of l^linnipeg's prior'ìties. 0n what basis, then, to make this

di ffi cul t decision,
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The nrain I inritation to this decision is that, ultimately' it is

the role of private enterprise to enhance the City of Winnipeg's economìc

development. The level of government best suited to facilitate this

jnterest is the municipality. This observati.on is basically an intuitìve

one, since a researcher of a more interventionist bent wouid argue the

opposite, the fund.ing rather than jurìsdiction is the overridìng considera-

tjon. The resultant decision, that the municipality be assigned respon-

sibility for defining and implementing an economic development strategy'

is a combination of intuitive judgement and empirical research.

I'lith this quaìification, that the individual details were arrived

at by scrutiny of the available options and that these details represent

the optimal, but not the on1y, possible eourse of events, I offer the

foìlowing scenario as an alternative economic development poljcy for the

City of Winnipeg.

The Strategy

The responsibil ity for ldinnìpeg's economic development should be

vested in the munìcìpality under the authority of an expanded l.linnipeg

Busjness Developmemt Corporation (llJBDC) jncorporating major portions of

organizations whose jurisdiction overìaps into economi c development.

Examples of such organizations include the C'ity's Department of Environ-

mental Planning (DEP) and the province's l^/innipeg Economjc Development

Advìsory Counci I (WEDAC). The DEP wouì d maintajn its authority over

building permits, land titles, and zoning divisions while the community

organization and development plan initiatives would share a locatìon with

the l-,lBDC. The province couìd maintain jts own advisory council for the

region with dual representa¿jon of key ministers on the municìpa1ly-
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based |¡JEDAC. The Èemainder of the lriEDAC would be rnade up of the major

or representative, the President of the Chamber of Commerce, and key

representatives of business, labour, and academia. The WEDAC could

functjon as the pol icy committee for the WBDC and, toward this end, the

I,.JEDAC could formalize a charter on whjch to base poljcy decisions founded

on the prìnciple of turning l,lìnnipeg into a self-sustaining, i.e. not

self-iufficient but self-reliant, metropolitan centre.

Based on this statement of principle, and most up-to-date assessment

of l.iinnipeg's strengths and weaknesses, the IlJTDAC shouìd propose a long-

term development strategy, subject to periodic scrutiny, which is divided

into two distinct phases. The first, an import-replacement phase would

see all fundìng channeled into jdentifying sounces of ìmport and financìng

feasible replacement facilities. The second, a mixed import-repl acement/

export generating phase, wouìd generalìze funding allocation to all

enterprise with export potential for the purpose of setting in motion a

reciprocating import-replacement leading to exporting system. Implemen-

tation of this strategy and allocation and regulation of funding would be

the responsibjlity of the ful l-time management staff of the l.lBDC. This

management group wouìd act as a Iiaison between the WEDAC and the Chamber

of Commerce commjttee structure that currently is part of the l¡lBDC. The

management group would also be responsìb1e for the community development

structure.

Under the management group shouìd be a data gatherìng and processing

(DGP) djvisjon with a mandate to initiate an ongoing input-output analysis

of the City of Winnipeg and to update the Eco nomic Base Studv' s demo-

graphìc, employment, and location quotient statistics and shift-share
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analysis. The DGP division wouìd orìginate community cash flow studies

in order to'i dentify key neighbourhoods to promote community development

corporatìons, The DGP divisìon could initial'ly consist of local free-

lance consultants and need never be located in the same offices as the

WBDC; the necessary lìnk could be provided by a computer hook up.

The WBDC must by necessity be funded by the City and special tax

deductions shou.ld be provided to encourage corporate donations, It js

ìn the provìnciaì government's interest to promote l,,/innipeg's economy

and funding for and cooperatìon with the l¡lBDC is inherent in the relation-

ship, All avaÍlable federal and prov'incial funding should be obtajned

and utilized effectiveìy. The tlJBDC could offer a service to qualifying

busjnesses assisting in and promoting grant applications. 0utlay of

WBDC funds. would be in the form of investment loans to individual and

corporate entrepreneurs. Al though a certain rate of loss on the loans

would be assumed, the intention is that payments on the loans would

eventual ly fund the l,lBDC.

The promotional work provìded by the actual WBDC' before this

theoretical expansìon of responsibil ities, would continue under a public

reiations divisíon. The expanded IIBDC would institute ongoing programs

to study and report to the WEDAC for" polìcy considerations on:

identìfying and training Iocal entrepreneurs, promotìng corporate rela-

tions with the l,,/BDC, improving urban socia'l and cultural conditions,

potential energy conservatìon measurers, research and deveìopment,

venture investment potential , and comparative cjtjes' economjc deveìop-

ment strategi es and initiatjves.
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The process of networking, or ìnteractìon amongst the business

community with each other and with the public sector, which is meant to

heighten civic awareness and responsjbility, cannot be legìsìated or

plotted over the long term. Ìt is a process that must be played by ear

with the responsibìe authorìty reacting to positive jnitiatives which

foster communication sectors and between different sectors represented

by members of the business community. A program of networking, oi ìnter-

action, which promotes economic development potential , is an ìntegral

segment of this development strategy, This program must be ongoing and

must buiId on existìng initìatives. It may be as simple as providing

free lunches for meetings of representatives of key sector"s discussing

common concerns or as providing awards or r"ecognition for civic achieve-

ment. It may be more complex such as sponsoring seminars and conferences

which bring together representatives of the business community. The

detaìls of this program will be deterrnìned after the organization to

enact these injtiatives is in pìace. l^lhat js ìmportant is that such a

program ìs integral to the entire economic development strategy.

Concl usion

The urban economy is the foundatjon upon whìch rests the entire

complex of infiastructures, legal , social, cultural , political , and

physical , that constitutes the cìty or urban system. As such' an

economic development strategy is the basic cor¡ponent of the city planning

process. Ci ty pl anners, concerned wi th successful economi c devel opment,

ar"e at the forefront of urban evolution. Economics is fundamental to

city planning.
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The preceding economic development strategy is but one option among

many courses of action. My research indicates that this would be the

optimaì strategy. Different methodoìogìes and dÍfferent ideological and

theoretical orjentations would produce different strategies. The only

way to empirically prove a particular strategy successfuì, and more

successful than others, is by application over the long run. The City of

hlinnipeg has the opportunity now for co-ordinated and co-operative action

which would result in overall economic betterment of the entire t¡jinnjpeg

urban economy.
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